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WELCOMING REMARKS

ROBERT LADO
Dean, School of Languages and Linguistics
Georgetown University

Since 1950, the annual Georgetown University Round Table has
furnished a forum for an assessment of national needs and the study
of current problems in language study and linguistics. In the Round
Tables new ideas have been proposed and put to the grueling test of
open discussion by critical colleagues. In some cases, these ideas
initiated what became major movements in the field.

In the preparation of this Round Table we were aware of a certain
apparehtly widespread conflict in the study and teaching of languages.
Should the linguistic base of language learning and teaching be a
generative transformational model when Chomsky himself disclaims
interest in the practicality of his model ? Should the learning base
be grounded in cognitive psychology; and, if so, to what extent and in
what form ? Should a behavioristic model grounded on 'habit' be em-
ployed when most would insist that language study today must include
a semantics which involves far more? These problems cannot be
discussed most profitably if each speaker insists on restricting the
dialogue to the immediate circle of his own fellow specialists. The
Round Table should, then, return to its original purpose: to discuss
national needs and problems in languages and linguistics.

Professor Jankowsky undertook the difficult assignment of this
year's Round Table. It is not always easy to organize a Round Table
within one's own field of specialization, but it is far more difficult
to persuade leaders in various fields to discuss frankly their
distinct yet interdependent needs and problems in an interdiscipli-
nary Round Table and to encourage them to join together in a search
for solutions. But the time seems apt to make such an effort.
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As I look at the program, I am pleased that Georgetown University
has the privilege of being host to this group of distinguished scholars
and teachers who are willing to present their ideas on the very im-
portant problems of 'Language and International Studies'. On behalf
of the Georgetown University School of Languages and Linguistics, I
am happy to welcome the speakers and other participants.



WELCOMING REMARKS

KURT R. JANKOWSKY
Chairman, Georgetown University Round Table 1973

Ladies and gentlemen: to all of you, particularly to the panelists
and to the chairman of the Interest Groups, a cordial welcome! Your
presence and your participation manifest an interest and a commit-
ment of time for which we are all grateful.

In the past, several factors have contributed to the Georgetown
University Round Table. Among these have been the opportunities
to present scholarly papers, to pose questions, to raise issues, and
to exchange ideas. These opportunities were significantly increased
by the institution last year of the Interest Group Sessions.

The Georgetown University Round Table has always involved the
linguist and the language teacher; this year, they are joined by two
others who share their interest and concern in the language learning
and language teaching process; namely, the language user and the
language program evaluator. Only continued and constructive dis-
cussion among these four will provide effective solutions to what I
regard as three important problems currently challenging the lin-
guist and the language learner: (1) to stimulate the general public
to a greater interest in the study of foreign languages, (2) to specify
more precisely the foreign language needs of the nonlanguage major,
and (3) to explore and develop for the student not majoring in lan-
guages new and more effective ways of relating the study of a foreign
language to his major field.

We hope that the 24th Georgetown University Round Table meeting
will contribute substantially toward the achievement of these im-
portant objectives.

x m





LINGUISTIC VERSUS P S Y C H OLI NGU 1ST I C MODELS
IN TEACHING FOREIGN LANGUAGES
TO UNIVERSITY LEVEL STUDENTS

LEOPOLD K. ENGELS

University of Leuven

Introduction. All over the world we can trace new shifts in foreign
language teaching theories, shifts that have developed mainly since the
decline of the behavioristic (audiolingual) approach at the end of the
sixties.

The traditional intuitive theory gained strong support from Chomsky's
words on BBC television in 1968 that

. . . a teaching program be designed in such a way as to give
free play to those creative principles that humans bring to the
process of language-learning, and I presume to the learning of
anything else. I think we should probably try to create a rich
linguistic environment for the intuitive heuristics that the normal
human automatically possesses. 1

We might surely base a magnificent receptive approach to FL learning
on this suggestion concerning foreign language learning, which we can
define as 'global' (rich environment, intuitive heuristics, creative
principles) and which stresses the notion of creativity according to
Chomsky's definition of language (i.e. 'rale-governed creativity').
But the applied linguists in favor of the notion of 'communicative
competence'2 propose active FL courses with an as realistic diver-
sity of structures as possible at the very beginning of a course (cf.,
C. N. Candlin, L. Jakobovits, J. W. Oiler).3 They stress the im-
portance of real discourse or pragmatic context and contrast this to
the structuralist sentence patterns in isolation, or in a fairly artifi-
cial progression. They reflect Chomsky's opinion quite well.
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Although still a minority, there is a group of FL theorists who
stress the aspect of 'rule-governedness' with the same definition of
language. They can be found among keen observers and experimen-
tally minded people like J. B. Carroll"^ or among linguists who teach
adults at the university level. 5 They are interested in testing theo-
retical models with their students, because the students get courses
in theoretical linguistics and at the same time must learn the FL
actively by speaking and writing. This happens to be the situation in
many countries in Europe: Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Poland, and
at the new universities in Germany and England. The applied linguists,
teaching a FL at university level, had to get rid of the commercially
spread tapes with language-laboratory exercises. They were based
on behavioristic mimicry strategies which the students had promptly
rejected as boring, inefficient (short memory training), and time
consuming. Accordingly, experiments were started with more cog-
nitive approaches, 'rule-governed' and fairly exceptional, consider-
ing the tough resistance of the audiolingual strategies in use since
World War II. I think it may be important to mention three very r e -
cent experimental research projects in the cognitive approach to the
teaching of a FL to adults:

(1) The GUME Project^ which compared groups of students who
received either an explicit grammatical teaching or an implicit teach-
ing of grammar. The results were in favor of the explicitly taught
groups.

(2) A Russian experiment led by P . J . Galperin who compared
groups of students who were given a grammar training by means of
logical steps (like in a computer flow chart) to test groups which did
not get such an 'etappenweise Herausbildung'. The results were in
favor of the groups taught with the problem-solving activities: 40%
time saving; the correlation coefficients were 0.80 against 0.17 for
the learning of the 'perfect tense' in German; 0. 80 to 0. 25 for the
learning of the adjectival inflections. The long memory links were
strengthened parallel to the increasing insight in the generalization
processes. ?

(3) A. Keuleers (Katholieke Universiteit, Leuven, Belgium)^ who
made experiments with about 160 students of the Department of Eng-
lish in 1971-72. Four fairly identical groups of students were tested
on syntactic pattern practice in the language laboratory: group A,
getting traditional pattern practice with only one model on top of the
exercise, was tested against a progressive remodelling in groups B,
C, and D, so that from group D we expected the highest degree of
transferability to any variety of language structure. Remodelling
during the same exercise presupposes in the learner a knowledge of
rules and abstract symbols of a meta-language which can elicit the
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transfer to the required structures. The D group provided the best
correlations in favor of a purely cognitive approach. 9

A few theoretical views are at the basis of these experiments.
1. According to the Dutch psychologist Van Parreren, 10 ancj n j S

disciple G. Span, ^ three learning styles exist. For receptive ob-
jectives in language teaching as well as for the applied linguists be-
lieving in a communicative competence to be stimulated by means of
a rich environment the global style is bound to the extra-linguistic
situation which, just like a picture, is ambiguous and beyond control,
until further scientific investigation proves the contrary. In a con-
clusion to his paper, Candlin writes that a rational and communicable
meta-language for the description of discourse in communication
should be devised. It should not be merely a linguistic meta-language,
but one adequate to handle the social context of messages. If this
could be realized, the global style would disappear from teaching
methods with communicative competence as the objective; it would
also become a deductive approach.

The 'analytical' style is necessary for FL learning and teaching in
the beginning stage. Students should induce grammatical rules from
a set of examples. The grammatical substitution table still proves to
be an excellent means to reach this aim: the behavior of the para-
digmata and the syntagmata of a number of sentences is shown in a
visual way, i. e. language is treated like assemblies in mathematics,
and the students quite easily gather the necessary generalizations and
the essential discriminations, not only on the syntactic but also on the
semantic level, by analyzing the distributive characteristics displayed
by the sentences in the table. This inductive process prepares the
external grammar, mostly expressed in formulae, which the students
will carry along in their long memory and which will help them for
language-producing exercises.

The analytical style should be used in remedial teaching and learn-
ing every time the lecturer notices that the students miss or have lost
grammatical insight or have lost the required externalizations of
grammar (the meta-language). 13 The 'deductive' style is used in
most grammatical exercises, also by advanced students whose gram-
mar is already internalized, so that they may have the impression of
speaking the FL spontaneously without any obvious deduction. Their
language production results from an inner deductive process which
starts from internalized language rules.

In any other learning process in which externalized grammatical
codes are used, the exercise is necessarily deductive: the student
proceeds from a well-known grammar code towards its application.
This has often been misunderstood by FL methodologists. Even
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P. Corder speaks of a 'guided induction'14 when dealing with exer-
cises, whereas induction only applies to obtaining insight into a rule.
During the learning-to-do period, however, one applies rules, i. e.
one transforms abstract elements into more concrete language phe-
nomena: all structuring is deduced from a model. Even purely imi-
tative exercises are deductive, although they exclude any insight.
They are found to be hard and boring by adults because their memories
are no longer as sensitive to repetitive learning.

The structuralist pattern practice is also deductive, but too sim-
plistic for adult learners who enjoy problem-solving activities much
more. Because learners must stick to the same model and because,
on the other hand, the set of sentences misses all situational coher-
ence, we get something contrary to a natural approach: in real con-
versation the topic remains the same for some time, but nobody would
like to express it with the same pattern returning all the time.

2. The objective of FL learning and teaching is a final internali-
zation of the grammar codes and rules, so that a kind of 'competence'
—with a psycholinguistic meaning of the word—may work in the stu-
dent for speaking the foreign language: he will be enabled to produce
an unlimited number of FL sentences by means of a restricted set of
rules. The sentences produced will be semi-grammatical as well as
grammatical. We assume that this competence will be primarily lin-
guistic, i. e. syntactic competence at the level of the sentence to be
chosen in the discourse. It cannot yet be called a fully communicative
competence. This means that our students can already learn a syn-
tactic competence at the university but that to reach a communicative
competence they will have to go to a country in which the learned lan-
guage is spoken. Let us hope that by immersion and rich environment
they will master it.

3. One of the crucial problems in FL learning is the WAY in which
this objective can be reached: by means of global strategies without
any further possible control, depending only on the abilities of the stu-
dents; by means of imitative strategies without insight, suffering from
the exasperating results of short memory practices; or by means of
structural exercises without any transfer possibilities.

Most FL teachers and applied linguists are afraid of externalized
grammar. They would like miracles to happen without relying on lin-
guistics and educational psychology. Transformational grammar, for
instance, could not help them in the least—so they pretend. 15

Perhaps some of them still think of the verbal formulation of the
rule when externalization of a grammar rule is mentioned. This
verbalization, however, as found in traditional grammars, is of NO
importance in language learning. Grammatical insight (i. e. concept
learning) does not need any concrete wording, it is only meant to
behave in the way so many humans behave in other circumstances:
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humans manipulate their environment symbolically (cf. mathematics,
dancing, music, liturgy, and language itself). 16 What we want in FL
teaching is a grammatical concept or rule, symbolized in such a way
that it is abstract enough to conventionally express how we should ACT
when speaking or writing a FL grammatically. Theoretical linguists
manifest the same 'symbol-fright' when they hear about applications in
language teaching. Still, there is no escape from symbolization if we
want to replace an imitative approach which has ended in boredom.
Only sufficient abstraction in the rules can lead to free transfer in
many situations; pattern practice of the structuralists only led to
finite results with cliches and a lack of creativity. The real com-
municational approach which can be taught at present is only a part
of a very restricted language code: introducing somebody, talking
about the weather and the sport results, asking about health, con-
gratulating someone, and so on. But as soon as more elaborated lan-
guage codes appear in a conversation, we will have to master other
language registers which cannot yet be predicted in a communicative
sense, but which can be predicted grammatically. Modern linguistics
(TGG, Tagmemics, Stratificational grammar) has given us at least
the insight that abstract symbolization can represent such concrete
symbols of language as sentences, clauses, phrases, words, and
phonemes.

4. In FL learning and teaching we should not restrict ourselves to
linguistics. Language is not an abstract entity living on its own. It
is organically bound with the human being it is living in. Language is
a complex entity: it is also at home in physiology, in psychology, in
sociology, in pedagogy, and in acoustics. We cannot apply linguistic
models to language teaching without consulting up-to-date educational
psychology and the studies on learning processes in general. 18 When
students arrive at our university they have already had a lot of in-
ductive grammar teaching at their secondary schools. They have,
accordingly, learned by means of stimulus and response methods
(which was very common in Belgium, as it was anywhere else).
They have learned vocabulary by means of chaining and verbal associ-
ations (in the best cases by means of contextual association; in the
worst cases by paired association or translation). The students have
spent time in concept learning (grammatical terminology); sometimes
the results are very doubtful or without any real insight. Rule learn-
ing has been done as well, but probably in the wrong way because it
proves to be deficient. Problem-solving activities in language learn-
ing were rare: our students are surprised when they realize all the
problem-solving activities that are possible in language.

From all these experiences some preliminary conditions for our
remedial teaching can be proposed: the students should learn vocabu-
lary by means of contextual associations and chaining, although
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translation will not be excluded. Because they have only acquired
concept knowledge by means of mere definitions, we shall also provide
them with concrete concepts of grammatical facts. 19 We shall concen-
trate on sound rule learning and do a lot of problem solving. The main
objective of all this, however, remains the internalization of the rule
system. This can only be achieved by means of many exercises, at
least for the students who need the help of a learning system or a
teacher. Because all exercises are deductive by nature, we should
prepare our students for this deductive processing; all our exercises
will be 'language producing'. We should teach them the abstract sym-
bols that can be transformed into concrete language symbols.

Language production should start from an extra-linguistic situation,
but then it should be guided through a hierarchical sequence or flow of
choices. The model we should use is a linguistic one, changed into a
psycholinguistic performance model. 20

When the situation eliciting language appears, the first choice to be
made by the speaker responding is 'modality'. We put the modal
choice first because it is the affective response of the speaker, as it
were, to the situation outside himself. He will express this attitude
cognitively by means of the linguistic elements at his disposal for
expressing reality, possibility, emphasis, doubt, wish, intention, and
many other modalities. The next choice might be a cognitive response:
the speaker decides on the kind of sentence he is going to use in the
whole of the discourse situation. The TGG re-write rule of the 'Pre-
S(entence)' elements is quite convenient here: the speaker chooses
either an imperative, a statement, or a question (information with WH
or judgment with inversion), then decides upon affirmative or negative,
and finally upon active or passive.

Once the kind of sentence to be uttered has been decided upon, the
student must make some more preliminary choices of great impor-
tance: sentence adverbs will be chosen first; they do not belong to the
predicate phrase because we can formulate, for example, the adver-
bial unfortunately in a sentence like It is an unfortunate fact that . . . .
Predicate phrase-adverbs must be decided upon next, because they
have a great influence on the elements that remain in the AUX: Tense
and Aspect (Continuity and Perfectivity). 21

The last item to be decided upon is the final set with NP and VP
(the VP will be rewritten further into the kind of V, with NP2 or PP
and ADV of Manner). This psycholinguistic presentation of a linguis-
tic hierarchical tree by means of a logical sequence of choices is
necessary for the programming of cognitive and productive exercises
to be presented to the students. In a stimulus we should never put the
choices, to be made before the sentence can be uttered, at the end.
A question marker /WH/ or /INV/ or simply / ?/ should not appear at
the end but at the beginning of the stimulus. The same can be assumed
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for adverbials like yesterday or this week; put them at the end, and
you will get the wrong tense. 2 2

We will not go into further details about this analytical approach
regarding the choices, such as modalities, aspects, and different
kinds of verbs, made by students. It should be clear that we have
developed an abstract meta-language to elicit syntactic, morphologi-
cal, and even semantic choices.

5. Again we must rely on psycholinguistic theories and strategies
in order to get these abstract formulae to work in a productive lan-
guage exercise. The learning theories have defined this strategy as
mediation. 23 Deese had already noticed in 1961 that people who have
a greater supply of mediating coding links acquire a set of chains
more rapidly than those who have fewer available. 24 We must let
our abstract formulae work as mediators so that they act as produc-
tive cognitive stimuli between the situation and the actual human re-
sponses in the surface structure. They are devices which are uni-
versally accepted in current learning theories. With most of our
students we are allowed to use rather abstract mediators; but we have
experienced that the less gifted students should benefit more from
mediators which have been given a representative or simulating char-
acter. These simulating mediators facilitate the learning process. 25

Conclusion. We have restricted our argument to the possibility
of using linguistic models in FL teaching to adults, on the condition
that we adapt these models to the requirements of the psychological
learning processes. We consider this venture a realistic interim
report, for we realize that meta-language codes resulting from the
communicative sociolinguistic research of C. N. Candlin and others
might give this purely linguistic coding a richer dimension.

NOTES

1The Listener, 79(2044), May 30, 1968, p. 690. Noam Chomsky
and Stuart Hampshire discuss the study of language.

2Communicative competence: Wunderlich, 'Pragmatik, Sprech-
situation', in: Lili, 1.153-90, 1971; Del Hymes, On communicative
competence, in: Directions in sociolinguistics, New York, 1972;
Habermas, Towards a theory of communicative competence, in:
Inquiry, 1970.

3j. W. Oiler, Introduction, mind and contextualization of materials
to be learned, in: Third AILA Congress, Copenhagen, 1972, forth-
coming; C. N. Candlin, The status of pedagogical grammars, in:
Theoretical linguistic models in applied linguistics, Aimav, Brussels,
1973, pp. 55-64; L. Jakobovits, Foreign language learning, Rowley,
Mass., 1972, p. 25.
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4J. B. Carroll, Current issues in psycholinguistics and second
language learning, TESOL Quarterly, 5.101-14, January 1971.

5j . B. Allen, Applied grammatical models in a remedial English
syllabus, in: Theoretical linguistic models in applied linguistics,
Aimav, Brussels, 1973, pp. 91-106; L. K. Engels, The teaching of
English at university level, in: IAUPE Congress, Istanbul, 1971,
forthcoming.

6The GUME Adults Project, Department of Education Research,
Gothenburg School of Education, 1971.

7 P. J. Galperin's project is described and analyzed by M. M.
Gochlerner and W. Ejger, Etappenweise Herausbildung linguistischer
Handlungen und Begriffe als psychologische Grundlage fur das Erlernen
einer Fremdsprache, Deutsch als Fremdsprache, 9(3). 175-80, 1972.

8A. Keuleers, Cognitive drills for the language laboratory, in:
3rd AILA Congress, Copenhagen, 1972, forthcoming.

9Doctoral dissertation in preparation, ready autumn 1973.
lOvan Parreren, Psychologie van het leren I & II, Deventer, 1970.
llG. Span, Cognitieve stijl en aanpak van de leerstof, in: Infor-

matie over leren en onderwijzen, ed. by C. F. Van Parreren and
J. Peeck, Groningen, 1970.

1 2C. N. Candlin, op. cit., p. 64.
l^The grammatical meta-language is mostly a mere convention be-

tween teacher and learners; every teacher can invent a system of his
own. Internationalization of the most common grammatical codes
could be obtained from transformational grammar; e. g. NP, VP,
AUX, V, pre-S, T etc. are codes that can do excellent work in FL
learning and teaching.

14P. Corder in a forthcoming paper, mentioned by J. B. Allen,
op. cit., p. 93.

1 5 P. W. Gester, Zuruck zur grammatischen Regel ?, Neusprach-
liche Mitteilungen, 30(4). 224-30, 1971.

16R. Gagne, The conditions of learning, New York, 1970, p. 203.
^Children memorizing the Koran or the Bible. (Only in a primi-

tive society will such a number of concrete language symbols be
drilled into the memories of children.)

18Gagn6, op. cit.; Van Parreren, op. cit.; David P. Ausubel,
Educational psychology: A cognitive view, New York, 1968.

19An abstract concept in German would be the notion: dative; the
student cannot know what that means in practice; a concrete concept
can be obtained by the insight into the function of a dative case com-
bined with its realization in the endings added to the stems of deictic
words: -EM, -ER, -EN.

20Based on Marusu Kajita, A generative-transformational study of
semi-auxiliaries in present-day American English, Tokyo, 1967.
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2lExamples: it happened yesterday, it has happened today, it_
happens sometimes.

22Sentences with yesterday + Present Tense do occur in English
written material, but in all these cases the adverbial appears after
the finite form of the verb, which is an indication that the decision of
using yesterday came too late in the writer's or speaker's mind; cf.
U. Fries, Prasens und yesterday. Ein Beitrag zu Tempusgebrauch
und Adverbialsyntax, Folia Linguistica, 5(1-2). 83-100, 1972.

23\Ve use the term mediation as it is understood by education
psychologists like Gilbert (1962), Gagne (1968), Ausubel (1968),
Ingram (1973). We are aware of the fact that if we also quoted Os-
good, they might accuse us of extrapolation of a theory.

2^Gagn6, op. cit.
25Simulating mediators can be used quite safely with younger stu-

dents in secondary education (i.e. from the age of puberty onwards).





LINGUISTICS AND LANGUAGE TEACHING:
APPLICATIONS VERSUS IMPLICATIONS

JAMES W. HARRIS

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

My routine professional work is divided in roughly equal measure
between theoretical linguistics and language teaching. I doubt very
much that being a language teacher has in any way improved my compe-
tence as a linguist, but I am quite convinced that being a linguist has
helped me to become a better language teacher. I have also been in-
volved in the preparation of language textbooks and other pedagogical
materials, and again I am sure that my training in linguistics has
helped me to do a better job. I am very hard put, however, to identify
any specific principles of any linguistic theory that correlate point-by-
point with any aspects of actual classroom practice, or of the produc-
tion of materials, that seem to contribute to better language teaching.
It is the purpose of this paper to present a point of view regarding the
relationship of linguistic theory to language pedagogy that attempts to
reconcile the seemingly contradictory beliefs that on the one hand the
study of linguistics can be helpful to the language pedagogue, while on
the other hand it is next to impossible, if not totally so, to associate
specific principles of linguistic theory directly with pedagogical
principles of context and methodology. (In this context, it is im-
portant to observe that the 'principles' are distinct from the 'methodo-
logical assumptions' of a particular linguistic theory. In what follows,
I make no reference at all to the latter.)

I would like to stress at the outset that I have no novel contribution
to make in these matters. The point of view I will express has been
expressed before, and better. In fact, I would prefer not to take up
your time at all, but rather to simply recommend that everyone go
home and read the recent book Linguistics in Language Teaching by

11
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the British educator D. A. Wilkins (The MIT Press, 1972). I wish to
acknowledge my indebtedness to Professor Wilkins' book, and to say
that it strikes me as the best of its kind ever written.

The point of view I wish to develop can be expressed, as a first
approximation, in the form of the following slogan: Theoretical lin-
guistics has 'implications' for language pedagogy, but not direct 'appli-
cations'. This slogan is intended to encapsulate the notion that we, as
language teachers, should not expect to be able to take developments
in theoretical linguistics and find ways of applying them to teaching.
Instead, we face problems in language teaching, and in trying to find
solutions to our problems on some principled basis, we take into con-
sideration whatever evidence linguistics, as only one of several
sources, may provide. We must expect that strictly linguistic argu-
ments will rarely, if ever, be definitive and conclusive. This is so
because linguistic theory has aims different from those of language
pedagogy. Linguistic theorists are concerned, ultimately, to discover
the basic principles that underly human language behavior; that is, to
develop theories to explain the human faculte de langage. It is not the
concern of theoretical linguistics to provide evidence about the most
effective procedures for teaching additional languages to students who
have already mastered, or are in the process of mastering, their
native language or languages. (This is not a statement of a desidera-
tum, but rather one of actual fact.) Furthermore, whatever the con-
cerns of theoretical linguistics may be, it would be difficult to main-
tain that linguistics has yet achieved a level of theoretical understand-
ing that might enable it to support a technology of language teaching.
What seemed to be well-established doctrine a few years ago may now
be the subject of extensive debate, and the body of theory that we can
confidently expect to resist modification is fairly small. Language
teaching itself is at present, and is likely to remain for some time, a
highly pragmatic business. What seems to be good linguistics may
very well be bad pedagogy. Thus, in the attempt to apply linguistic
evidence to the solution of pedagogical problems, there is no substi-
tute for the considerable accumulation of experience and the best
judgments of good language teachers.

Surely the language pedagogue would be well advised to keep
abreast of discussions and progress in linguistic theory, as well as
in the general psychological theory of learning; and the attempts to
approach the problems of language learning from a principled point
of view are extremely worthwhile. We may expect, however, that
the genuine contributions of linguistic theory to language pedagogy
will be limited to the following. For those involved in the preparation
of pedagogical materials, linguists may be able to provide more
accurate, extensive, and insightful accounts of the data of the language
to be taught. The materials writer will be disappointed, however, if
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he expects to acquire from linguistics a large body of information
that differs markedly from what he can find in the best traditional
scholarly grammars, at least in the case of the more commonly taught
languages, all of which have excellent scholarly grammatical tradi-
tions. For most teachers and administrators, who must simply choose
among the materials available and decide how to make the most effec-
tive use of them, the real contribution of the study of linguistics is
that of providing a heightened awareness of and sensitivity to the nature
of language, and thereby to the complexities of language learning.
Presumably, the better one understands the nature of language, the
better he will be able to exercise critical judgment concerning inno-
vations in language teaching, including those that may claim to be
supported by linguistic research.

In order to make these remarks more concrete, I would like to give
an example of something that seems to be good linguistics but turns out
to be bad pedagogy. The example will be taken from Spanish, the lan-
guage that I teach. At a fairly early point, students must learn to con-
trol the vowel alternations in the stems of a particular class of slightly
irregular verbs. Although this class is relatively small, students
must come to grips with it early on because it contains a number of
very common verbs. One of these verbs that students usually en-
counter first, and on which generalizations about the whole class are
typically based, is pedir, which means 'to ask for, to request'. The
following are some, but not all, of the forms of this verb. (I indicate
the position of stress where the standard orthography does not; the
stem vowels we are interested in are underlined.)

Infinitive: p£dfr

Present Indicative Present Subjunctive
pfdo pedfmos pfda pidSmos
pfdes pedfs pfdas pidSis
pfde pfden pfda pfdan

Past Participle: p^dfdo
Present Participle (Gerund): pidi§ndo

Preterit
pedf pedfmos
p^dfste p^dfsteis
pidi6 pidiSron

Of course, all of these forms are not presented at once; the order of
presentation varies slightly from text to text, but the infinitive is
always taken as basic, or 'given'. After the infinitive, the Present
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Indicative is always taught first. Some texts simply display the forms,
without giving any statement about them. When a statement is given,
it is always essentially the following: In verbs of this irregular class,
membership in which is not predictable, the stem vowel is [i], the
letter 'i ' , when the stem is stressed; and [e], the letter 'e', when the
stem is unstressed. This is plainly a correct statement of the facts.
For the forms of the Present Subjunctive, students are invariably
given the generalization that all forms have the same stem as the
first person singular of the Present Indicative. This is a good gener-
alization: not only does it state the facts correctly, but also it is of
wider application than just the case at hand, in that it is generally
true of irregular verbs, though not without exception. Students must
realize, however, either on their own or by being told explicitly, that
the statement given for the Present Indicative does not carry over to
the Present Subjunctive, since Subjunctive piddmos and pidlis have the
vowel [i], spelled 'i ', in the unstressed stem. This is indeed some-
thing of a complication, since other classes of slightly irregular
verbs, which students have presumably already learned, do in fact
have the same sets of stress-controlled vowel alternations in the
Present Indicative and the Present Subjunctive. For the Past Partici-
ple, no special statement is required, since it follows the regular
pattern of formation on the basis of the Infinitive. The Present
Participle (or Gerund) pidi6ndo, however, comes as a surprise.
Here the vowel [i], spelled 'i ' , appears in the stem although it is not
stressed. This not only does not follow the rule given for the Present
Indicative, but also it is not analogous to other sets of verbs. Text-
books have no recourse except to note the stem of the Present Partici-
ple as an unexplained idiosyncrasy. The forms of the Preterit pre-
sent another surprise: third person singular and plural have stem
[i], the letter 'i ' , although this vowel is not stressed. Again the rule
for the Present Indicative cannot be extended to cover other forms.
Again, textbooks have no recourse except to cite the third person
singular and plural Preterit forms as unexplained idiosyncrasies.

Although students do by and large manage to learn the forms of
pedir-type verbs apparently without overwhelming difficulties, one
might hope to find a more elegant account than the standard one just
illustrated, with its partial generalizations and loose ends. The data
illustrated certainly pose a challenge for the pedagogically inclined
linguist to find one single generalization that covers all the forms and
that is furthermore more helpful to students than the standard account.
A few years ago I thought that I had found such a generalization. Here
it is: In all forms of the pedir-class, the vowel [e], spelled 'e', ap-
pears in the stem just in case the following syllable has a stressed
[f], the letter 'i '; otherwise, the stem vowel is [i], spelled ' i ' . There
are no exceptions or qualifications; no form has to be learned as a
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special case, within the pedir-class. I gave this generalization to my
elementary Spanish classes for several years running, in addition, of
course, to the standard statements found in their textbook. But it did
not work, apparently. Students reported to me that, to the best of
their abilities to introspect, they had not found my generalization at
all helpful. They found it only confusing, because it was 'too ab-
stract'. (Mind you, these are MIT students who in other courses
routinely work with abstractions that seem hair-raising to me.)

I have so far assumed tacitly that my elegant generalization is
'good linguistics', although it was rather clearly 'bad pedagogy'.
The point is debatable, but in any event there is a more cogent ques-
tion, namely, whether or not this generalization is necessarily lin-
guistics at all. I think it is not. Observe first that no technical
knowledge of linguistics is required to enable one to discover the
distribution of vowels in question. All that is required is a few min-
utes to look at the data, and a will to make a simple statement about
it. Let me turn this into a more general observation: linguists are
more likely than non-linguists to make good, bad, or indifferent lin-
guistic generalizations for the simple reason that linguists typically
spend more time than non-linguists puzzling over linguistic data, with
a will to uncover regularities. Observe secondly that my generali-
zation about pedir-type verbs was in fact expressed in more-or-less
plain English, that is, without the use of formalism or technical
vocabulary other than the well-known terms 'stress', 'vowel', and
'syllable'. All the linguistic theories that I know of make available
the technical, formal, descriptive apparatus necessary for the ex-
pression of the generalization in question. Thus it cannot be said,
at least for this case, that any one linguistic theory, more than any
other, either facilitates or precludes the availability of the generali-
zation for pedagogical purposes.

Examples of this sort, which could easily be multiplied, suggest
an analogy that may be useful in clarifying what, in my opinion, is the
proper relationship of linguistic theory to language pedagogy. The
analogy is that of the relationship of linguistic 'competence' to lin-
guistic 'performance'. The distinction between competence and per-
formance is reminiscent of, but not identical to, the distinction drawn
by Saussure between langue and parole. Since these distinctions are
familiar ones, I will not attempt to explicate them in detail. Suffice
it to say that linguistic competence refers to the system of tacit
knowledge acquired in learning one's native language; linguistic per-
formance, on the other hand, refers to the ways in which linguistic
competence is actually put to use in understanding and producing the
utterances of one's language. It has long been recognized that, in
general, what an organism knows and what it does may be quite
different things. Evidently, knowledge of language, that is, linguistic
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competence, is only one of the many factors that determine how an
utterance will be used or understood in a particular situation. The
linguist who is trying to determine what constitutes knowledge of a
language—to construct a theory of linguistic competence—is studying
one fundamental factor that is involved in performance, but not the
only one. Performance factors, such as the organization of and limits
on short-term memory, the physical and emotional state of the speaker,
the presence or absence of food in the mouth, and so on, place heavy
constraints on, and otherwise mask and distort the implementation of
linguistic competence, to an as-yet-undetermined extent. Neverthe-
less, there seems to be little reason to question the traditional view
that investigation of performance will proceed only so far as under-
standing of underlying competence permits. In short, a performance
model must certainly incorporate a competence model.

The analogy of competence and performance to linguistics and lan-
guage teaching is not perfect, but it may be instructive. A serious
theory of language pedagogy must surely incorporate a theory of lan-
guage, since the centrality of language as the subject matter of lan-
guage teaching can hardly be questioned. However, just as performance
factors limit, distort, and mask the operations of linguistic competence,
so do psychological and practical factors impose limitations on and
override considerations of pure linguistic theory in language learning.
Again, what seems to be good linguistics may very well be bad psy-
chology or bad pragmatics.

Let me turn now, in a more positive vein, to the question of the
implications for language pedagogy that may be drawn from our slowly
deepening understanding of the nature of language. When one surveys,
from a bird's eye view, the vast bulk of classroom materials produced
in the last two decades, one is struck by the use of the words 'struc-
ture', 'structures', and 'patterns'; and, more importantly, by the
particular view of language that is associated with these terms. This
is true not only of classroom materials, but also of teacher-oriented
materials, for example those of the 'Contrastive Structure Series' of
the Center for Applied Linguistics, which bear titles of the form 'The
Grammatical Structures of English and Language X' [my emphasis,
J. W. H. ]. Indeed, the starting point of a general procedure for con-
trastive analysis has been described by one of the pioneers in this field
in the following words: 'We begin with an analysis of the foreign lan-
guage and compare it structure by structure [my emphasis, J. W. H.]
with the native language' (Robert Lado, Linguistics across Cultures,
Ann Arbor, The University of Michigan Press, 1957, p. 66). Now,
whatever linguists may have meant, a very large number of teachers,
and students, understood them to mean that there exists a finite number
of 'structures' or 'patterns'—some more simple and basic than others—
in each language; and that learning the grammar, or the 'patterns', of
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a language consists in the learning of these structures one by one, or
at least the most fundamental ones, on the basis of which the learner
can be expected to analogize to more complex structures.

The view of the nature of language that has resurfaced lately, under
the enormous impact of the work of Noam Chomsky, contrasts sharply
with the view just suggested. Strikingly, it is virtually impossible to
find the word 'structure', in precisely the sense in which it is used im-
mediately above, anywhere in the literature of theoretical linguistics
that has appeared in the last several years. (Of course, the word does
appear, and not uncommonly, but in other senses.) On this latter view,
a language is not describable in terms of a finite set of sentences, or
sentence-types, or of patterns, or of structures. Rather, what is cen-
tral to the grammar of a language—or equivalently, to a speaker's com-
petence in his native language—is not a finite set of structures, but in-
stead a finite set of principles of sentence formation. This finite set of
principles, some of which are language-particular and some are uni-
versal, enables the mature speaker to understand and produce an in-
definitely extendable range of utterances, including, typically, utter-
ances that he has never heard or produced before. These utterances
bear no simple physical resemblance to one another, and there are
structural similarities among them only by virtue of their being deter-
mined by the same set of principles of sentence formation.

The pedagogical implications of this view of the nature of language
are fairly clear. If we wish the competence of our students to ap-
proach in any significant way that of the native speaker, then we must
give up hope of teaching them 'structures'. Obviously we cannot pre-
pare the learner for all the actual sentences he may meet or hope to
use. We must redefine our problem as that of somehow leading stu-
dents to a tacit mastery of at least a subset of the principles of sen-
tence formation of the target language. A learner who has grasped
such principles should be able to understand and produce far more
than one who has learned a hundred, or a thousand, 'basic structures'.
Although the implications of this view are reasonably clear, it is any-
thing but obvious how any specific principle of linguistic theories com-
patible with this view can be applied to actual pedagogical procedures.
In any event, it seems to me that a radical reorientation is called for
in our definition of the fundamental problem of teaching grammar.

In conclusion, I would like to echo Chomsky's observation that
'the willingness to rely on "experts" is a frightening aspect of con-
temporary political and social life' ('Linguistic Theory', In: North-
east Conference on the Teaching of Foreign Languages, Reports of
the Working Committees, 1966, p. 45). Linguists, like those be-
lieved to be experts in any field, have the responsibility of making
clear the actual limits of their understanding and of the results they
have achieved. The stultifying dogmatism and arrogance on the part
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of linguists in the field of language pedagogy that was prevalent in the
fifties and early sixties—which I must admit I participated in—has
now largely disappeared. This can only be viewed as a healthy de-
velopment. Research in linguistics can and does provide useful in-
sights for language pedagogy, but we must recognize that in this field
the real expert is the teacher.
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1. Scholarship, state, and society. The current widespread
efforts to reform higher education, and the student unrest in the 1960's
which was the cause of these efforts, can both be explained as a change
in relationship between scholarship, state, and society which is quite
as far-reaching as the first university reform introduced by Wilhelm
von Humboldt at the beginning of the 19th century. The key concepts
associated with Humboldt's reform, 'study in solitude and freedom'
and 'unity of research and teaching', which gave rise to such brilliant
international research, particularly in the natural sciences, must be
seen as a reaction against the university structure at the end of the
18th century, a structure which was almost exclusively devoted to
teaching, while most research was financed and carried out by pri-
vate societies. 1 The Humboldt hierarchy of values in university edu-
cation attached primary importance to individual self-development as
opposed to immediate service to the state and society. The former,
in Humboldt's view, was the sine qua non for the latter.

By contrast, science today is increasingly involved in service to
the state and society to an extent formerly unimaginable; but, although
scholarship has ceased to be the domain of a self-contained republic of
learned scholars, 2 academic institutions have, so far, neither formally
nor substantially taken sufficient account of this change. Hence, more
than ever before, newly founded universities have a special opportunity,
in fact a responsibility, for shaping a new cooperation between scholar-
ship and society. For, although today we do pay some lip-service to
the importance of effective teaching in our schools, for example, pro-
vide new and varied teacher training programs, experiment with new
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strategies of learning and new media combinations (e.g. project-
oriented learning and open-air-universities), and restructure parts
of study programs to meet future occupational or professional needs,
still, the challenge of meeting our educational responsibilities has
hardly been met. The fact is that scholarship has a two-fold task in
our society. The university of today must of course continue to be
concerned with scholarship and with finding new methods of trans-
mitting this scholarship, but it must do more than that; it must con-
cern itself with developing an ability to think clearly and effectively,
in other words, it must form a trained scholarly personality. 3 in
view of these two objectives, the pre-Humboldt and the Humboldt con-
ceptions of the function of education cannot be seen as opposed alter-
natives but, rather, as complementary elements which must both be
represented as important parts of every educational effort.

2. The challenge of linguistics and (foreign) language instruction in
our current educational and socio-political situation. In Western coun-
tries today, and to an increasing degree also in Eastern countries, both
the thrust of scholarship and the aims of university policies tend to
emphasize the social relevance of research subjects, research goals,
and research methods. The radical determination that scholarship
must totally serve political functions stands in absolute opposition to
the equally uncompromising determination to embed scholarship in an
area free of ideology and political purpose. These two positions are
diametrically opposed to one another: one argument emphasizes social
responsibility; the other, the object of research. Considering the im-
portance of language as the connecting link between thought and action
in society, the linguist is challenged to critically reconsider his posi-
tion in this area of tension, particularly with respect to the study of
language itself and also language learning and teaching. The question
is whether it is possible to integrate these apparently conflicting goals
of social responsibility and individual research—in other words, to
find some educational method in which both objectives can be met.
Linguists must inquire in what areas of their discipline this integration
can be accomplished.

(a) The study of language itself. The main and traditional concern
of modern linguistics is to produce grammars with the highest degree
of explicitness, revealingness, and economy. This goal presupposes
training in the analysis of grammatical structures, not only from
sound to sentence, but also beyond, to the level of discourse and its
cultural context. Because the knowledge resulting from such re-
search has been largely seen as an end in itself, linguistic research
has increasingly become the target of attacks in higher education
over the past few years. Linguists have usually defended themselves
with two arguments: insights gained from theoretical linguistics can-
not only (1) contribute to improved methods of teaching both for native
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and for foreign language competence, but also (2) emancipate the
language user and protect him from verbal manipulation by providing
him with an adequate linguistic awareness of language areas like ad-
vertising or politics where extensive and sophisticated efforts at lan-
guage manipulation go on. Whereas the first argument does remain
entirely within the confines of linguistic science, the second—in view
of the close relationship between speaking, listening-comprehension,
and social action—extends far beyond purely linguistic concerns. But
a more direct counterargument, however, can be derived simply from
the special character of language theory itself, without taking into
consideration applied linguistics at all, particularly when we consider
the peculiar features of modern linguistic theory and the conceptual
and methodological equipment of modern theoretical linguistics.

The peculiar features of modern linguistic theory of special inter-
est here are its remarkable pluralism coupled with its high degree of
abstractness. It is precisely these qualities of abstractness and theo-
retical pluralism which make linguistics a particularly useful tool for
training a scholarly mind—the kind of mind that is at home in ab-
stract thought and trained in problem solving.

The conceptual and methodological 'machinery' of modern linguis-
tic theory is adequate to this task. In linguistic description, substance
is treated as secondary to function and what appears to be absolute, is
seen as relative; of course, it is precisely this relativistic methodology
which is increasingly being applied today in all areas of social thought.
Moreover, training in the conceptual and methodological 'machinery'
of modern linguistics involves acquiring the ability to abstract from
numerous features of a linguistic object and to recognize and select
appropriate distinguishing features which oppose it to other objects
in the same system. This process of selection and reduction of fea-
tures not only involves a high degree of abstract thinking relative to
some total system, but also, when that thinking is really critical, it
involves a continuous questioning of one's own position and an aware-
ness of the relativity of that position. It is precisely such kinds of
mental habits which generally characterize the best contributions of
modern thinkers. In short, linguistics is a particularly suitable study
whenever we wish to lead our students, and not only those who major
in language, toward an appreciation of the principles involved in
scientific reasoning.

As a case in point let us just mention pre-school language programs
as based on linguistics and psychology.4 The common element of all
these exercises is the goal of introducing the child at an early age to
the bases involved in the thought processes of set theory and feature
analysis, which have become an indispensable basis to meet the
above-mentioned challenge. Psychological-mathematical tests
clearly show that a pre-school child can differentiate sets which are
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defined by certain contrasting features more easily than had previously
been assumed and is more receptive for these operations at this point
than later on in life. In view of these educational necessities, current
efforts in language programs, which are intended to produce reading
skills at a younger age, must be evaluated. Language programs which
confine themselves to developing fluency in reading at an early age are
at a level with other exercises in which a child merely learns techni-
cal skills. If we only had to concern ourselves with that direct aim,
then the well-known objections to teaching reading at an early age
would gain considerably in importance.

For an optimal and educationally up-to-date pre-school reading
program, the rapid acquisition of actual reading fluency is, to be
sure, still an essential goal. However, the program itself ought to
be an educational medium that extends beyond that purpose. A lan-
guage involves system and structure, process and arrangement,
redundant and distinctive features, 'same or different' classifications,
etc. In contrast to early genetically oriented philology, modern lin-
guistics has made categories like those stated above the fundamental
instruments in its description of language. Seen from the standpoint
of education, this advantage still has not been adequately utilized.
Linguistically structured language programs could, without any diffi-
culty, be integrated into a series of correspondingly early selection
and classification exercises, such as are supplied by (applied) mathe-
matics and natural sciences. A linguistic program with such a far-
reaching goal could serve as one approach, along with and in connec-
tion with many others, in helping to train students in the habits of
scientific thought.

In short, language training which includes a treatment of the sub-
jects, methods, and goals of linguistic research, and which also aims
at a general training in scholarly processes of thought, clearly ex-
tends beyond the noncommittal sphere of linguistic research as an end
in itself.

(b) Language teaching and learning. But the introduction of lin-
guistic considerations to the sphere of secondary education in the way
cited above can do still more to heighten the social relevance of lan-
guage teaching. Traditionally, an understanding of a country's litera-
ture, along with the transmission of facts concerning a country's cul-
ture, has been the supreme goal of language instruction. Within these
last few years, however, the primary emphasis on language instruc-
tion has shifted toward attaining communicative skills of speech-
production and listening-comprehension in the target language. How-
ever, these two components of language instruction, attaining language
fluency and literary-cultural knowledge, have hardly ever been fully
integrated. But, if instruction about language, i. e. linguistics, is
taken into consideration as a third essential component in language
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teaching, and particularly the concepts involved in contrastive lin-
guistics, the result will be to emphasize the interaction between
'pure' linguistic study and cultural patterns of behavior. In this way,
contrastive linguistics can greatly expand the significance of language
study, and the 'linguistic grammarian' will more truly become, in
Di Pietro's words, 'a linguist'.5

Finally, the endeavor to make these three components converge in
language instruction goes well beyond the goal of the mere acquisition
of knowledge about literary and cultural items (expressions, facts,
information) of a language community and the mere command of a
language: it leads to a more profound insight into the interrelation-
ship between culture and language—an essential goal for anyone con-
cerned with 'Language and International Studies'. Linguistics as
applied to such an integrated system of language instruction's not
confined any longer to provide the basic requirements of linguistically
adequate programming of language courses (linguistic progression,
staging, sequencing, etc.), but, and this is exactly the point of our
argument here, it makes the use of language within its culturally anc
linguistically determined frame the object of scientific and critical
reflection. Thus, also in this way, language instruction provides an
important contribution to that development of a scholarly personality
which I have earlier described as one of the main tasks of education
today.

As with theoretical linguistics, we may ask of applied linguistics
what aspects of its subject, method, and goal in research are particu-
larly relevant to this educational goal ? Of course theoretical lin-
guistics can be considered either from its subject (e.g. German,
English, Russian studies) or alternately from its method (e.g. taxo-
nomic-structural, tagmemic, generative linguistics). 6 But for
applied linguistics, however, language contrast is an essential com-
ponent, and, besides, it is less model-oriented than problem-
oriented; for these two reasons it can only be defined by its goals.
And, whereas theoretical linguistics is characterized by a feedback
system within which the goal of research is to gain more profound
insight into the subject itself, the goals of research in applied lin-
guistics are external and aim beyond the realm of the subject 'Applied
Linguistics'. What direction and what goals applied linguistics may
have beyond its own subject may be either (1) interdisciplinary guided
towards subsidiary gains of knowledge in adjoining fields, for example,
psychology, sociology, education, and others, in which case applied
linguistics still remains within the confines of academic learning, or
(2) its external goals may be determined by social necessities and
directed towards social improvement of some kind(s).

Precarious as it may seem to define an academic discipline like
applied linguistics according to a goal of research which in itself may
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be determined by external social necessities, this is hardly a new
motivation for man occupying himself with language: e. g. the
religious function of Old Indian research into grammar, the philosophi-
cal function of European Medieval linguistic scholarship, and the Greek
and Roman periods, the political function in the Arabian Middle Ages,
the function of rhetoric during the Renaissance, the function of cul-
tural history in philology in the 19th century. It is only modern struc-
tural linguistics which has distinctly freed itself from all of these
types of conditional non-linguistic motivations. Within this large
view, the present-day motivations for applied linguistics—and particu-
larly that aspect of education for scholarship—present themselves as
a renewed swinging of the historical pendulum back towards the study
of language for other than purely linguistic purposes. The motivating
thrust this time is its social relevance.

Thus subject and goal of applied linguistics are chosen because of
certain social needs and in this way applied linguistics has something
of a pre-Humboldt character. This, however, cannot apply to the
methods of applied linguistics. To have supplied research into lan-
guage with scientifically exact tools and methods remains one of the
lasting achievements of the so-called 'Structural Copernical Revolu-
tion' of modern theoretical linguistics, which has also left its mark
on applied linguistics. It is the effort to integrate these research
methods—which are to be taken from 'pure' linguistics—that dis-
tinguishes modern applied linguistics from all pre-Humboldt appli-
cations of language study. To what degree applied linguistics can
come to terms with its social obligations, as these were described at
the beginning of this paper, will depend on the degree to which it can
socially integrate the subject and the goals of its research while
keeping its methods free and strictly consistent with the best develop-
ments in pure linguistic research. If it should succeed, linguistics,
here defined in its entire theoretical-applied range, will have accom-
plished a major contribution to scientific study in our century which
could well become a guideline for other disciplines as well.

NOTES

in more detail W. Kiihlwein, Probleme und Chance der
Angewandten Linguistik. In: Verfuhrung zur Geschichte: Festschrift
zum 500. Geburtstag der Erbffnung einer Universitat in Trier 1473-
1973. Ed. by G. Droge, et al. Trier, 1973, pp. 411ff.

2Cf. E. Boning, Zum Regierungsentwurf eines Hochschulgesetzes
fur die Bundesrepublik. In: Bildung und Gesellschaft. Ed. by H.
Steffen. Gottingen, 1972, pp. 72ff.

3cf. along with the respective implications concerning policy of
Higher Education, P. Hartmann, Zur Lage der Linguistik. In: Folia
Linguistica, 1969, III, 1/2:4.
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4cf. W. Kuhlwein, Vorschullesen unter linguistischer Perspek-
tive. In: Kongressbericht der 2. Jahrestagung der Gesellschaft fur
Angewandte Linguistik GAL e. V., IRAL Sonderband 1970. Heidelberg,
1971, pp. 121ff.

5Robert J. Di Pietro, Kurze orientierende Bemerkungen zur
Untersuchung sprachlicher Verschiedenheit. In: Reader zur kon-
trastiven Linguistik. Ed. by G. Nickel. Frankfurt/M., 1972, pp.
136ff.

6Cf. O. Back, Was bedeutet und was bezeichnet der Ausdruck
'Angewandte Sprachwissenschaft'? In: Die Sprache, 1970, 16:21ff.





THE PROBLEM OF GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS
IN SURFACE STRUCTURE^

D. TERENCE LANGENDOEN

City University of New York

It is normally assumed that grammatical relations are defined at
each level of linguistic representation. In a theory that posits the
three levels of surface syntactic structure, deep S}'ntactic structure,
and semantic structure, we may speak therefore of there being sur-
face syntactic relations, deep syntactic relations, and semantic re-
lations. The vocabulary for syntactic relations, both deep and sur-
face, include such elements as subject-of, predicate-of, direct
object-of, head-of, modifier-of, etc. The vocabulary for semantic
relations is different, at least in part, and includes such elements as
agent-of, patient-of, argument-of, etc. In English, this tripartite
assignment of relations to constituents can be seen most clearly in
passive sentences such as (1) The guard was watched by the prisoner.
In (1), the noun phrase the guard is the surface subject, the deep
direct object, and the semantic patient; while the noun phrase the pri-
soner is the surface oblique (prepositional) object, the deep subject,
and the semantic agent.

Syntactic relations, both deep and surface, are generally thought
to be definable in terms of the configurations of constituents in phrase
markers (Chomsky 1965). For example, the subject, deep or sur-
face, of a sentence S is that XP which is immediately dominated by S
and which cooccurs exclusively with VP: the direct object of a sen-
tence S is that XP which is immediately dominated by VP which is
immediately dominated by S, etc. Semantic relations, in turn, are
assigned to constituents on the basis of projection rules of various
sorts. Thus, if the subject of the sentence (2) Open spaces frighten
him has the same semantic relation to (2) as the direct object of the
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sentence (3) He fears open spaces has to (3), then that fact can be ac-
counted for by a projection rule that assigns the same semantic re-
lation (say, experience-of) to the subject of (2) as to the direct object
of (3).2

Let us now examine more closely the basis for our being able to
identify surface syntactic relations, and more particularly how it is
that the configurational definitions for deep syntactic relations also
work for surface relations. That basis would appear to be the fact
that many transformations preserve the configurational character-
istics of sentences, even while drastically rearranging their parts.
Thus the passive transformation in English applies in such a way that
the configuration of its output is identical to the configuration of ele-
ments in independently generated deep syntactic structures. Compare,
for example, the configuration of the elements in the passive sentence
(4) The guard was watched by the prisoner with the configuration of
the elements in the independently generated active sentence (5) The
guard was angry at the prisoner. It would appear, then, that to the
extent that transformations preserve the configurations on which syn-
tactic relations are defined, we can identify syntactic relations in sur-
face structures.

On the basis of observations such as those in the foregoing para-
graph, Emonds (1970, 1972a, 1972b) has proposed the hypothesis that
all syntactic transformations, save those that apply exclusively to
nonembedded sentences (what he calls 'root transformations'), create
configurations which are matched by configurations that appear inde-
pendently in deep structures. He calls this 'the structure-preserving
hypothesis'. It is an attractive hypothesis for the reason that it im-
poses a substantial limitation on the strong generative capacity of
transformational grammars.

Unfortunately, the structure-preserving hypothesis cannot be main-
tained. In turn, the falsity of this hypothesis leads us to question that
necessity for assigning relations to constituents in surface structures
generally, and to speculate about the perceptual mechanisms by which
listeners are able to recover the deep syntactic relations in the sen-
tences they hear. I proceed now to a demonstration that the structure-
preserving hypothesis is false.

Consider the process in English that converts the structures under-
lying sentences such as (6) An elegant fountain stands in the Italian
garden and (7) The outside world is over that fence into the structures
manifest in (8) In the Italian garden stands an elegant fountain and (9)
Over that fence is the outside world. Let us call the process Locative
Inversion. Emonds views Locative Inversion (what he calls PP Substi-
tution (1970:chapter 1; 1972:39)), to be a root, rather than structure-
preserving transformation. This view, however, cannot be correct,
since Locative Inversion is applicable to embedded (nonroot) sentences,
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as illustrated in (10) Are you aware that John believes that over that
fence is the outside world? and (11) It surprised everyone to learn
that in the Italian garden stood an elegant fountain. Of course,
Emonds could deny that (10) and (11) are grammatical, but there is
no basis for such a denial outside of the desire to view Locative In-
version as a root transformation. 3

If Locative Inversion is not a root transformation, how is it to be
formated as a structure-preserving one (note that it cannot be what
Emonds calls a minor movement rule, since the categories involved
are phrase categories) ? The best that I can come up with within
Emonds' framework is a formulation which is analogous to his treat-
ment of Dative Movement (1972a), namely as a simultaneous inter-
change of the two constituents which are moved, as schematized in
(12)

The surface configuration of (8) would therefore be (13)

S

the Italian
garden

stands

NP

an elegant
fountain

The formulation of Locative Inversion given in (12) is technically in
violation of one of the corollaries of the structure-preserving hy-
pothesis, namely 'that the only movement rules which can interchange
constituents in embedded sentences must interchange constituents of
the same category' (Emonds 1972b:24-25). In defense of (12), how-
ever, we may note first that while NP and PP are different categories,
they are not so different (as compared to the difference, say, between
NP and S) that perhaps the hypothesis can be relaxed slightly so as to
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enable (12) not to be in violation of a principle of universal grammar.
And second, there are independently generated deep structures in
English that have the configuration of (13). An example of a sentence
with such a deep-structure configuration is (14) Over that fence is a
home run (all such sentences, however, have as their main verb be).

If we were not constrained by our theory to view Locative Inversion
as a structure-preserving transformation, we could describe it as a
result of the successive application of two nonstructure-preserving
transformations needed independently in the grammar of English, as
follows. First would apply a fronting rule, perhaps Topicalization,
that would apply to (15) An elegant fountain stands in the Italian garden
to yield (16) In the Italian garden stands an elegant fountain. The de-
rived constituent structure of (16) is (17)

the Italian
garden

stands

Second, to this structure would apply, optionally, a rule we may call
Verb Second, that places a verb phrase consisting simply of a verb
immediately after the preposed constituent to yield (18) In the Italian
garden stands an elegant fountain, whose derived structure would be
(19)4

NP

the Italian
garden

VP

V

stands

NP

an elegant
fountain

Thus, the view that Locative Inversion is a structure-preserving
transformation leads us to conclude that the surface configuration of
sentences like (8) = (18) is that of (13), whereas the view that it is the
result of two independently motivated nonstructure-preserving trans-
formations leads us to conclude that the surface configuration of such
sentences is that of (19). Which is correct?
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The difference between (13) and (19) conies down to this. In (13),
the noun phrase that corresponds to the deep subject of the sentence
becomes either a surface direct object (as in sentence (8) = (18)), or a
surface predicate noun phrase (if the main verb is be, as in sentence
(9)). In (19), on the other hand, that noun phrase stands in no surface
grammatical relation whatever to the sentence as a whole. Thus, the
structure-preserving hypothesis predicts that the deep subject of a
sentence that undergoes Locative Inversion will behave like a surface
direct object or like a surface predicate nominal, depending on the
main verb of the sentence. Without that hypothesis, we are free to
conclude that the deep subject will behave like any noun phrase that
bears no surface relation to the sentence as a whole.

According to recent research conducted by Keenan and his col-
leagues at King's College, Cambridge (see in particular Keenan and
Comrie (1972)) on a wide variety of the world's languages, it appears
that noun phrases are or are not relativizable (deletable under identity
inside relative clauses) depending on their surface syntactic relations
if not relativized. The various surface grammatical relations, fur-
thermore, may be placed on a hierarchical scale, so that for a given
language, any noun phrase in a surface relation above a given cut-off
on the hierarchy may be relativized, but not any noun phrase below
that cut-off. English happens to have a relatively low cut-off; for our
purposes it is sufficient to note that in English surface direct objects
may be relativized as in (20) The boy that Mark knows is tall. How-
ever, noun phrases postposed by Locative Inversion, and which on
the structure-preserving hypothesis should be surface direct objects,
cannot be relativized, as we see from the ungrammaticality of (21)
*The elegant fountain that in the Italian garden stands is my favorite.
Thus, on Keenan's theory of accessibility to relativization, such noun
phrases must be below the cut-off for relativizability in English, and
hence cannot be surface direct objects, in contradiction to the struc-
ture-preserving hypothesis.5

We cannot use Keenan's theory to show that noun phrases post-
posed by Locative Inversion cannot bQ predicate noun phrases, since
in general predicate aoun phrases cannot be relativized, as we see
from the ungrammaticality of (22) *The boy that Mark is is tall. 6

But we can find another difference between the behavior of true sur-
face predicate noun phrases and of noun phrases postposed by Locative
Inversion: the former may be questioned, the latter may not. ? Thus,
questions of the type (23) Who are the people in your neighborhood ? in
which the predicate noun phrase has been questioned, are fully gram-
matical. But noun phrases postposed by Locative Inversion can no
more be questioned than they can be relativized, as we see from the
ungrammaticality of (24) *What kind of world must over that fence be?
and (25) *What does in the Italian garden stand? Moreover, recall
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that there are sentences in which a surface predicate noun phrase co-
occurs with an oblique subject, for example (26) Over that fence is a
home run, and indeed the predicate noun phrases of such sentences
can be questioned, as illustrated in (27) What kind of hit should over
that fence be?& Thus, the ungrammaticality of sentences like (24)
cannot be due to the presence of a preposition phrase around which
the auxiliary verb has to be moved, but rather to the fact that the
interrogated constituent is not a predicate noun phrase (or in any
other relation that permits the fronting of interrogative constituents
to apply). We conclude once again that the derived structure of sen-
tences that have undergone Locative Inversion cannot be (13), the
structure required by the structure-preserving hypothesis, but must
be (19), thus discontinuing that hypothesis.

In defense of the claim that Locative Inversion is a structure-
preserving transformation (and thus that the hypothesis is not dis-
confirmed by the nature of that process), we may argue as follows.
In Emonds (1972b:39) it is pointed out that no more than one fronting
root transformation may apply in the derivation of a given sentence.
In addition, the nonroot (and according to Emonds structure-preserv-
ing) transformation of WH-Fronting (for both questions and relative
clauses, see note 7) belongs in the list of those fronting transfor-
mations no more than one of which may apply in a given sentence.
All we need do, then, to account for the fact that one cannot question
or relativize noun phrases postposed by Locative Inversion, is to add
Locative Inversion (even though it is structure preserving) to that
list. While this solution is ad hoc, it does appear to save the phe-
nomena. But does it ?

So far we have not considered what happens when we try to question
or to relativize the noun phrase inside the locative preposition phrase
that is fronted by Locative Inversion. If we do so, we obtain stylized,
but fully grammatical sentences such as (28) In which garden stands
an elegant fountain ? and (29) I want to visit a garden in which stands
an elegant fountain. However, given the restriction that not both WH-
Fronting and Locative Inversion (in particular) can apply in the deriva-
tion of a given sentence, it would not be possible to generate (28) and
(29). ̂  Therefore the restriction cannot be correct, and both WH-
Fronting and Locative Inversion must be allowed to apply to the same
sentence, and the defense collapses.

The prdblem remains, however, to account for the derivation of
(28) and (29) on the view that Locative Inversion consists of the two
nonstructure-preserving operations of Locative Fronting and Verb
Second. The solution is to say that prior application of WH-Fronting
to phrases like in which garden in (28) and in which in (29) renders
the rule of Locative Inversion inapplicable (its structural conditions
are not met). Verb Second, however, may be applied, since its
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structural conditions are satisfied, in particular since the verb phrase
consists solely of a verb. Thus the derivation of (28) is roughly (30)
An elegant fountain stands in which garden ?

=== (WH-Fronting)==v»- In which garden an elegant fountain stands ?
=— (Verb Second)===$»- In which garden stands an elegant fountain ?

Note further, that if by WH-Fronting we choose to strand the prepo-
sition in, which we may do, Verb Second is inapplicable (its struc-
tural conditions are not satisfied) and ordinary Subject-Auxiliary In-
version obligatorily applies, yielding (31) Which garden does an ele-
gant fountain stand in? but not the ungrammatical (32) *Which garden
stands an elegant fountain in? 10

Having shown that the structure-preserving hypothesis is not cor-
rect, and in so doing having shown that there are constituents in the
surface structure of a potentially embedded sentence that stand in no
grammatical relation to the rest of the sentence (at least in no relation
that we currently recognize), we may well ask why are there grammati-
cal relations in surface structure at all, and more precisely, why do
constituents stand in recognizable relations in some kinds of sentences
but not in others? Since (as we have seen) there is no structural an-
swer to this question, we may look for a functional one. The functional
answer that immediately comes to mind is that the surface relations
that do obtain can be used by a listener as an aid in determining what
the deep syntactic relations are, and ultimately what the semantic
relations are in the sentences that he hears. One could imagine a
heuristic, for example, by which listeners recover the information
that the surface subject of a passive sentence is its deep object from
the fact that it is a surface subject and the fact that the verb is marked
as passive.

The problem of recovering deep relations from surface structures
is compounded by the fact that ambiguities concerning what deep re-
lations noun phrases have occasionally arise. Consider the sentence
(33) What has your dog in its jaws? This sentence is ambiguous, de-
pending on whether one construes what as the deep object and your
dog as the deep subject or vice versa. It is instructive to observe
that this ambiguity arises precisely because what, when starting out
as object, takes on the surface appearance of a subject, a phenomenon
that does not arise when the auxiliary verb do is introduced, as in (34)
What does your dog have in its jaws?H

Interrogative sentences, in fact, are a good testing-ground for
hypotheses concerning how deep syntactic relations are arrived at in
the absence of configurational cues, for in such sentences structure
is often not at all preserved. One such hypothesis is that the listener
is making guesses about deep grammatical relations as he listens to
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the sentence. How else, for example, could a listener spontaneously
interpret (33) as (34), as in fact most people do, if he. did not guess
that what is the object of the sentence as soon as he had processed
just the piece what has your dog (note the plausible continuations:
. . . done; . . . found in the closet; etc.). Perhaps even more con-
vincing is the following 'experiment'. Listen to the following two sen-
tences. (35) Of what countries have the boundaries been in dispute ?
(36) Of what person did the brother visit everyone ? Probably most
of you found (35) intelligible, though perhaps clumsy. But (36) was
most probably judged by you to have been total hash. In fact, the
structures of (35) and (36) are exactly parallel; only the lexical items
are different, and the choice of lexical items has no bearing on the
grammatical status of either sentence. Both are fully grammatical.
They are stylistic variants, respectively, of (37) The boundaries of
what countries have been in dispute ? and (38) The brother of what
person visited everyone?

How is it that (36) strikes the ear as word salad, even after many
repetitions and after having had its structure explained? The answer
is that the first two noun phrases that one hears in (36) very plausibly
stand in the relation object-of and subject-of (as in (39) Of what person
did the brother think?), and that is such a powerful gestalt that when
one hears the conclusion . . . visited everyone, one is simply thrown
into confusion. Thus (36) is analogous to the grammatical but per-
ceptually confusing sentences discussed by Bever (1970); only this
time the perceptual gestalt has to do with the grammatical relations
within a simple clause, rather than with the clause itself as a unit.

I conclude with a brief summary. The structure-preserving hy-
pothesis is false. As a result many constituents in surface structure
bear no recognizable grammatical relation to the whole. To recover
the deep structure and semantic relations such constituents bear, the
listener makes use of direct perceptual mapping rules of constituents
onto deep relations, but what these rules are, in detail, remains a
mystery, on which, as usual, more research is required for their
proper elucidation.

NOTES

This version differs somewhat from the orally presented version
thanks to intelligent and persistent questioning by Peg Griffin, and to
some very helpful suggestions by Haj Ross.

2This view is essentially that of Katz (1972:104-13), who repudiates
the claims that have been made by Fillmore and others that deep gram-
matical relations are unnecessary in complete account of the syntax
and semantics of sentences (see also Chomsky 1972b:98-105). Katz
makes the additional point, correctly I believe, that the surface
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grammatical relations provide the basis for determining the rhetori-
cal relations of sentences in the same way that the deep grammatical
relations provide the basis for determining the semantic relations.
Thus the surface subject is rhetorically interpreted as the topic of
the sentence, etc.

3Ross (1973) observes that most, if not all, the so-called root
transformations proposed for English can appear in at least some em-
bedded contexts. Thus, one is led to wonder how trustworthy the
grammaticality judgments are that Emonds uses to set up his typology
of transformations. I, for one, am totally baffled by the grammati-
cality judgments used in Emonds (1972b) to establish the claim that
the rule of Subject Replacement (the inverse of Extraposition) is a
root transformation. For further discussion of the problem of arriv-
ing at 'true' grammaticality judgments, see Langendoen and Bever
(in press).

4Note that Verb Second is inapplicable in case the noun phrase
immediately preceding the verb in its structural condition is a per-
sonal pronoun; accordingly, sentences like (a) *In the Italian garden
stands it are ungrammatical. The condition that the verb phrase con-
sist solely of a verb is motivated by the fact that sentences like (b)
*In the corner put John the mop are ungrammatical.

5 If on the other hand, noun phrases postposed by Locative Inversion
bear no grammatical relation to their sentences at all, Keenan's theory
predicts that they would not be relativizable in English. This is so be-
cause the relation of having no relation is at the very bottom of the
hierarchy; if there is any surface relation above it in English that does
not permit relativization of the noun phrases bearing that relation,
then necessarily noun phrases having no surface relation to the sen-
tence cannot be relativized either. But as the next paragraph reveals,
there is such a surface relation, namely that of being a predicate
noun phrase.

^There are, however, some marginal cases in which predicate
noun phrases may be relativized (I thank Haj Ross for revealing most
of these cases to me; they are mysterious on anyone's theory, as
Ross himself would be the first to point out). For example, if the
modifier noun is itself a predicate noun, one may relativize a predi-
cate noun phrase as in (a) You are not the woman I am. Also, predi-
cate noun phrases like the kind of N may be relativized under some-
what broader, but still restricted circumstances, as in (b) The kind
of person that Max is gets along well with paranoids. The existence
of such cases can be used to reveal a difference with respect to
relativization between true surface predicate noun phrases and noun
phrases postposed by Locative Inversion; the latter cannot be relativi-
zed even if the conditions noted above for true surface predicate noun
phrases are satisfied, as illustrated in (d) *This is not the world that
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over that fence is and (e) *The kind of fountain that in the Italian gar-
den stands is very rare.

7Thus one difference between Relative-Clause Formation and
Question Formation in English is that the latter but not the former
applies generally to predicate noun phrases. Thus, contrary to
widespread belief, there may not be a single unitary rule of WH-
Fronting in English, which handles the fronting of both relative and
interrogative constituents. However, in subsequent paragraphs we
shall, for convenience's sake, speak of WH-Fronting as if it single-
handedly could take care of both kinds of fronting.

8ln case (27) strikes the reader as strange, consider the following
setting. A bunch of children are about to play baseball on a field with
a very short left-field fence. They are not sure that a ball hit over
that fence should be a home run. A discussion ensues, and one of
the children asks (27).

9As a last-ditch effort to save the structure-preserving hypothesis,
we might suggest the possibility that upon application of Locative In-
version, WH-Fronting (assuming it applies later on in the derivation)
would be vacuous in cases like (28) and (29). Hence it would not have
to apply, the principle could be saved and the sentences generated.
But then, what about (a) In which garden did Sam say stood an elegant
fountain? Certainly, the rule of Locative Inversion cannot be responsi-
ble for moving the Locative Phrase outside the clause in which it
originates; only WH-Fronting can do that. So even this last-ditch
effort fails.

Example (a), however, is problematic also for the solution pro-
posed in the next paragraph. In order for the structural conditions
on Verb Second to be satisfied, it would seem that the interrogated
constituent would still have to be in the original clause at the point
at which Verb Second applies. The only way to accomplish this, as
far as I can tell, is to make WH-Fronting a successive-cyclic trans-
formation, in the sense of Chomsky (1972a).

l^The foregoing account reveals a weakness, easily correctable I
think, in Keenan's accessibility theory. That theory is presented as
if relativization is the last rule in the grammar. Clearly, as this
discussion reveals, it is not. What one needs to add to Keenan's
theory is a stipulation that a noun phrase, once relativized, cannot be
made to appear, by further transformational operations, to bear an
unrelativizable relation in its clause. Note that the relation of
oblique subject is a relativizable relation in English (otherwise (29)
would be ungrammatical by the stipulation just mentioned).

11 Ambiguities of this sort, having to do solely with grammatical
relations are rare in English (and in the languages of the world).
Another case is discussed in Langendoen, Kalish-Landon and Dore
(1972).
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THE ECLECTIC COMPANY;

OR, EXPLANATORY POWER TO THE P E O P L E *

JOHN M. LAWLER

University of Michigan

Probably the most conspicuous characteristic of current linguistics
is conflict. Observers of the linguistic wars have frequently emerged
with the disheartening feeling that nothing is certain, and that this
situation bids fair to continue for some time. Certainly, for someone
interested primarily in trying to apply the results of theoretical lin-
guistics, watching the dogged combatants deny basic premises, con-
struct yet more elaborate edifices of abstraction, and argue inter-
minably over some formal point, it must seem that there is no lin-
guistic theory with results that can be applied, since no one seems to
be able to agree on anything long enough to allow it to be used. Far
from ushering in the new era in applied linguistics, generative studies
might appear to have made it all but impossible to use their methods
intelligently.

And yet, . . . languages exist, they are used, they must be
learned, they must be taught. And it has been an article of faith for
some time that a knowledge of linguistics is extremely useful (if not,
in fact, essential) to the language teacher and others involved in deal-
ing with the applied aspects of language. It is not my purpose in this
paper to try to debunk this belief; rather, I think it is true, and I
would like to discuss it in the light of certain trends in recent genera-
tive studies, showing (hopefully) how the potentially tremendous power
of the theory can be harnessed by the applied linguist without getting
lost in the maze of formalization which characterizes generative gram-
mar of all kinds. 1

To begin with, I would like to discuss a few points of theory de-
riving from the tenets of Generative Semantics (with which school I

39
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am, in my theoretical avatar, associated); the most important of
these is the belief that most of syntax is based on semantics, and that,
in fact, the distinction between the two studies is a misleading one—a
linguist must study both together. Another is that not only semantics,
but also context and stylistics must be 'taken into account' in order to
adequately construct a theory of syntax (broadly defined, this time),
as well as many nonlinguistic facts (or pseudo-facts) which we all
know (or believe) about the real world. While it is true that an ade-
quate theory constructed along these lines will approach a complete
theory of human thought, and that no such theory has yet been pro-
posed, the orientation of the practitioners of Generative Semantics
has produced a serious search for semantic generalizations which
have an effect on grammar (and, occasionally, phonology). The
reasoning behind this pursuit is generally ensconced in theoretical
papers, and goes like this: 'There is a regular correspondence be-
tween [semantic, syntactic, or pragmatic] phenomenon P and phe-
nomenon P'; this can be stated informally as G [normally given in
English]; now this result can be handled (is easily explainable, is
predicted, falls out naturally, etc.) in my theory, while X's theory,
which denies the existence of such-and-such a mechanism, must
necessarily fail to capture this generalization; therefore, my theory
is more correct than X's'. 2

Important though such proofs and disproofs are in the development
of the theory, we need not concern ourselves too much with their
validity if we are interested in applied linguistics; what should be
important is the generalizations presented and their potential use in
explaining grammatical phenomena. Particularly in language teaching
(and in textbook writing), it is becoming increasingly evident that ex-
plaining is as important as drilling (and possibly more so for some
students; cf. Lawler and Selinker 1971). 3 The most pressing problem
facing an applied linguist presented with such a putative generali-
zation is determining whether it is, in fact, only putative; this in-
volves searching for counter-examples or confirming evidence. It
does not require (as it would for the theoretical linguist) integrating
the generalization into a consistent theory and, if necessary, deter-
mining what kinds of mechanisms must be added to the grammar to
account for it. Applied linguists, unlike theoretical ones, are under
no obligation to be consistent, since they are not required to account
for the existence of any phenomenon, merely to describe how it works
and how it affects other phenomena. 4 The applied linguist, it would
seem, can have his cake and eat it too, since he can deal with in-
trinsically interesting facts and increasingly deeper explanations of
them without having to swear allegiance to any school of grammar or
work out all the formal apparatus, which has little, if any use in the
application of the data.
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There is, then, some hope that the current outpouring of generative
studies can provide results, in the form of generalizations (most
especially semantic and contextual generalizations) which are useful
to applied linguists. However, there is another trend, most notable
in writings of generative semanticists, which is potentially even more
useful, and it is this emerging tradition which I would like to discuss
here in detail.

As noted above, generative semanticists have embarked upon a
search for generalizations and explanations; what are they to do when
they find one, but realize that it is unstatable in any theory ? Clearly,
it has relevance, since it constitutes (if true) data that a theory must
account for; but it requires, often enough, tinkering with the theory
that is beyond the interests or the ability of the linguist, who may not
be all that interested in proposing his own unique reworking of genera-
tive theory, with all that that entails. The solution, 5 recently, has
been to present a paper of a peculiar sort, giving rather large amounts
of data, pinning down correlations among them, and proposing informal
statements of explanations and generalizations; typically, the conclu-
sion reached is that there is much to learn and understand about the
phenomenon being discussed, and that current theories must be re-
vised in unpredictable ways in order to encompass the generalizations
presented. 6 This type of study has been known to distress people
interested in applying linguistic theory; but as we will see, this is a
misapprehension.

In the time allotted me today, I would like to take up two topics
which have received a great deal of attention in current (and not-so-
current) generative studies, discussing a number of interesting facts
relating to each, as well as some generalizations which may be useful,
and noting that, while the position, treatment, and ramifications of
these topics are by no means clear in current theory, there is no
earthly reason why the facts and relationships adduced by theoretical
linguists should not be taken by applied linguists and used any way
they see fit. The two topics are presuppositions and modals; a type
of semantic relationship, or meaning, and a class of verb with cer-
tain peculiarities. Obviously, they have different statuses in any-
body's theory; and it is probable that an applied linguist would want
to treat them differently in whatever way he was using them; never-
theless, they are similar in at least one respect: they are both phe-
nomena which are puzzling in the extreme, pervasive in their relation-
ships with all areas of language, and productive of intriguing and some-
times startling observations and explanations of language phenomena.

Presuppositions. A rather large amount of recent work has been
concerned with presuppositional phenomena, and their integration
into various theories; ? in the course of this work, numerous
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definitions of presupposition have been given, and a lot of logic has
been spilled on their behalf. For our purposes, a common-sense
definition of presupposition and a few of its more interesting proper-
ties will suffice; basically, 'presupposition' means pretty much what
one might expect it to—namely, a firm belief on the part of the
speaker that a given proposition is true, no matter what. This mani-
fests itself in the fact that, when presupposed material is part of a
sentence, say (1), we are entitled to conclude that the speaker of (1)
believes that (2) is true, whether or not he uses an overt negative;
this is obviously not the case with (3), where the object complement
is not presupposed:

(1) Sam /doesn't realizel that Nixon is a Republican.

(realizes J

(2) Nixon is a Republican.

(3) Sam ^doesn't thinkL that Nixon is a Republican.

[thinks J
Verbs like know, realize, regret, stop, discover, and surprise, as
well as adjectives like happy, strange, surprising, surprised,
frightening, etc. in the following types of constructions:

(strange I
frightening I that Bill came,
surprising,
etc. J

(5) I'm (not) J happy > that Bill came,
lsurprisedj

all of which presuppose the complement sentence, are called 'fac-
tives'. ^ This raises interesting possibilities for anyone working on
the uses of language to convey, reinforce, or contradict deeply-held
beliefs, 9 as well as some practical material for language teachers
and text writers; it is interesting to note that factives exist in all lan-
guages, so far as we know, although there is not always a factive
cognate or literal equivalent of every factive in a given language when
it comes to translating, and circumlocutions must be resorted to if
the presupposition is to come across.

There are, however, other types of presuppositions; not all the
propositions which are presupposed in a given sentence actually
appear in that sentence, as the complements of factive verbs do.
One of the many functions of the definite article in English is to
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presuppose the existence and contextual relevance of the noun it modi-
fies; similarly, the English possessive adjectives presuppose existence
and possession, i .e . the NP my brother presupposes the s-entence 'I
have a brother', etc. The principled distinction between presupposi-
tions and assertions of a sentence, and some of the ways in which they
are being used in recent linguistics, go a long way towards explain-
ing many of the connotative references of words and various construc-
tions. There are also some interesting ways of applying presupposi-
tions to explain individual problems.

Horn (1969) has advanced an intriguing explanation of the meanings
of only and even; while the presentation is rather formal, the core of
the generalization is easily understood informally. Basically, in (6),
the presence of the only causes (7) to be presupposed, while (8) is
asserted:

(6) Hunt only bugged the Watergate.

(7) Hunt bugged the Watergate.

(8) Hunt did not bug any other place but the Watergate.

However, even has quite a different meaning; (9) presupposes (10),
but asserts (11):

(9) Hunt even bugged the Watergate.

(10) There is some place other than the Watergate that Hunt
bugged.

(11) Hunt bugged the Watergate.1 0

An interesting fact here is that the assertion of a sentence with even
is a presupposition of the same sentence with only.

Another interesting use of presuppositions is in the distinction be-
tween subordinate and coordinate clauses; there are a number of c r i -
teria for separating the two types of conjunctions on the basis of the
kinds of clauses they delimit, but one of the most useful is that, on
the whole, subordinate conjunctions presuppose the clauses they intro-
duce, but coordinate conjunctions assert them. H Thus, the differ-
ence in meaning between (12) and (13) is explainable in terms of
presuppositions:

(12) Rehnquist was confirmed, but Carswell wasn't.

(13) Rehnquist was confirmed, although Carswell wasn't. *•*
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(12) asserts two clauses; (13) asserts the main clause, but pre-
supposes the subordinate. In addition, since one does not state in a
sentence something assumed to be well known (hence presupposed)
without a reason, there is an implication in (13) that the denial of
CarswelFs confirmation is relevant to Rehnquist's actual confirma-
tion, in that one might assume from the presupposition that Rehnquist
would not have been confirmed. These generalizations, and numerous
others, are described in R. Lakoff (1971a), which is a fruitful source
of significant explanations and generalizations of English conjunctions.

Many other phenomena can be explained with presuppositions:
used to in a sentence asserts the sentence in the past tense, but pre-
supposes the denial of the sentence in the present; any more in the
negative asserts the present negative but presupposes the past affir-
mative—thus (14) and (15) will be true in the same circumstances, but
different in what they assert and presuppose:

(14) Connally used to be a Democrat.

(15) Connally isn't a Democrat any more.

The difference shows up when the sentences are denied, as, for in-
stance, in what is meant by saying 'You're wrong' to someone utter-
ing one of them. If someone says (14) and I tell him he's wrong, I
mean that Connally was never a Democrat; if I tell someone that (15)
is wrong, I mean that Connally is still a Democrat. This is true be-
cause presuppositions cannot be explicitly denied by a negative, while
assertions can. Another place where presuppositions are useful is in
discussing adverbs; there seem to be factive adverbs which presuppose
the sentence they are contained in, and others which do not. 13 Note,
for example, (16) and (17):

(16) ITT contributed to Nixon's campaign for purely altruistic
reasons.

(17) ITT contributed to Nixon's campaign in 1972.

(16) presupposes that ITT contributed to Nixon's campaign, and
asserts a statement about the reason for the contribution—if I tell
someone that (16) is wrong, I am disagreeing with the motive stated.
(17) asserts both the statement that ITT contributed and the statement
that the event took place in 1972—if I deny (17), I may be denying
either or both of the assertions.

There are also types of significance relationships similar to, but
different from presuppositions; for instance, some recent works
speak of entailments, conversational principles, contextual meanings,
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etc. While we will not speak of them here, they are similarly under-
standable for our purposes in nonformal terms, and have similar use-
fulness in explaining many linguistic usages and forms.

Modals. Anyone who has had the opportunity to teach (or learn)
English as a foreign language has had to grapple with modals. While
their morphology is nonexistent, and their surface syntax is trivial,
their semantics is anything but simple. And since the notion of what
a given form or construction means, or (even more difficult) when one
should use it, is the crux of language teaching and learning—far more
important to success than proficiency in drills, which typically deal
with mechanical matters—modals are difficult to cope with. Luckily,
modals have become more and more important (and mysterious) in
recent generative work, and many generalizations have been formu-
lated regarding them. They turn out to be present and involved in
many more types of phenomena than previously thought; and the
plethora of meanings which they demonstrate is beginning to yield to
analysis, providing many useful insights which promise to be of con-
siderable value in applied work.

To begin with, everyone who has worked with modals has had to
deal with the fact that all modals (in English, at least) are embarrass-
ingly polysemic; all English modals have at least two meanings, not
all of which are easy to relate to one another. For example, may,
should, and must in (18)-(23) each show two meanings—the ones in
the even-numbered sentences are called epistemic, and the ones in
the odd-numbered sentences are called root meanings:

(18) John says that Martha may be nominated for the next Supreme
Court vacancy.

(19) John says that Martha may talk to whomever she wants to,
provided she doesn't say anything.

(20) The administration spokesman said that meat prices should
be going down any day now.

(21) The administration spokesman said that we should be more
patient with Phase XVII.

(22) The President said that someone must have made a mistake
in arresting his aide.

(23) The President said that all criminals must be arrested.
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It will be noted that the root modals all have meanings referring to
permission or obligation, while the epistemics refer to possibility or
probability, as inferred by the speaker of the sentence containing the
modal; thus, the conclusions as to the probability of meat prices going
down or of someone having made a mistake are attributable to the ad-
ministration spokesman and the President, respectively, not the
speaker of (20) or (22). The modal can, in addition to root and
epistemic meanings similar to those of may, has another root mean-
ing equivalent to able to; in addition, the epistemic meaning is re-
stricted to 'negative-polarity' contexts, such as with negatives, in
questions, in if_-clauses, etc., and it interacts rather differently
with them than does may.

(24) He may not have done it.

(25) He can't have done it .1 4

Although the epistemic senses of both may and can are equivalent to
possible, (24) means that it is possible that he didn't do it, while (25)
means that it is not possible that he did it—obviously something is
going on.

R. Lakoff (1972b) presents an analysis of (among many other in-
triguing matters) the differences between the epistemic senses of may
and can, and between those of should and must. Noting that the
epistemic sense of can is also permissible with a generic noun phrase
as subject, she discusses the differences in meaning between (26) and
(27):

(26) Football players can be sex maniacs.

(27) Football players may be sex maniacs.

While (27) is fairly straightforwardly paraphrasable as (28),

(28) It is possible for football players to be sex maniacs.

(26) is triply ambiguous, having at least the meanings given in (29)-

(31):

(29) Any given football player sometimes is, and sometimes
isn't, a sex maniac.

(30) Some football players are (always) sex maniacs, and some
football players aren't.
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(31) Some football players are (sometimes) sex maniacs (some-
times not); and some football players aren't (ever).

Lakoff's conclusions regarding the meanings of these modals are
fascinating, and give promise of helping theorists in the right direc-
tion for further analysis; but her facts and explanations are equally
useful to applied linguists who have anything to do with modals, whether
or not they intend to work out all the theoretical implications.

Recent studies deriving from the discovery of 'possible-polarity
items', such as afford, tell one from another, e tc . , which must nor-
mally be used with an overt modal of a certain type, have shown that
modals are much more common in semantics than they had been
thought to be. The goodness of (32), for example, shows that modals
must be contained somehow in the meaning of too and enough, at least
in some cases:

(32) He's < wealthy enoughs, to afford a Rolls.
[too poor J

(33) *He's so j wealthy I that he J affords I a Rolls.
[poor [doesn't afford]

(33) is bad, of course, because it doesn't contain a modal like can
which would allow afford to be used; presumably, enough and too do
have a modal concealed somewhere in their meaning, and therefore
allow afford and other similar items.

Modals of the type which take afford also have the disconcerting
ability to have subjects containing any, which otherwise is restricted
to negative contexts, and never appears before the negative element. 15
If this were all there were to it, we could let it go as one more pecu-
larity of modals; but there is a great deal more to it. Note, for
example, (34)-(37):

(34) Anybody can do that.

(35) Anybody knows how to do that.

(36) Anybody knows he did it.

(37) *Anybody thinks he did it.

(34) contains a modal, and therefore the any should be all right. (35)
does not contain a modal, but there is precedent for considering know
how to as semantically a modal; after all, in German, the sense of
this phrase is normally translated as konnen. (36), however, shows
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that there is something else happening; know in its factive sense is
not normally thought of as a modal, nor are factives in general
usually modal:

(38) *Anybody realizes (is sorry, surprised, happy) he did it.

Somehow, there is an additional sense to (36), derivable perhaps
from analogy with (35), or from an equally plausible analogy with
(39):

(39) Anybody will tell you he did it.

which contains the modal will, and hence conditions the any. While
this is a puzzle to theoreticians, facts like these lend themselves to
informal generalizations, and therefore can have applicability.

It would be easy to go on indefinitely on the topic of strange facts
and interesting generalizations about modals, but I will content my-
self with one more. Generics of all kinds (see Lawler 1972, 1973a,
1973b) are related to modals. We have already noted that there is an
interaction between generic noun phrases and epistemic can; the be-
havior of such NP's with the other modals is equally strange, but
generalizations can be stated (although not yet in sufficiently formal
terms to satisfy a theoretician). In addition, certain types of verbal
generics do interesting things; (40) is paraphrasable by (41), but (42)
is not in any way equivalent to (43), even though (40) and (42) are
generic sentences, and (41) and (43) both contain the same modal:

(40) Max eats worms.

(41) Max will eat worms.

(42) Bill walks to school.

(43) Bill will walk to school.

Note also that the reading of will in (41) is the root one of be willing,
while that in (43) is the epistemic one of the future. There are also
relations between modals and quantifiers, adverbs, many different
types of verbs, presuppositions, conversational postulates, and many
other topics which I forbear to mention here; while practically none of
this is explained in terms of an adequate theory, much enlightenment
is available in the guise of intuitively correct generalizations separate
from the formalization of the theory.

Since I have restricted myself to dealing with only two topics (and
that in very little detail), I have perforce not mentioned many
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interesting and illuminating studies that bear (or can be made to bear)
on applied linguistic topics; these include Fillmore's 1971 work on
deixis, R. Lakoff's studies of the passive (1971b), women's language
(1972c), questions and particles (1973b), tense (1970), and contextual
principles (1972a); James's work on interjections (1972, 1973), Bor-
kin's studies of verbs and complements (1972a, 1972b, 1973c, 1973),
G. Lakoff's recent work on hedges and 'fuzzy' expressions (1972),
Morgan's (1973) investigation of sentence fragments, and Horn's con-
tinuing studies of negation and modality (1970, 1971, 1972). Some of
these are totally nonformal, some are not; but all of them present
facts, observations, explanations, and generalizations that not only
possess intrinsic interest, but also go far toward giving the reader
an understanding of how the phenomena work; further, even the most
formal of these works can be read with pleasure and profit by anyone
familiar with English syntax, and allow the reader to extract the use-
ful parts.

These studies, and many others like them, confirm the long-held
belief that the study of linguistics is a useful activity for anyone inter-
ested in practical matters having anything to do with language, parti-
cularly language teaching. In fact, these documents do not come close
to representing the wealth of well-known generalizations and relation-
ships which form the 'oral tradition' of generative grammar;16 what
better base can there be for the practical matters of teaching?

NOTES

*I would like to thank many of my friends for reading various parts
and versions of this paper and offering suggestions and criticisms; in
particular, Ann Borkin and Will Vroman were helpful and supportive.
In addition, I have much to thank Larry Selinker, George Lakoff, and
Charles Fillmore for; each in their own way, they contributed might-
ily to my views on the subject addressed here. Finally, I would like
to thank Robin Lakoff for existing—as someone said once about a
similarly awe-inspiring Being, if she did not exist, it would be neces-
sary to invent her.

iNone of the foregoing (or following) comments should be inter-
preted to mean that I disapprove of formalism, or believe that lin-
guists are wasting their time any more these days than usual; nothing
could be further from the truth. It is rather the relevance of the
formally specified theory as such to applied work that I wish to call
into question. I have argued elsewhere (Lawler and Selinker 1971)
that formal grammar in principle is inapplicable to real-world con-
cerns, since it contains many counter factual assumptions which
vitiate its usefulness; this is not, however, necessarily the case with
the real results of generative grammar—the generalizations.
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works of Postal and Ross, for the most part, are paradigm
examples of this type of generative paper.

3Although it is by no means clear just which things should be ex-
plained, nor by whom, nor to whom; happily, this is a problem for
applied linguists to wrestle with, and I feel fully qualified to ignore it
here.

4An important distinction needs to be made here. There are (at
least) two different types of generalization: those which are 'uni-
versal', in the sense that they seem to be true in all languages, and
those that are language-particular. While universal statements about
grammar are interesting in themselves, they seem to have a different
relevance to language teaching than the ones which are peculiar to an
individual language (or language family), in that it is highly unlikely
that students will need to learn anything about, say, English that is
also true of their native language. In my experience as an EFL teach-
er I have observed few, if any, violations of, for example, Ross con-
straints—probably, in fact, fewer than the violations made by native
speakers of English; and all were made for the same reason—the
speaker had backed himself into a syntactic corner from which he
could extricate himself only by a violation without starting over.

^An alternate solution has led to the invention of the linguistic
squib as an art form. In particular, the 'mystery squib' presents,
without much in the way of solution, a problem for the theory deriv-
ing from interesting data which cannot at present be accounted for.

^Some good examples of this type of paper can be found in the
works of R. Lakoff and Charles Fillmore. I have also contributed
(Lawler 1972) to the literature.

7See, for example, the contents of Fillmore and Langendoen (1971),
which are almost entirely concerned with presuppositions from many
diverse viewpoints.

8The first serious discussion of this phenomenon was Kiparsky and
Kiparsky (1970); more recently, Karttunen (1970, 1971) has made
significant contributions.

9David Gordon (personal communication) has recently been working
with the acquisition of presuppositions and factives in child language;
his preliminary findings suggest that factives, as normally recog-
nized in adults, are acquired very late. As late as 9-10 years, I know
seems to mean 'think or believe because someone told me'; hence,
sentences like:

(44) *He knows my name is Bruce, but he's wrong.

are encountered and understood (the star is awarded on the adult
interpretation).
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l°There is, of course, an alternative reading, generalized from
the one discussed, on which bugging the Watergate is merely the
most heinous of a series of acts, not all of which necessarily involve
bugging, in which Hunt engaged. This type of reading is discussed
also in Horn (1969).

HAn exception to this generalization seems to be the subordinate
conjunction while, which, in at least some sentences, appears to
assert the clause it introduces. See R. Lakoff (1971a) for discussion.

12with appropriate stress (typically what has been called 'con-
trastive'), the presupposition can be cancelled, leaving the last clause
asserted. This is one of the functions of contrastive stress; see
Schmerling (1971) for an excellent discussion of the phenomenon.

I3see G. Lakoff (1971) and Lawler (1971) for discussion of this
phenomenon, as well as its relation to many other semantic myster-
ies.

14Note, incidentally, the difference in contraction possibilities
with may not and can't. There is no phonological reason why may not
may not contract on the epistemic reading, but in fact it does not; in
those dialects where such contraction is possible, it occurs only on
the root reading; this is discussed in some detail in Horn (1972), and
is only one of many places where semantics of the deepest sort influ-
ence phonology.

15It is not only applied linguists who need to use these generali-
zations; confusion of the two types of any (one conditioned by modals,
the other by negatives) leads even so good a linguist as Labov into a
great deal more difficulty than necessary in Labov (1972). Much of
the apparently intransigent data he discusses is not, in fact, the any
of the negative, as he supposes, but that of the modal; and most of
the ingenuity expended in proposing blocking conditions on them is
wasted because of this.

l^There is, alas, no single place where one can find out just what
this mass of tradition contains; the speed with which theories and
formalisms become obsolete in generative linguistics militates
against writing more than a fraction of the possible papers that one
thinks of doing. I am happy to relate, however, that much of it, and
a great deal of new material, all presented in a nonformal fashion,
will soon be available in R. Lakoff (to appear).
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ON THE PRACTICAL STUDY
OF LANGUAGES

W. P. LEHMANN

The University of Texas at Austin

When we consider the central problem of this conference—devising
effective means for correlating language study and subject matter
study—one of our initial reactions might be that the topic has been
capably treated before. As the title of my own essay indicates,
Sweet's book, The Practical Study of Languages,seems so exemplary
to me that in my opinion anyone reading a paper or writing an article
on language teaching should first assure his audience that he had read
Sweet's book. When for example Sweet examines the presentation of
subject matter in his sampling of phrase-books, he begins with texts
produced in the second century A. D. by Julius Pollux with the aim of
teaching Latin to Greeks; comparing also Aelfric's text of about 1000
A. D. and more recent texts, Sweet finds them 'neither better nor
worse than most modern ones' (1899:214). It may be discouraging to
learn that so little progress has been made in language teaching.

For linguists, who have been selected to deal with the problem of
language teaching at this first session, it is even more discouraging
that continued shortcomings are the result of the application, or
rather misapplication, of linguistic notions. One such misapplica-
tion, labeled by Sweet the 'arithmetical fallacy' (1899:73), scarcely
needs further characterization than one derives from an illustrative
sentence: 'The cat of my aunt is more treacherous than the dog of
your uncle' (1899:73). While subsequent linguistic theory prefers
other constructions, and other vocabulary, linguistic considerations
still lead to inferior teaching if the distinction between 'the practical
and the theoretical study of language' is blurred. I assume that we
know the aims of the theoretical study of language. What then are
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the 'linguistic considerations' that we apply in the practical study of
language, or in the generally designated 'language teaching' ?

As Sweet's book, or any other on the topic would indicate, language
teaching is a discipline, or a technology to use a more fashionable
current term, drawing on a variety of sciences. This recognition
would lead us to assume that language teachers and language learners
face problems which cannot be solved by advances in a single science
of those underlying language teaching, including linguistics. We need
to recall that though dogs may be brought to salivate on the ringing of
a bell, or pigeons to peck accurately when two lines cross, students
do not speak Bengali or Quechua perfectly after completing in the
language laboratory lessons based on an admirable phonological analy-
sis. Similarly, the learning of Russian did not make a great leap
forward when one of our most eminent linguists presented in the
seventh and eighth units of an elementary Russian text a comprehen-
sive account of the use of cases after numerals; among the sentences
Bloomfield's students were to give are the Russian equivalents of:
'They bought twenty-one big houses'. 'We met forty-one little boys'
(1945:158-59). Instead of focussing on the criticism implied by the
citing of such examples I hope to remind language teachers that they
must exercise the 'critical and scientific habit of mind' which Sweet
recommended when they look to helps, including helps from theoreti-
cal linguistics, for their difficult tasks (Sweet 1899:259). As a
secondary aim I hope to bring some of you to read Sweet's admirable
book. For apart from Sweet's excellent advice to teachers, which
anyone will now read with the critical detachment given a classic, it
is hazardous to be as frank and direct in one's criticisms today as
was Sweet. Scientists, including social scientists, reportedly subject
their publications to the most impartial and scrupulous scrutiny. But
it is difficult to find anyone more sensitive to such scrutiny than are
the proponents of new theoretical approaches to the study of language
which periodically overwhelm and in a sense disrupt foreign language
teaching. In view of the sensitivity of many of my fellow-linguists I
will concentrate on citing examples and quotations, and leave to you
the formulation of conclusions.

During the past century three powerful currents in theoretical lin-
guistics have affected language teaching in this country. The first
known variously as comparative philology or historical linguistics
was succeeded by the descriptive approach to language study which
many oddly label structuralism. Its successor is commonly known as
transformational grammar. From each the language teacher has
learned something, but teachers have also been misled by each.

From the historical linguists, notably the neogrammarians (who
were impugned by their elders, then came to dominate linguistics,
and subsequently have again been impugned), language teachers
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learned to investigate 'the speech mechanism, especially . . . its
psychological side' (Brugmann, cf. Lehmann 1967:199). They also
had their attention directed at 'genuine, natural, spontaneous every-
day language' (Lehmann 1967:201; see also Jankowsky 89, 192). But
their attention had a historical focus, and it was that focus which led
to absurdities that caused Sweet to say: 'Of all helps, that of com-
parative philology is the most uncertain and the most liable to mis-
lead . . . ' Today few language teachers would expect their students
to master Grimm's law as an aid in learning Indo-European languages.
Because language teaching has largely eliminated the abuses that re-
sulted from misapplication of neogrammarian theory, I will not cite
further examples. We may actually have gone too far today in elimi-
nating the interest, and cultural data provided by historical linguistics.
As a permanent contribution the late nineteenth-century linguists
brought to the teaching of languages rigor, insistence on thorough con-
trol of the data, and an understanding of the speech mechanism. The
aim to account for all linguistic phenomena is evident among language
teachers, while the dogmatism that seems to affect a dominant group,
especially its less gifted members, is largely a memory.

Attention to the phonological elements of language was if anything
increased by the next major influence of theoretical linguistics, which
became especially important about 1940. As Halliday, Macintosh, and
Strevens have reminded us in their capable book, The Linguistic Sci-
ences and Language Teaching, the activity of language teaching is
also molded by general educational activities in a given country. The
situation after 1940 provides an excellent example of this observation.
Faced with opposition resulting from the mood of isolationism after
the First World War, the language teaching profession had adopted a
policy decision designed to make the most of the scant opportunities
left them (Lado 1971). By this decision, language teaching was to
concentrate on the reading skill. All of us have heard much more
about the deficiencies resulting from this decision than about the un-
fortunate events which led to it and almost eliminated the study of
foreign languages from our curricula after World War I. What is
important for understanding the great impact of theoretical linguistics
on language teaching in the two decades after 1940 is recognition of
the total inadequacy of concentrating on only one of the language
skills. The overwhelming requirement of millions of soldiers, busi-
nessmen, and diplomats to master oral communication in other lan-
guages, whether face to face or through radio intercept and the like,
brought about a violent shift from previous practices in language
teaching. And the shift in emphasis to oral command received im-
portant technical support from one of the inventions to come out of
World War II: the tape recorder. Rarely has academic life provided
a larger opening than it did for the students of Bloomfield and Sapir.
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They had mastered the techniques of learning the phonological system
of a new language after a few hours of field work and considered their
obligations to language description largely fulfilled when they had deter-
mined the phonological system and the morphology of the new language.
Moving from the field to the classroom, they performed noteworthy
exploits such as getting on a ship with an informant and teaching the
passengers a language previously unknown to both the linguist and the
passengers.

They brought to the study of language great attention to its sound
system, careful presentation of drills, and precise description of the
morphology of many contemporary languages; these are remarkable,
and I hope permanent, contributions to the practical study of language.
But language teaching was unduly awed by these activities. Courses
were so designed that students were to acquire a perfect pronunciation
of the foreign language, even though Sweet had insisted that even the
best language learners never learn foreign languages perfectly, a
statement that can be verified in a brief conversation with virtually
any non-native speaker, however fluent his foreign language. Ob-
viously language teachers want their students to be understood, but
scarcely at the expense of eliminating time needed for mastering the
patterns of expression in the foreign language and for learning the
use of language in the foreign culture.

Since many of the linguists who brought precise phonological and
morphological attention to language teaching were anthropologically
trained, it is surprising that their influence adversely affected atten-
tion to subject matter, that it often failed to advance international
studies. Admittedly there were difficulties. One cannot expect to
provide a thorough introduction to an exotic culture in an elementary
handbook which is to be used even by students who have seen the rest
of the world with Walter Cronkite. Since our students, and teachers,
are at least receptive to, and occasionally well-informed on, differ-
ing cultural characteristics, and since many of our foreign language
teachers have now traveled to the countries in which their language
is spoken (a situation quite different from that of fifteen years ago,
before the admirable NDEA programs were instituted) we must set
our textbooks, and our courses, in the milieu of the language that is
being taught. The inadequate attention to culture is probably the
greatest shortcoming of language handbooks and of teaching in this
country at the present time.

Unfortunate illustrations seem to be best chosen from some of
the most capable texts. The Turkish text produced under the influ-
ence of the dominant theoretical linguistic trend of the forties is ex-
cellent in its treatment of phonology and morphology. But there are
cultural pitfalls. When one asks a Turk for directions to the aptesthane,
the answer may be a burst of laughter. This segment of buildings
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provides extreme difficulties for any language teacher, as the various
English expressions 'toilet, washroom, restroom, John' and so on
indicate. Yet the colorless Turkish equivalent is yiiz numera 'number
100', from the former use of two zeroes for the room in question in
the Mediterranean world, as travelers who have had the pleasure of
staying in old-fashioned hotels in Italy and elsewhere may testify.
Further, in the Turkish handbook lesson on 'laying in supplies' the
husband asks his wife to bring back from the grocery store 'three
kilos of ice, two packs of playing cards, tooth paste, and film for the
camera' (McQuown 11.598). Such a view of the Turkish grocery store
may have been excusable for a linguist who had never been to Turkey,
and whose informant was a member of the class privileged to have ser-
vants to do his shopping when he was last in his native country. We
can overlook inadequate cultural settings in books prepared under
emergency conditions. But today we expect more than a set of sen-
tences reflecting our own culture, or even only general cultural situ-
ations. Our handbooks, and courses, should present distinct charac-
teristics of the foreign culture from the early days of instruction.
Such handbooks and courses will contribute to students' international
understanding, and would in themselves bring about a close relation-
ship between language study and subject matter study.

If we include the requirement to present culture as well as the lan-
guage, and to make use of the 'psychological laws' for learning, in
Sweet's term (1899:3), our language handbooks and courses will fulr
fill our basic expectations. They will need to be remodeled only to
keep them fresh for changing students and teachers, for changes in
culture and technological advances, like computer-assisted instruc-
tion, and to incorporate improvements in our understanding of lan-
guage and specific languages, some of which we expect to emerge
from theoretical linguistic study.

But what of contemporary linguistic study, specifically the power-
ful transformational school in this country ? One can scarcely find a
better strategy for answering questions than to follow the advice of
Priscilla Alden. The leading theoretician of the transformational
school, Professor Chomsky, has discussed language learning several
times, once in a broadcast with Stuart Hampshire (1968). Answering
Professor Hampshire's question on the implication of his 'hypothesis
. . . for the teaching of language' Chomsky replied first that the im-
plications were of a negative sort. In his elaboration Chomsky went
on to say that much of the foreign language instruction going on in the
United States is based on a view of language structure that he con-
siders erroneous—'on the assumption that language really is a habit
structure, that language is a system of skills and ought to be taught
by a drill and by the formation of stimulus-response associations'
(Chomsky 1968:690). I might mention at this point that this statement
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may be based on a false view; to be sure there may be behaviorists
in the language teaching profession. But I assume that most language
teachers use drills because they are teaching adolescents or grown-
ups a second language, not because they consider language a system
of skills, or because they were impressed by Professor Skinner's
pigeons. Chomsky continued saying that he could not immediately
construct a teaching program but would suggest 'that a teaching pro-
gram be designed in such a way as to give free play to those creative
principles that humans bring to the process of language-learning'.
I know of no language teacher who does not attempt to apply such a
pedagogical principle in his teaching program. Further, theoretical
linguists have for some time stressed the creativity involved in the
use of language. In 1951 J. R. Firth, for example, told the English
Association: 'Whenever a man speaks, he speaks in some sense as a
poet' (1959:193). I assume then that language teachers would agree
with Professor Chomsky and the late Professor Firth, but also that
they would not wish to forego attention to 'habit and skill and pronunci-
ation ability' which Professor Chomsky would abandon in a return to
the language teaching practiced in the 'classical literary education'
(1968:690). Many of us still have friends who learned their languages
in this way and who confess an inability to speak English because their
years of study were devoted to Chaucer, Shakespeare, and other
authors included in 'classical literary education'.

I have suggested above that language teachers draw what they find
useful from theoretical linguistic study, and avoid being misled by
misapplication of theory. The excesses which seem to accompany
all revolutions, even those in linguistics and language teaching, should
not blind us to observations that may be made by any language teacher,
or anyone else interested in language learning. Anyone may observe
the progress in second language learning of children and their parents
in a family that spends some time abroad. The difference with which
children under ten pick up the language in contrast with their parents
supports a view of second language learning that most teachers hold,
and use for determining their methods when they teach foreign lan-
guage in the normal situation in this country. And presumably their
aim is wider than to prepare their students to pass examinations.
Few pianists or other musicians limit themselves to free creation,
even to the music of composers like Mozart, Beethoven, and Hinde-
mith to the exclusion of the pattern practices formulated by a Hanon,
a Czerny, or even Bach's Inventions. Proficiency in a foreign lan-
guage would seem to depend on similar cultivation.

The practical study of languages is a far broader topic than its
theoretical study, especially if this concerns itself with 'an ideal
speaker-listener, in a completely homogeneous speech-community,
who knows its language perfectly' (Chomsky 1965:3). The language
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teacher can learn from such theoretical study, but he does not teach
ideal speaker-listeners in homogeneous speech communities. Under
far from ideal conditions he must maintain the interest of the members
in his nonhomogeneous community, and attempt to equip them as
rapidly as possible with some control over their selected language.

Sweet ends his book with formidable throw-away lines, one of
which reads: 'Of course, if modern languages are to be studied at
all, they must be studied properly' (1899:278). It is my contention
that we know how to study and teach them properly. No linguist on
the other hand would claim that we understand language. As linguists
improve their understanding of language, and as means are available
to improve practical study, our proper study of languages can be
modified. Language teachers would be well advised not to look for-
ward to revolutionary improvements. The most useful contributions
by linguists will clarify for language teachers particular forms and
meanings. As an example I cite Professor Haugen's recent article
on the 'inferential perfect in Scandinavian', a use of the perfect that
leads Scandinavians to write English sentences like the following:
'During one of the greatest Hekla eruptions, probably the first one of
1104, which has been a terrific and explosive one . . . ' Languages
are full of such interesting problems, or pitfalls, depending on who
meets them and where. Contrastive linguistics now unfortunately
out-of-fashion could identify them and save us from errors.

The findings of language study during the past century and earlier
indicate to us the need to know the principles by which we may under-
stand the phonological, syntactic, and semantic structures in langu-
age. It is the business of theoretical linguistics to clarify these.
Foreign language teachers also need to draw on other fields. It is
their business to know not only the results of theoretical linguistic
study, but also the culture in which their language is used; to select
or produce texts which are in keeping with principles stated by Sweet
and many others; to understand the problems involved in teaching
second languages; and to use all the techniques that are financially
feasible. Moreover, they must not let modifications in linguistic
theory unsettle practices based on their past experience in teaching
languages. Today they can and should also demand texts written by
a native speaker, set in a contemporary context designed to acquaint
their students with current cultural conditions, and making use of
well-established pedagogical principles. Their teaching will then
fulfill the dual aim of acquainting their students with a foreign cul-
ture as well as with a foreign language.
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INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING
BEGINS AT HOME

EMMA M. BIRKMAIER

University of Minnesota

My topic is 'International Understanding Begins at Home'. And it
will be broader than just focusing on foreign languages because to me
international understanding is the number one goal in education'today.
If we can not get that through our heads, we might as well give up the
ghost.

International understanding can only be brought about through a
comprehensive integrated multi-disciplinary approach to learning.
It implies a continuous cumulative program involving every student
and teacher throughout the years of formal education. The program
contains a wide variety of experiences in and out of the classroom
under the direction of a team of teachers from many disciplines. It
should recognize the importance of what kind of 'educating' goes on in
the home and in the community, and it must seek cooperation from the
parents and other adults and agencies within the community.

First-hand, face-to-face experiences are needed within our own
regional and national communities. The diverse cultures and sub-
cultures within our own country must be understood and interacted
with at the same time that we study the cultures living on other conti-
nents, especially the cultures of the third world.

Facing our own diverse cultures and living harmoniously with them
requires the building of attitudes, good human relations and sensi-
tivity to others, developing communication skills, and obtaining cor-
rect information about these cultures. Special emphasis must be
placed on the audio-visual component in the learning process, espe-
cially in places where access to many cultures, existing in our own
nation as well as in other countries, is difficult. This audio-visual
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component must be researched and applied with the needs of the
learners in mind. Media-developed learning components, which are
powerfully affective as well as cognitive, programs focused on inter-
national understanding must also pay particular attention to psycho-
logical research on child and adolescent development and the forming
and changing of attitudes, since many attitudes have already been
learned in the home.

International studies programs must be designed to equip and
motivate students to act for change, purposefully turning their thought
and action, collectively and individually, toward the realities of our
time. And these are our goals: war, what to do about it; the rape of
nature; the problems of race, social justice, and economic welfare.
The methodologies to be used encompass the many techniques of in-
quiry and active learning in the various disciplines addressed to all
students in every school in terms appropriate to their ages and en-
vironments. To work successfully with these, our central concern,
we also need to address ourselves to the problems of personal ident-
ity and individual fulfillment. Our students need to attain positive
self-concepts (I'm OK—You're OK), cultivate, manage, and enjoy
emotional responses and aesthetic experiences. The human potential
movement is just now being woven into the educational programs of
this country. It attempts to merge the cognitive with the affective
through encounter groups and Synanon games. However, these tech-
niques which students and teachers must master are only one resource
for whatever we do in the curriculum of our schools.

Another resource lies in the study of world cultures. Theodore
Brameld, the eminent reconstructionist on the philosophy of educa-
tion, advocates the establishment of a center for inquiry and study
aimed at bringing forth a world community (a network of common
values and human institutions mixed with a plurality of cultures and
styles) the purpose being to aid in the deliberate synergizing of such
elements to formulate a community of mankind. Such centers focus-
ing on world cultures will offer the opportunity to study the various
philosophies, interpretations of life, and definitions of man which
have been devised in diverse cultures. Schools, therefore, should
teach world cultures not simply as they relate to American culture
or as they compare to each other, but as an infinite variety of human
qualities, values, and life styles which form the total pool of human
resources, which is the heritage of all mankind.

If schools provide a culture pool, they must not only tolerate
alternative life styles, but also teach about them and permit students
to select freely from among them and help them to develop the skills
for making those decisions.

As mentioned previously, one of the prime requisites for inter-
national understanding today is full and accurate communication among
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peoples. The study of other cultures includes nothing less than im-
mersion in another language, one in which the structure connotes
thought patterns, sensitivities, and values vastly different from the
native culture of the learner. For generations educated Asians and
Africans have learned about the cultures of their conquerors by gain-
ing fluency in French, Dutch, Danish, English, and Portuguese.
Westerners should become equally fluent in languages, however, not
necessarily as tools for exploitation, but to come to understand more
deeply other members of their species and thereby gain a wider
sphere of identification as part of, mankind.

The United States, though no small region, without question is
multi-cultural, and therefore the need to learn the language of those
who share our region is vital to our survival. The black subculture
learns standard English to protect its interest, but it must also pro-
tect and maintain its own mode of expression to preserve its cultural
identity. Middle-class white Americans should become familiar with
this other American language, and both blacks and whites have as
much responsibility to learn the third American language—Spanish—
as Puerto Ricans and Mexican-Americans are responsible for learn-
ing English. Native Americans should express themselves in their
Indian languages and cultures. Members of the immigrant cultures—
and that means all of us practically—should have opportunities to
study these first American languages as well as each others' ethnic
languages. Mutual respect and human dignity for all in our country
can only exist in the acknowledgment of our society as being a poly-
glot society.

Polyglotism also benefits individual survival. The human rights
of minorities have often been violated by states and societies in which
power is applied and justice is rendered in the language of those in
power. There should be no room in a human community for such
scenes as are now witnessed—persons being tried in court procedures
of which they do not understand a word, in which they are charged
with violations of laws imposed on them by an alien culture in a lan-
guage which to them is utterly foreign.

The inhibitions in learning, imposed by denying children the right
to learn in their own mother tongues, have also been imposed through
the restrictions on physical activities by which children normally ex-
press themselves. Learning is not only sitting and getting a 'knowl-
edge about'. Human expression is also executed through the dance
and other art forms. The natural human expression of joy is mostly
physical, tactile, and visual. These modes of expression, as exer-
cised in other cultures, should be nurtured in our schools, especially
if we are seeking to develop some sense of universal identity. If the
arts, crafts, and music are the universal expression of man, then
they must play a vital role in the study of cultures.
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The exchange of persons of various cultures is increasing in
volume. It needs to be changed in character. This is especially so
in the nature of the exchanges between developed and developing
nations. Heretofore students, scholars, and scientists, the elite
from Asian and African countries, have come to the industrialized
countries to receive expertise in technology. This is all to the good
for developing nations. But we need to shift to something more like
'sharing'. The transfer of technology to the cultures of the third
world not only makes the benefits thereof available to it but could
make it possible for the first world to understand the perspectives of
the third world on technology and development. Second language
facility thus no longer is the exclusive prerogative of the elite. Edu-
cation becomes a fair exchange among equals, it must be 'a conver-
sation', a sharing of the riches of ability, knowledge, inquisitiveness,
a matching of needs to resources. Sharing of language and culture is
one way of beginning that conversation: 'You teach me your language,
and I will teach you mine. You may learn my perceptions and prob-
lems, and I will try to learn yours. Together we may find a new per-
ception and help each other toward solutions'. This alone would de-
colonialize our schools. Buckminster Fuller believes that speciali-
zation in our schools has been a means of permitting the few to exer-
cise power, often unjustly, over the many. What we desperately need
are human beings with a broad perspective and they can only be come
by through a broad exposure to many types of educational experiences.
This would combat the polarization which is plaguing our society, a
condition caused by giving one kind of education to the elite and an-
other to the masses.

Programs in colleges and universities

When I attended high school and college in the 1920s, there was
relatively little offered in international studies. Some of us, from
immigrant parents and bilingual homes, educated bilingually in our
parochial schools, were deprived of this privilege by mandate in
1919 and 1920. And yet we were highly motivated to study other cul-
tures and thought seriously about careers in international education
or relations. What did we get? In high school, three years of
questionable American history written from a white Anglo-Saxon-
Protestant point of view, one semester of the history of England, and
if we were lucky, one semester of world history confined to a few
nations in Europe. Foreign languages were ignored. In college we
could take European diplomatic history which 'meandered through the
chanceries of Vienna, Berlin, Paris, and London', international
economics, politics, law, and organization, where most of the time
was spent in 'lamenting the ineffectiveness of the League of Nations'.
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Sociology, psychology, cultural anthropology, demography, human
geography—any resemblance to an area studies program was con-
spicuous by its absence. We felt like Columbus. We had yet to dis-
cover the lands and the peoples to the East and to the South of us.
Overseas research and study was not in the educational lexicon.
There was no AID, USIA, Fulbright Program, or Peace Corps. In
fact, there was no Senator Fulbright. Our teachers knew little of the
vast worlds of Russia, the Near East, Asia, and Latin America.

During the past forty years great changes have taken place. Oppor-
tunities abound today to build one's education around the subject of
international relations, the study of other cultures and other language,
and most important to me, to give students access to the study of these
areas in implementing their careers in the vocational, technical, and
scientific areas, or what we call today—this new thrust of the United
States Office of Education—'Career Development'. The world has
come to the student, who quite literally makes it his campus as so
well exemplified by students in the Peace Corps, by study abroad pro-
grams, by the student, teacher, professional exchanges, and by multi-
national business corporations sending their workers abroad.

William Marvel in Campus 1980 quotes a young Peace Corps volun-
teer back from a two-year stint in a Latin American country with re-
gard to what the experience had meant to him: 'As I look back on it,
I am not at all sure that we had much of an impact on the community
where we were working . . . The big thing was what it did to us, or
at least to me. ' He had gotten a profound respect for the difficulty of
bringing about social change. But the really surprising thing was how
much his understanding of his own country matured as he saw it and
thought about it from that remote spot. The race riots in Harlem and
in the Watts section of Los Angeles took place while he was overseas.
He did not know the details or the immediate causes of those out-
bursts.

But I had a context of grinding poverty and frustration and misery
to see them in, because that was what I had all around me. I
really doubt that for most comfortably fixed middle-class Ameri-
cans the words 'poverty' and 'social discrimination' are much
more than abstract concepts. For me they have become a living
reality.

If our public schools and institutions of higher education would im-
plant in the minds and hearts of all Americans an understanding of
this kind, one of the chief goals of international education would be
realized.

Again let me restate that education in our colleges and universities
must get away from the four-year block of time spent on one campus.
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Education must be thought of as a series of significant experiences of
different types interspersed with regular course work. The Peace
Corps, Domestic Service Corps at home, internships in the United
States and abroad in government and in business have already become
part of the curriculum in some schools and colleges. Call them experi-
mental programs or whatever you will, the back and forth movement
between work and education at any level is in tune with the dynamic and
rapid changes which demand retraining and catching up with new de-
velopments. Intercollegiate mobility must be assured the students,
especially when one of the critical languages and cultures the student
wants to study is not offered in a specific college.

Foreign students need to play a more imaginative role in our edu-
cational framework. Attempts are being made in delineating the
fields in which they can make a great impact—such as teacher aides,
resource persons not only in the field of foreign languages but in other
fields, using them in elementary school situations such as in the bi-
lingual programs which are slowly beginning to make a dent in Ameri-
can education, especially at the elementary school level.

Adaptations must also be made so that their training here will be
more relevant to the needs and opportunities of their countries in
Africa, Asia, and Latin America. American undergraduate overseas
programs should also be tailored to the needs and career aspirations
of our students and of our own country.

As yet we see little interaction among the social sciences, humani-
ties, and foreign languages with almost no communication between
these departments and the overseas service and technical assistance
programs of the professional schools.

What we need today is a professor with different combinations of
subject matter, experiences, and skills who can function across pro-
fessional and disciplinary lines. His skill is to sift out the best and
the most relevant experiences for international communication and
understanding and tailor them to fit the needs of the individual student.

Again let me state that programs can not be clearly laid out,,
answers can not be definitive. Diversity among our educational in-
stitutions and the ways to international understanding and to inter-
national studies are many. The main thing is that our educational
institutions will have the resolute will and the innovative power to
help our citizens understand themselves better through knowing other
cultures and languages and through sharing our accomplishments with
the less advantaged.

Language and culture

If the study of culture and language are prime requisites to inter-
national understanding, we most need to find out the optimum conditions
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under which second and third cultures and languages are acquired, and
the nature of the skills to be learned.

We know that languages are best learned in natural situations in
which the individual is exposed to social settings which require inter-
action, but in which the teaching function as we know it in the foreign
language classroom does not apply. Specific instances of acquiring a
culture and its language naturally are using the second language in the
home, living or working in a neighborhood or community where the
second language is spoken regularly.

However, language and culture can be acquired in a highly struc-
tured classroom setting in which the student will be trained in a num-
ber of specialized skills such as the understanding and drilling of the
structures and lexicon of the language through memorization and
transformation processes which have a heavy dose of the audio-visual
component for teaching both language and cultural aspects. The class-
room can also provide for individualized instruction to help the stu-
dent with the difficulties he encounters in acquiring the communicative
skills.

You will notice I have not thrown out the audio-lingual skills. I
hate to see this constant swinging from one side to the other. There
are good things in this. And, if you want my statement on what
happened, we have really never had an audio-lingual approach to
foreign language learning. We have taken one or two steps of it and
done those two steps to death. And step four and step five in audio-
lingual language learning I just never saw when I traveled around the
United States and watched these new programs.

There is a third setting in which culture and language can be ac-
quired in such a way that it combines the two settings described above.
Some examples are the intensive language learning sessions which
occur during the summer and the interim sessions in many of our
schools and colleges where the faculty strives for total immersion in
both language and culture; international language and work camps here
and abroad; clearly defined and structured study abroad programs
where students are housed with families who provide the opportuni-
ties for social interaction that pertain to the daily activities of a
family and a community. The students will be expected to read the
daily newspaper, popular magazines, and books, watch and listen to
radio and television programs, and write personal letters and diaries.

These settings are not used one to the exclusion of the other, but
rather, they are complementary and reinforce each other. The de-
sign of the curriculum of the school or college implements the inter-
national studies programs with a mix of all three.

Since one of my involvements in the educational field is the ele-
mentary school, I shall describe a few models at that level which focus
on international understanding where it really should begin.
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Elementary school models

Fifteen minutes a day learning a few phrases, perhaps a song, and
using a game not unique to the foreign culture for practicing a particu-
lar structure, learning vocabulary, or counting from one to a thousand
may be one way of learning language in the elementary school, but
strangely enough such programs, advocated in the 1950s and early
1960s, were not too popular with our consumers, and hundreds of
foreign language programs in the elementary school (FLES) failed.

Let us take a look at other models. Several months ago, two ele-
mentary schools, five miles apart, turned into two different countries.
A class of twenty-eight fourth graders in school B emigrated to school
A, and twenty-four fourth graders in school A emigrated to school B.
They were to be immigrants coming to Minnesota in the mid-1800s.
Very few of the children had parents or grandparents who had immi-
grated. The teachers wanted the students to feel as nearly as possi-
ble what an immigrant goes through. Plans were made for a one-day
student exchange with all the trimmings—passports, baggage, ex-
change of letters with 'relatives' in the new land, and numerous built-
in difficulties. The exchange of letters described the advantages of
each school, one had a swimming pool, another good food, etc. Stu-
dents worked on passports and immigration records. They emigrated
from Switzerland, Germany, Sweden, from all over. Wherever
possible they emigrated from the land of their own ethnic background.

The principals and the teachers could read the misgivings on the
children's faces as they stepped from the buses. The principals did
not keep them waiting long. They ordered them to line up at a cus-
toms checkpoint, lectured them to keep their passports with them at
all times, searched their luggage, and even did some confiscating.
They were allowed a brief rest for cocoa and cookies and then were
hustled off to the physical education class. One of the teachers said:

We put the heat on them, and we think they felt the pressure.
They were rushed from class to class all day, frequently find-
ing themselves in the wrong places. Nobody in particular made
them feel at home. They were here and had to fit into our
pattern.

Continued passport checks during the day heightened the tension and
resulted in the interrogation of several students who had left them
lying somewhere or had been talked out of them by the teachers. The
students were uncomfortably aware of the differences in their schools
and their programs and the other students' curiosity about them.
'They laughed at us during lunch.' 'I just sat there.' 'I felt em-
barrassed. ' 'I got used to being looked at funny, and then I ignored
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it. ' 'Different', 'lonely', 'dumb', 'awkward', 'lost', 'scared', 'sad',
'uncomfortable' were commonly heard adjectives. Needless to say,
at the end of the day they were all glad to get home. Discussions
about the experience in the following days brought out facts such as
'The immigrants must have had it a lot tougher'. 'They had to travel
further.' 'They didn't get to ride a bus.' 'They had to carry water
to their homes.' 'They must have felt just awful, because they didn't
even know the language.'

Several months of preparation went into this program. Community,
parents, teachers, and administrators were deeply involved. And I
am trying to get that across. Resources were searched out by the
students. Hundreds of books and stories were read about the cul-
tures and the characteristics of the foreign people whom they were
representing. Cultural items were brought to class. Considerable
thought was given to what immigrants dressed like during the 1860's.
They learned a few phrases of the various languages from their par-
ents, the members of the community, and the teachers in the school
system who happened to know some foreign language. The experience
started the community to pressure for foreign language programs in
their schools. Foreign languages are going to be taught in those
schools next year. The program coordinated team teaching within the
schools, between the two schools, the incorporation of various disci-
plines and activities, and student interaction when teaching each other.
I am describing this as one of the many models which the foreign lan-
guage teaching profession could extend in hundreds of variations to
get children to understand and empathize with other peoples and work
for better understanding and feeling.

Then there is the Upper Volta project, carried out in the fifth and
sixth grade classes in two parochial schools in Cincinnati under the
direction of Sister Ruth Jonas and Professor Stanley Thon of the Col-
lege of Mount Saint Joseph on the Ohio. The language and culture
studied was French, with the children establishing an exchange of
letters, tapes, filmstrips, slides, all of which discuss and illustrate
their daily activities, needs, and interests. These were determined
by what the class in France wanted to know, and vice versa. All the
filmstrips and tapes were produced by the students themselves.
Explanations were in simple English or French. The following year
a similar exchange was begun with an underdeveloped country in
Africa, Upper Volta, which uses French as its lingua franca. Again
the same procedures were used, and the children on this side of the
ocean had an entirely new world opened to them.

During the summer of 1972 the group visited their friends who
lived in LaRoche sur Yon in France. Professor Thon writes,
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The trip was a complete success. There were the anticipated,
inevitable problems with homesickness, all of which passed
within the first week. There were problems in adjusting to the
new and different rhythms of life which took a bit more time to
resolve. There were problems understanding spoken French
and even more problems in speaking . . . The essential thing
is the children all loved it and so did the receiving French . . .
I would say that with no exception even the more serious prob-
lems turned out to be advantageous. Plans are underway to
receive the young people from LaRoche in Cincinnati next
August 1973. We expect 20-25 children, all of whom will be
thirteen years old . . . with a few exceptions in both directions.

The French girl who executed the French experience was an assistante
at the college a year before. She knew the situation and the children
well. Whether it will be possible to establish an experience abroad in
Upper Volta such as the one with France has not yet been resolved.

The transcript of the tapes commenting on the almost 2, 000 slides
runs to 221 pages. This is a model of tremendous dimensions using
natural learning situations and audio-visual media in studying not
only a second language and its culture, but also a third culture and a
bit of its language, especially the culture of a developing country.

These models and the growth of bilingual programs such as the one
using German and English in four Cincinnati elementary schools, one
of which is 95% black, the Coral Way bilingual schools in Florida, the
Juan Morel Campos Bilingual Center in Chicago described in an arti-
cle entitled 'Learning for Two Worlds' which appeared in the November
1972 issue of American Education, and the pilot work done in French
Canada by Wallace Lambert and his associates enable us to get an in-
sight into the nature of the programs that must be established in our
country before changes will come about which will assure us of a
world community based on the idea that cultural pluralism can exist
and contribute to a peaceful world.

Teacher training

Since much can be accomplished in changing attitudes and acquiring
language facility at the elementary school level my greatest concern
is how to train personnel who maintain and create such programs.
Considerable change must take place in the teacher educating process.
Team-taught methods courses must include teachers from other dis-
ciplines. A carefully structured full year's experience abroad, in-
cluding working with and assisting teachers in the elementary and
secondary schools of the foreign country, gives prospective elemen-
tary and secondary foreign language teachers an oral language facility
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based on a broad spectrum of the everyday life of the people and the
children. The prospective teacher must teach other subjects in the
foreign language. An important facet of this type of learning abroad
is that the prospective teacher is given an insight into the child's and
the adolescent's culture and environment. This experience must
culminate in an internship in the United States under the guidance of
elementary and secondary school teachers who are also foreign lan-
guage specialists.

We have many prospective elementary school teachers with foreign
language study in high school or in college, eager to develop their
language talent for enriching their teaching. However, let me also
add that international understanding finds its humble roots at home.
These prospective teachers must, most of all, be able to interact and
work together with other teachers on the staff who can help in enrich-
ing foreign language programs—social studies teachers, science teach-
ers, language teachers, arts and crafts teachers, etc. They must un-
cover the human and material resources of the community with which
children can work in their experiences in a foreign language program.
The prospective teacher must understand the psychological growth of
children. Where simulation and natural learning techniques are used
the teacher must also have a mastery of the structural aspects of the
language which will enable him to keep a record of what he has taught
so that he may pass on to his colleagues at the next higher levels of
language teaching a knowledge of what to expect of each student in
language knowledge and facility. It is not until we train or educate
our prospective teachers in programs such as the one just described
that we can expect to move forward in any kind of international har-
mony.
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PEDAGOGIC RESPONSES
TO LINGUISTIC STIMULI

CARLETON T. HODGE

Indiana University

Children pick up words as pigeons peas,
And utter them again as God shall please.

—English Proverb, 1670

Some years back Henry Lee Smith and others of us at the Foreign
Service Institute were interviewing an applicant for employment. He
was a bit on the slow side. Afterwards Haxie said something to the
effect, 'If you gave that guy a hot foot, he wouldn't know till Thurs-
day'. This is somewhat the way I feel about applied linguistics.
Sparks are flying from the linguistic wheel, the blade of the intellect
being held firmly at right angles to the stone. The sparks are plenti-
ful but the fires few. This is not to say that there are no applied lin-
guists completely abreast—or even ahead—of the field, but that the
field in general takes a long time to react. What I have to say here
is more in the nature of hopefully making the hot foot a little hotter
rather than starting a new fire.

We need hardly remind ourselves that never yet have the full re-
sources of scholarship been brought to bear upon a language teaching
situation. If I may be permitted another reminisce, there was in the
early days of the Foreign Service Institute a plan among the linguists
for a nongovernmental (initially), foundation-supported institute for
the study of language and culture. Using the objective approaches of
linguistics and anthropology it would come to a real understanding of
peoples of different language and mores. We called this dream the
Garden of Culture. It never bloomed, but the idea is one we should
not forget.

75
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On reading the literature of applied linguistics one has the impres-
sion that the field is a vast patchwork. Hundreds—nay, thousands of
good ideas abound, stuck here and there on what all too often appear to
be responses to long dead stimuli. Cognitive psychology is used to
prop up methods originally developed on the basis of Skinnerian im-
pulses. The problem, as we all know, is that we cannot stop. We
must keep teaching language. We haven't time to 'grasp this sorry
state of things entire', throw it out, and move into the Garden of
Culture.

In the twenty-five years which have gone by since the collapse of
that dream, linguistics, the offspring of anthropology, has built up a
harem consisting of psychology, sociology, physics, biology, phi-
losophy, and a number of other erstwhile maidens. We who would
apply linguistics face a truly formidable task. We need to integrate
the enormous output of this extended family (in a nonanthropological
sense). We also need to keep our balance and not allow any current
or past theories to dominate our thinking. Theory was made for man,
not man for theory.

Let us take the problem of teaching a new language, one from a
relatively little known culture. The ideal would be to have a thorough
cultural study combined with a thorough linguistic one, implemented
with the help of the best of psychological and sociologic insights. As
linguists we would assume that someone else (that is, someone quali-
fied) has made the anthropological analysis and has furnished us a
cultural framework to which we may refer our linguistic data. The
first task would be to amass raw linguistic data illustrative of each
aspect of culture. Thousands of samples, including tape recordings
and texts, would be assembled, representing the entire cultural
spectrum. These data would include usage of style levels, dialect
variants, different languages if used in the area, etc. This would
best be elicited and stored according to the anthropological framework
(for references to frameworks see Pike 1967:668-70, cf. Hall 1959:
218-25). .

Linguistic analysis of the corpus yields the data needed for con-
structing language teaching materials, i. e. grammar and lexicon.
These data, if properly collected, would be far greater in scope than
the linguistic and cultural needs of any student. They should, in fact,
be all-inclusive, if such a thing is possible. It is then the job of the
language teacher to determine what aspects of this linguistic and cul-
tural mass will be relevant to his/her [haz] particular student or stu-
dents.

Linguistic analysis has operated in two different directions: from
the most specific to the most general and vice versa. We can, I
feel, deal objectively with both, without prematurely admitting any
claims as to the absoluteness of either, especially concerning the
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universality of basic linguistic structures. Applied linguists have
dealt more with the specific as being the area of the greatest differ-
ence and therefore presenting the most problems. One need not deny
the usefulness of the contrastive studies which have dealt largely with
phonology and morphology in order to see the value of approaching our
corpus from the most general aspects. Each needs to be put into per-
spective. If we examine the data of the area under study to see what
all the speech found in it has in common, we should be able to make
useful generalizations concerning not only the linguistic structures of
that area but also of their relations to others. Such generalizations
may affect our assessment of student performance vis-a-vis broad
syntactic and semantic patterns. On the other hand we never forget
that the cultural valence of a form or structure is going to determine
its reception to a greater extent than its linguistic generality.

A good example of the balance which must be maintained between
the general and the specific is the problem of the style of the language
to be taught. Early applied linguists reacted negatively to the norma-
tism of the traditional teacher, then set up a normatism of their own.
This, presumably being based upon actual usage, was considered
preferable to a standardized normatism, which smacked of the dog-
matic.

For example, Robert A. Hall wrote a 'structural sketch' of
'French' (1948) described as a 'concise description of the structure
of modern colloquial standard French, primarily on the basis of slow
colloquial speech' (1948:7). In closer definition

Standard French is the type of French socially acceptable to
persons enjoying economic and/or cultural prestige. It is
based on the speech of upper-class inhabitants of Paris, and
is spoken in three varieties: archaic, slow colloquial, and
fast colloquial (1948:7).

In this short definition he has strictures of time, space, socio-
economic class, and style. We need to go far beyond these early
efforts—commendable as they may have been at the time—and estab-
lish the broadest possible descriptions of language usage and the cul-
tural relevance thereof. We do not want to set up one standard but to
describe usage in such a way that we can choose which of the many
styles and other variants is the relevant one for a given purpose. In
examining this further we find that we have a twofold goal vis-a-vis
variation: speaking competence in a style determined by the specific
need of the student and a comprehension competence determined by
the cultural milieu in which he will find himself. Every language
teacher is aware that the student has a greater competence in compre-
hension than in speech. That competence should be trained into a
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native-speaker-like ability to understand the various styles and dia-
lect variations which are normally met.

We have described a twofold goal, but it may be well to question
it immediately. Can we separate these two competences, and what
are the implications of such a question for pedagogic procedure? In
1966 (published 1968) Spolsky suggested that speaking competence
might be tested by means of a properly constructed examination in
comprehension. He hypothesizes that 'there is such a factor as over-
all proficiency in a language, and it may be measured, by testing a
subject's ability to send and receive messages under varying condi-
tions of distortion of the conducting medium'. That is, if a student
can understand a comprehension passage which is distorted by added
noise (or, one may suppose, from which portions have been deleted),
he will have done this by mentally restoring the blanks, thus demon-
strating his ability to formulate such sentences.

This presumes a conversion of the listening process into a speak-
ing process—or at least into the initial stages of a speech process.
Here we are on ground which has been debated, ground belonging also
to the concept that one initiates speech processes as one reads. There
have been counterarguments, one supported by the fact that there are
people who have never spoken but who understand perfectly (Lenne-
berg per Cook 1965). Indeed, there are also people who once talked,
who can no longer talk, but who can understand perfectly. One might
as well reason that a car's motor is not running if the wheels are not
turning.

We therefore bring out and polish up the hypothesis that the mind,
in understanding spoken language, as well as in reading, initiates
speech processes which are not completed. There is confirmatory
evidence for this kind of behavior in the experiments with pre-speech
phases in language teaching. In 1965, H. Robert Cook wrote a disser-
tation based on the hypothesis that prespeech training was an effective
way to begin teaching language. He reported on experiments he had
done with learners of Spanish and discussed the psychological and
linguistic aspects of the problem as then perceived. Not long after
this, he and Duncan Gardiner were able to make a considerable test
of his hypothesis, using Air Force students studying Russian. The
Russian experiment was unfortunately not properly documented, as
it was done primarily for training purposes, rather than as research
per se. An incoming class of some sixty-nine students was divided
into two groups, each of these properly subdivided for classroom work.
One of the groups was trained in a 'traditional' audio-lingual manner
with Russian teachers, oral drill, tapes, etc. The other was not
allowed to speak any Russian for the first eight weeks of some thirty-
nine weeks of training. They were intensively drilled in comprehen-
sion, covering the same grammar and lexicon as the others. For the
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rest of the course (the ninth and following weeks) they joined the
others—the control group—in ordinary audio-lingual work. The most
noticeable difference between the two groups was in pronunciation.
The prespeech trainees had a much better control of the sounds of
Russian than did the others.

It seems logical to conclude that these students learned to speak
without speaking. In accordance with the discussion above, I would
imagine something like the following mental processes to account for
what happened:

Perception of speech sounds initiates reproduction of these speech
sounds; that is, the hearer only completes the beginning connections
of a given process, which, if completed, would move the organs to
speech. The learner of a foreign language has for his own language
an intricate set of processes by which he produces his own language.
The ability to make such a set of processes is, of course, innate,
but the processes themselves are not. Each has to be programmed by
the learner as he gains control of the production of a particular speech
event. It seems probable that there is in each learner not only the
capacity to adapt to new speech production but a tendency to adapt. It
is understood that this may for some reason be blocked in a given
individual. One should add that for our purposes motivation, includ-
ing receptivity, is also assumed. On listening, then, the learner is
stimulated to initiate imitation—but only to initiate. He is not re-
quired to complete the speech act and utter what he has heard.

It would appear that in the early stages of learning the new sounds
produce a very mixed reaction. The brain has no developed sets of
connections for production of these sounds, and the initiation of pro-
duction will be halting, if not confused. On repeated auditions the
brain is able to set up new patterns conforming to the sounds heard.
Given sufficient trials without being forced to complete a badly begun
job (by actual oral production), the mental processer finally strikes
upon the proper set of operations for a new sound.

There is no question but that there should be further, well con-
trolled, well documented, and well published testing of this hypothesis.
Even now it appears to me to be sufficiently tested to be taken very
seriously. It would even appear probable that the broad competence
in understanding of styles and dialect variants mentioned above can
be efficiently taught by well designed comprehension exercises.

Returning to our major theme—the constructing of teaching
materials, we have assumed that the vast collection of texts and
tapes, our corpus, has been linguistically analyzed, and that a
reference grammar, complete with dialect information to the point
necessary, has been written. From this, as noted above, there are
selected those aspects of the grammar which the student must control
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in order to speak in the manner of his chosen dialectic and stylistic
counterpart. These aspects are put into the Basic Course.

My general ideas on the construction of a Basic Course have been
presented elsewhere (1968), and details need not concern us here. I
need only say that I would be in favor of a prespeech phase even for
languages of comparatively easy phonology (vis-i-vis the learner)
and of studies sequencing the grammatical material.

As I have been arguing for a bold new look, it should be mentioned
that the very concept of a Basic Course has, quite properly and need-
fully, been challenged. As I understand him, this is Reibel's posi-
tion (1969). The raw text (or other material), being goal, should
also be means. Others seem to be more concerned about student in-
volvement than methodology per se (cf. Stevick 1969). Stevick may
be said to stress both student involvement and methodology. I do not
deny the value of near-realism (with a bow to Reibel et al.) or the im-
portance of motivation (bumping the forehead to the ground in Ste-
vick's direction). I remain convinced, however, that ordered presen-
tation is the best general system we can adopt, with exceptions prov-
ing (i. e. testing) our hypotheses.

Reibel (1969) and others, in arguing for 'natural* texts, are
'naturally' against sequencing. This is not new. The use of rela-
tively untouched situational dialogues was a feature of many texts of
the Holt series and others on the same model. This was done out of
conviction (by me, among others), as appears to be the case with
Reibel. It is easy to argue from this point of view, but when it comes
down to it, it is almost impossible to get true to life texts without
being arrested for bugging someone's living quarters. (As to litera-
ture, if a novel were really realistic, it wouldn't sell.)

The prespeech approach, as Cook points out, eliminates one of the
major problems one faces when using more natural materials: the
necessity for the learner to utter orally constructions which cannot
be adequately explained at that juncture. It would therefore appear
that prespeech supports Reibel et al.

Not so. Having been a true believer and having had less than
absolute success with the unstructured text, I am inclined to go fairly
far in the opposite direction. While the brain certainly has the ability
to comprehend and to, so to speak, structure unstructured material,
it has not been shown to my satisfaction that it is more efficient in
absorbing unstructured input than in absorbing structured input. We
therefore need careful selection of the grammatical features, proper
sequencing of them, and effective presentation. The last-named in-
cludes techniques of contextualization (cf. Reibel 1969:285, fn 4),
explanation and drill (of a suitable nature).

The grammatical aspect of presentation may be mentioned as an
area which calls for careful investigation. Traditionally much of
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language teaching has been directed toward giving the student an under-
standing of the structure involved. It is believed that this facilitates
the acquisition of competence in the language. Indeed, competence is
sometimes equated with the student's ability to 'formulate the rule,
as well as apply it without any difficulty' (Duskova1 1969:20). We
would say that the student 'knows how to do it and can do it when he
wants to'. It is at present not known how important or even how neces-
sary this is. . Tests should be conducted to show to what extent a stu-
dent must have what we may call linguistic analytic control over the
data and to what extent he can be effectively taught to form and use
patterns without being able to formulate them.

It would be a grave error to see the Basic Course with prespeech
sections and grammatical points properly sequenced as any kind of
panacea to be poured like penicillin into the wounds of the trade. At
this juncture there is still great danger of infection from impurities.
There is, however, in the use of prespeech techniques real promise
of better pronunciation with less effort and probably the development
of other competences as well. Writing proper materials which use
this approach will for the present be much more difficult than writing
a more traditional course.

Two related topics may be briefly mentioned in this context:
aptitude and error.

Ten years ago, in summarizing the status of research in foreign
language teaching, Carroll spoke of language aptitude as consisting
of at least four factors: (a) phonetic coding (auditory); (b) grammati-
cal sensitivity (recognition); (c) rote memorization ability; (d) in-
ductive language learning ability (ability 'to infer linguistic forms,
rules, and patterns from new linguistic content'). He went on to say
that those with relatively low aptitude do better in nonintensive courses
(Carroll 1963:1088-89). It is the last point with which we are con-
cerned here. It would imply that a slow learner may have the same
capability as one with much higher aptitude, unless we make speed of
learning a criterion of 'capability'. To do the latter would mean that
speed would somehow have to enter into our definition of competence.
For the present I will assume that both the slow learner and the fast
one reach the 'same' degree of competence. If this is so, then apti-
tude is in such cases a matter of speed. Should a prespeech approach
be used, one would expect that the difference in 'aptitude' would be
reflected by a difference in time needed in prespeech conditioning,
regardless of whether the course were intensive or nonintensive.

Having briefly mentioned aptitude, we now turn to error. Some
recent articles have assumed that a learner's errors are not harmful
but merely part of the process (e.g. Cook 1969:210-11, Corder 1967).
Experience with a prespeech phase would suggest that errors are
often—if not always—the result of a premature requirement to speak.
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We are all familiar with the impatient learner who blunders along
happily in the most atrocious imitation of the language imaginable.
It might be rewarding to study such speech, assuming that it is in
general intelligible, to see to what extent competence has been estab-
lished. It could be compared to pidgreoles (i. e. pidgins and Creoles)
and to theories of universal grammar. It should be studied in the
light of the most general patterns known for the area in order to see
to what extent the basic patterns of the murdered language coincide
with these—and are therefore intelligible. Tests for comprehension
on the part of native speakers would reveal just how important the
'mistakes' really are.

Returning to the more normal learner, it would seem that a pre-
speech phase would reduce his/her [haz] mistakes. This approach
assumes (with others, cf. Rivers 1964:102) that the 'trial-and-error'
part of the process, as usually practiced, is wasteful and can be
largely circumvented. It holds, in short, that trial-and-error is
natural but that actual performance of the error is unnecessary.

The above discussion is not a creation, it is an amalgam. Would
that it were new! It would be nice to be able to emulate Descartes:

Some years ago now I observed the multitude of errors that I
had accepted as true in my earliest years, and the dubiousness
of the whole superstructure I had since then reared on them;
and the consequent need of making a clean sweep for once in
my life, and beginning again from the very foundations, if I
would establish some secure and lasting result in science.
(Anscombe-Geach 1966:7)

What I am here recommending is that we make an all-out effort,
bending all our disciplines to one end, to create an applied linguistic
'wonderful one hoss shay', built for the now, but which is guaranteed
to be unrepairable and to fall completely apart when no longer viable.
Then we start over again.
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THE NON-MAJOR: TAILORING THE COURSE
TO FIT THE PERSON--NOT THE IMAGEl

WILGA M. RIVERS

University of Illinois at Urbana

'Know thyself said the inscription on the Temple at Delphi. This
is a fine piece of philosophical advice. May I amend it to a practical
recommendation: 'Know thy students'. We may ask ourselves: what
do we really know about our students ? What are their backgrounds,
their interests, their needs, their prejudices, their attitude toward
foreign languages and foreign-language learning ? Who do we con-
sider to be 'our' students in any case? Our majors? Do these
constitute the largest group in our classes ? How well do we know
our elective students, our minors, the students in our elementary
and intermediate level classes?

For many of us, by far the most numerous group of students is
represented by 'the hordes of kids taking the foreign language re-
quirement over our dead bodies' as one of our colleagues recently
expressed it. 2 Most of these are studying the foreign language un-
willingly and bitterly, so recent articles in the field would have us
believe. Is this really so ? Have we bothered to find out ? Do we
know our students ?

At the University of Illinois at Urbana we have just administered
an 81-item questionnaire to 1821 students of twelve languages at five
levels of instruction (elementary: 101 and 102; intermediate: 103
and 104; advanced: 200 level). For the major languages taught on
campus we had the following numbers of subjects: French 733, Ger-
man 518, Latin 98, Russian 129, Spanish 180. We also received in-
formation from students of Arabic, Chinese, Classical and Modern
Greek, Modern Hebrew, Hindi, and Persian. Through computer
analysis across a number of different intersections we now have a
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much fuller three-dimensional picture of the population of the lan-
guage classes at a big Midwest state university than ever before.

Of our sample, 63% were fulfilling a requirement: the graduation
requirement of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences (993 students)
or Departmental requirements^ from areas as diverse as Agriculture,
Architecture, Aviation, Biology, Commerce (187 students), Communi-
cations, Education, Engineering, Library Science, Music, Physics,
and Physical Education. Another 20% were electives, 8% were minors,
and 9% were majors. 4 For many of us, it is this last 9% whom we
consider to be really 'our' students—or at most the last 17% (if we
add on the minors). These are the 'serious' students who fill our
classes at the advanced level (200 and above), so we presume, and
are receiving the close attention of our full-time faculty in a large
state university.

Actually, our overall survey shows that only 38%.of students at the
200 level are majors (57% in Russian, 48% in French, 40% in Spanish,
30% in Latin, and 23% in German). Does that surprise you? It did
me. Who are all these students, the 62% in the first two semesters
of the advanced level, of whose presence we are only dimly aware ?
In the following discussion, I shall consider all these nonmajors as
one group, namely electives, since many electives find that by com-
pleting two courses at the advanced level they can count their chosen
subject as a teaching minor, while very few students have been r e -
quired to complete a foreign-language minor by their major depart-
ment. Since no one has compelled these students to join us, they
must like us. Isn't it time we got to know our departmental guests?
We shall look more closely at this group in a moment because they
represent only 11% of our sample.

First of all, let us consider some general attitudes of students at
all five levels of instruction in the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, a total of 1500 students in the sample. Since many of us
have worked with these students at one time or another, we think we
know something of their background, their attitudes, their interests,
and their aspirations. Let us examine first some assertions about
them that we hear frequently in professional discussions.

(1) We all know that most students today see absolutely no use in
learning a foreign language.

In our data, only 29% see no use for foreign languages in their
life-style, that is, less than one-third.

(2) Students are perhaps not against foreign languages as such,
but, we are told, they certainly are against requirements of any kind.

In our data, only 32% (again less than one-third) say that they do
not think any form of study should be required.

(3) It is often stated that our young people feel that English is
spoken so extensively in other countries that there is no point in
learning a foreign language.
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Only 21% of the students in our sample, that is, one in five, sub-
scribes to this view.

(4) Even if our preconceptions up to this point do not correspond
with our students' expressed attitudes, it is widely accepted among
us that, in the Mid-West at least, Americans feel very isolated from
contact with foreign languages: they rarely hear a foreign language
spoken and few of their acquaintances can speak one.

In our data 25%, or one in four of the 1821 students in our survey,
have parents who speak a foreign language, while 66% have friends
who speak a foreign language. In fact, one student gave as his reason
for selecting German as the language to study: 'I want to know what
my Grandpa says when he gets mad and yells at me! '

(5) If none of the above holds true for the majority of our students,
at least we know they do not see any relevance to their career inter-
ests in foreign-language study.

At the University of Illinois, 45% (just under one-half) say they
are preparing to work in a field where knowledge of a language will
be useful. (The 9% of our sample who were foreign-language majors
were certainly not sufficiently numerous to determine the overall
direction of these responses.)

(6) A common complaint from opponents of a foreign-language
requirement has been that grades in the foreign-language courses
bring down the student's grade-point average and compromise his
future plans.

This proved to be untrue to an almost embarrassing degree when
the students' estimates of their foreign-language grades showed an
overall level of 82% of A's and B's as compared with 75% for their
all-university grade-point average. The students' estimates of their
foreign-language grades were consistently above their all-university
grade-point average at all levels of instruction except for 104 (fourth
semester) when many students exercise their privilege to be graded
on a pass/fail basis (pass = D) instead of by letter grade. (Even in
104 the average class still achieved 70% of A's and B's to 76% for
their all-university grade-point average.

(7) Whatever else proves not to be true, it is generally accepted
that for the majority of students at the elementary and intermediate
levels these four semesters of foreign-language study are an un-
pleasant and unprofitable experience.

In our elementary and intermediate courses, approximately one-
fifth of the students class themselves as electives, future majors
and minors. Of the four-fifths who are requirement students one-
third say they would have chosen to study a foreign language had there
been no requirement and one-third of those who are studying the lan-
guage only because there is a requirement say they enjoy studying the
language anyway.
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Calculating from different computer-produced breakdowns of data,
we find that the sum of those who chose to study a foreign language on
an elective basis (E), plus those who would have chosen a foreign lan-
guage even if there had been no requirement (ER), plus those who are
in the class because of the requirement but enjoy studying the foreign
language nevertheless (R) yields the following percentages of students
at the four levels of elementary and intermediate study who do not
feel they are being forced to spend time on what does not interest
them:

E ER R

101: 25% + 23% + 17% = 65%
102: 23% + 20% + 13% = 56%
103: 22% + 24% + 12% = 58%
104: 22% + 21% + 21% = 67%

Interestingly, as an internal validation, these figures dovetail very
neatly (with allowance made for a certain number of students who did
not answer particular questions and the addition of rounded percent-
ages) with the affirmative responses at these four levels to the item:
'I can see no use for foreign languages in my life-style':

101: 31%
102: 37%
103: 34%
104: 29%

Isn't it time that as a profession we stopped being on the defensive
and dropped our 'nobody likes me' stance? We would do better to be-
gin investigating what we should be providing for this large percent-
age of students of goodwill who seem to like us despite ourselves. I
am wondering what kinds of percentages our colleagues in other de-
partments would achieve on these same questions in their required
courses.

(8) How is it then, some may ask, that student groups opposed to
foreign-language study feel they are representative of student opinion
in general when the students' stated attitudes across such a repre-
sentative sample do not support their position? An important clue is
to be found in a much smaller 1972 survey of student attitudes at the
University of Illinois for which 141 randomly selected students in
the elementary and intermediate French classes were polled. There
was an enormous discrepancy between the percentage of students at
these levels who felt language study was of importance and the per-
centage of these same students who felt that their friends considered
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language study important: a discrepancy of 42%! (Fifty-one percent
considered foreign-language study important, 9% thought their friends
regarded it as important.) It would seem that the large numbers of
students who would like to learn a foreign language or who enjoy
foreign-language study feel that they are in a minority because of the
intense propaganda against required foreign-language study by a
vocal few. In the spring of 1973, after four months of intensive ef-
fort to enlist the support of all L. A. S. students, an activist student
group at the University of Illinois was able to produce signatures
against the L. A. S. foreign-language requirement from about one-
third of the students in the college. This percentage was thought by
some professors in other departments to show that two-thirds of the
students were 'apathetic'. On the contrary, the percentage of signa-
tures obtained is quite consistent with the data on student attitudes
discussed in the last section.

(9) Finally, some say our students would be much happier if we
were to give up the attempt to teach them to understand and speak the
language. In his article, 'Research Findings and FL Requirements in
Colleges and Universities', Jakobovits (1969) reported on a 1968 sur-
vey at the University of Illinois (a self-selected 500 questionnaires
were returned out of 5, 000 distributed, as compared with our 1821
questionnaires administered across twelve languages at five levels
of instruction). In this article, Jakobovits stated: 'Two available
surveys of college students' interest in FL study indicate that . . .
one-half consider the primary goal to be development of a reading
knowledge of the language' (Jakobovits 1969:452). One of the studies
to which Jakobovits alludes is that of Robert Politzer at Harvard Uni-
versity in the early fifties, 'Student Motivation and Interest in Ele-
mentary Language Courses'. In this period of rapid change a study
published in 1953 hardly represented the Now generation even in 1968.
Actually the Politizer study showed that at that time '87% endorsed
greater emphasis on oral proficiency . . . 53% accepted the reading
aim, 39% voted for speaking'. This study was, of course, pre-
Sputnik.

In our data in 1973, 63% in the elementary and intermediate
courses wanted more listening and speaking, while 62% wanted more
reading. If these are nonparallel distributions, as seems plausible,
then there is a fair overlap of students who would like more of both
(that is, courses which permit them to develop simultaneously in both
areas), while some 36 to 38% at the extremes prefer more exclusively
aural-oral courses or more specifically reading-oriented courses.
The existence of these segments of the student population with decided
preferences for either specifically aural-oral or visual learning
experiences has already provided a regular clientele for specialized
courses set up by the foreign-language departments at the University
of Illinois, as I shall discuss later.
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It is interesting to note that two-thirds of these students expressed
interest in foreign-language newspapers and magazines as course
reading material; this proportion corresponded well with those who
expressed interest in learning more about current affairs in the
country where the language is spoken. Only 20% wanted more scien-
tific and technical reading, a figure which did not surprise the French
department which had been forced for several semesters in succession
to cancel a fourth semester option in this area for lack of sufficient
registrants. (For the few who did register the problem was solved by
admitting them to the reading course for Ph. D. students into which
they settled happily with the graduate group.) That 50% of the students
expressed an interest in more readings in literature when most de-
partments already supply generous proportions of such readings re-
flects the continuing interest that great works of literature hold for
students of the Liberal Arts and Sciences.

To summarize the expressed preferences of the L. A. S. require-
ment students:

They want to listen and speak more.
They want to read, not only literature, but also newspapers and

magazines which will keep them informed about current
affairs.

They want to learn more about the people who speak the language
and see more films.

Only 20% are interested in more scientific and technical read-
ing (increasing to 30% in German and 32% in Russian, but
falling to 12% in Spanish).

They do not want more grammar, nor more writing of the
language.

Interests vary when we look at the departmental requirement stu-
dents, represented in our sample by students of Commerce, Communi-
cations, Agriculture, Engineering, Music, Education, Fine and
Applied Arts, Aviation, Architecture, and Physical Education. To
some degree these are elective students, since they have chosen the
foreign language instead of other subjects on a Humanities list.

Because of small sample size the following remarks cannot be
considered reliable; but, in whimsical vein, we may say that Music
students would be happiest with a group of Aviation students: talking
and listening to each other, singing and making music, reading litera-
ture, but also newspapers and magazines so that they may learn about
people and events in other countries. Not even engineers (=5) and
agriculturalists (=17) are interested particularly in scientific or
technical reading (0%-6%), and Commerce students (=187) are not
particularly interested in learning to write the language, read its
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literature or enjoy its music. They prefer to listen and speak, read
newspapers and magazines to catch up on current affairs, and relax
with films.

No one wants more grammar. As one student said: 'Less grammar.
The grammar kills me!' (French 104). As a profession, we must be-
gin to take much more seriously this constantly voiced complaint of
our students. Of course, internalization of the rules of grammar is
basic to all active use of a language; but it is equally certain that
strong dislike of a particular aspect of study impedes effective learn-
ing. It cannot be beyond us to find ways of making the learning of
grammar more functional, integrating it more closely with natural
language activities. We also need to find out just how much grammar
and what areas of grammar in particular are essential for compre-
hension of the written and spoken word. We need to prepare new
types of grammar books to suit the needs of the students in our
specialized courses. Surely these matters are important enough to
be given priority in our experimentation and research.

What are we doing to meet these expressed interests of our stu-
dents? Different things are being attempted in many places, but here
I would like to describe for you our own attempts to provide for a
plurality of student needs and interests in the French Department at
the University of Illinois. Our German Department has described its
own rather different approach in two articles which appear in Changing
Patterns in Foreign Language Programs. 5 Their initiative seems to
have met with considerable student approval, since by the end of the
fourth semester the students were declaring two to one that they en-
joyed learning German even though it was a requirement.

The non-major at the elementary and intermediate levels

The French Department program for the elementary and inter-
mediate courses is in a process of development. I can point out here
the directions we are taking, but with 1, 250 students in some sixty
classes, taught by about fifty instructors, all engaged in graduate
studies, the guiding principle must be festina lente. To hasten the
development of a program responsive to all needs, the department
devotes considerable time and effort to preparing its graduate
assistants for their teaching career. Not only is careful attention
given to the improvement of their teaching techniques (through demon-
stration classes, regular discussion of how material may be presented
to maintain student interest and promote effective learning, prepa-
ration of quizzes and tests as group projects, and classroom visi-
tation), but the instructors are encouraged to consider and debate the
broader implications of language learning and curriculum development
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through a full-credit graduate course in the College Teaching of
Foreign Languages to which representatives of other departments
frequently contribute. For those interested in more specialized re-
search and discussion there is an advanced seminar on the Linguistic
and Psychological Foundations of Language Teaching. With a constant
inflow of teaching assistants alert to needs and problems it is hoped
that the program will never become static, at no matter what stage
of apparent effectiveness, but continue to adapt to the interests and
objectives of each new wave of undergraduate students.

At its present stage of development, the French Department pro-
gram may be described in terms of the schema presented in Figure
1.7

FIGURE 1.

Goals

Pace

Modality
(Approach)

Content

Continuing
Terminal
Placement for appropriate level
General courses (101-104)*
Accelerated groups for future majors and minors

(133, 134)
Intensive courses for faster progress (105, 106, 107)**
Independent study
Proficiency tests for faster advancement
Modified audiolingual
Active modified direct method (eclectic)
Reading approach (123, 124)
Conversational approach (113, 114)
Films as a regular supplement (documentaries and fea-

ture films)
Computer-assisted instruction (PLATO system) with

aural-oral practice in the classroom
Literature (including Black Literature of French, ex-

pression, and women's studies)
Civilization and culture (144)
Contrastive French and American culture (154)
Scientific and technical material (164)
Newspapers and magazines (174)
Individually selected content (199)

•Elementary: First semester 101; Elementary: Second semester
102. Intermediate: First semester 103, 113, 123, or 133; Inter-
mediate: Second semester 104, 114, 124, 134, 144, 154, 164, 174,
199.

**105 = 101 + 102; 106 = 102 + 103; 107 = 103 + 104.
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Only about 36% of the students at the 200 (advanced) level in the
French Department studied the language for a semester or more in
our elementary and intermediate classes. A mere 4% began their
study of the language with us. Two-thirds of the students in the ele-
mentary and intermediate courses do not continue the study of the
language after the fourth semester. Our program is, therefore, de-
signed to meet the needs of both of these groups: the continuing and
the terminal students. After a core program of two semesters, stu-
dents wishing to continue beyond the fourth semester are given acceler-
ated instruction to prepare them to meet the challenges of the advanced
level: courses are in French, accuracy and thoroughness in learning
are stressed, and students are given some basic training in literary
appreciation as well as in understanding the values, attitudes, and
institutions of the French people. This frees us to design the rest of
the courses for the needs and special interests of our terminal stu-
dents.

To enable students to work at the level and pace which suit their
needs, placement tests are administered to incoming freshmen with
high school language experience; proficiency tests are organized at
the beginning of the fall semester and at the beginning and end of the
spring semester so that hard-working students can move ahead as
they are able, and computer-assisted courses using the PLATO
system, 8 supplemented by aural-oral practice in the classroom,
are available throughout the sequence.

At the third semester level, after students have had a fair chance
to decide their learning preferences, we begin to provide more
specifically for different modalities of learning. We commence a
sequence of two courses (123, 124) for students who do not particu-
larly care about oral communication in French, but prefer to concen-
trate on developing their skill in reading. French literary works are
read in the original language and discussed in English. For those de-
siring to develop their aural-oral skills more intensively, a supple-
mentary course which meetsJor two hours per week (113) is avail-
able. In the fourth semester, students can choose from seven dis-
tinct courses: a course exclusively devoted to oral communication
(114); three courses in which reading has the primacy: one with read-
ings from French literature with discussions in English (124), the
second devoted to the extracting of information from scientific and
technical material (164), and the third to the reading of newspapers
and magazines with most discussion in French but with opportunity to
discuss really controversial issues in the native tongue (174); a course
on French culture and civilization with readings and discussions in
French (144); a course on contrastive French and American culture
with materials drawn by instructor and students from many sources,
both French and American, with discussions in English; and, finally,
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a general four-skills course with literary and cultural readings (104)
for students who have no particular modality or content preferences.
In the specialized courses grammar is treated as required for
efficient comprehension or expression. The effectiveness of our
attempt to provide special interest courses can be judged by the fact
that the non-specialized 104 sections have been reduced over the past
year from seven to three as students have begun actively to select
among the alternatives.

Teaching assistants who have participated in our training and have
sufficient experience and maturity to branch out on their own are en-
couraged to develop these diversified courses as they and their stu-
dents would like. Consequently, the 'Hawthorne effect' of an experi-
mental atmosphere and enthusiasm suffuse many of these classes
and should continue to do so as new groups of instructors and students
find their own way. 114 has been described by one student as 'a work-
shop that works', and 144 as 'the most enjoyable class I've had in a
few years. ' A student in 154 says 'In five weeks in this course I have
learned more about France and the French people than in three years
of regular French. Granted I may be unable to speak or write French
well at the end, but I really believe I will have a basic understanding
of the way of life, social and political structure. I actually enjoy this
class. ' These are from 'requirement' students, and are but a few
from many such comments. We do not have all the answers and many
more things can be done, 9 but at least we are on our way.

The non-major at the advanced level

Of our majors, 70% gave as one reason for selecting this particu-
lar language for study, the fact that they had begun it at secondary
level, whereas only 42% of the electives cited this as a deciding factor.
It seems that only 15% of our foreign-language majors have studied
another language for four years or more, whereas 33% of our elec-
tives have studied another language for this period of time. Of the
majors, 38% have parents who speak a foreign language, while only
28% of the electives are in this situation. It seems, then, that our
electives are an interesting group of people who have an intrinsic
interest in foreign-language study.

The fields in which they hope to use the language are very diverse.
Of the majors, 57% expect to teach the language (the 10% who have no
plans will probably teach the language anyway), but the electives ex-
pect to use their knowledge in science, anthropology, philosophy,
music, journalism, business, aviation, law, inner-city medicine,
linguistics, engineering, social work at home, social and religious
service abroad, in diplomacy, international law, interpreting,
library science, advertising, speech therapy, archaeology,
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astrophysics, and, as one student put it, 'active service in today's
action army.' All of these things and many more were cited by par-
ticular students.

What are we providing for this 62% at the 200 level? One student
of Russian wrote that he would like:

Reading and discussion courses in the language in areas of
history (both social and cultural-intellectual), economics,
government, contemporary affairs and life as exemplified by
current newspapers and magazines etc. I would certainly like
to see something more than pure literature courses on the one
hand and pure grammar on the other. Though these two are
important aspects of the language, they are not the only im-
portant ones. How about some variety ? A language student
cannot live by literature courses alone.

The interests of the elective group are varied. Many want to read
the foreign literature but an introduction to techniques of literary
criticism, designed for majors, does not really meet their needs,
interesting as it may be to others. They are interested in many
things besides. In descending order of choice they mentioned: oral
communication, reading in their own fields, translating and inter-
preting, and contemporary life styles and values. More sparsely
checked were: contrastive study of societies and cultures, philosophy,
art history, film, music, operas, songs, cultural and political his-
tory, and linguistic analysis. A few here and there would like prac-
tice in situational language use for social workers, and more history
of the language. (Several students specially wrote in 'poetry'. Does
this indicate that it is insufficiently treated in literature courses in
some departments?) What a wide open field! Surely none of us can
say: What else can we offer besides courses in literary criticism and
literary history ?

What can we conclude from these findings ? It seems that interest
in foreign-language study is far from dead among students other than
our majors despite the prolonged neglect from which they have
suffered. We have often bemoaned the fact that we spend much of
our time producing more teachers of future foreign-language teachers
in a seemingly unending cycle. Surely this is because we have not
realized who many of our students really were. It seems our clientele
is much more broadly based and shows much more potential good will
than we have hitherto believed. It is for us to use our imagination in
devising courses which will keep this interested group with us and
attract more of their kind.
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A foreign-language teachers' association in a big Canadian city
recently asked me to address them on the subject: 'Is it a matter of
survival?' That is a question worthy of some meditation.
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'The application of technology to the teaching of foreign languages', in
Wilga M. Rivers, Louise H. Allen, e ta l . , eds., 1972, pp. 84-87.

9l have discussed possible approaches to this stage of foreign-
language study in 'Conservation and innovation', in Wilga M. Rivers,
Louise H. Allen, et al., eds., 1972, and in 'Foreign languages in a
time of change' and 'From the pyramid to the commune: The evolution
of the foreign-language department', in Wilga M. Rivers, 1972.
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BEFORE LINGUISTICS AND BENEATH METHOD

EARL W. STEVICK

Foreign Service Institute, U. S. Department of State

In this paper, 1 I am going to say that most of what we have written
about language teaching has been in one sense 'taxonomic' and in an-
other sense 'superficial'. I am going to suggest that we language
teachers need to learn more about an aspect of our work which I shall
call 'the dimension of depth'. After describing and illustrating what
I mean by 'depth', I will try to relate the concept to recent theory,
and to comment very generally on its potential applications. And all
this in what is left of 20 minutes.

First, my word 'taxonomic'. To think 'taxonomically' about
methods (or techniques or approaches)^ is to classify them according
to their overt differences rather than according to what makes them
tick. One approach demands massive repetition, while another ex-
ploits silence; one method memorizes dialogs and another does not;
one technique uses filmstrips where another uses toy cars and houses.
This reliance on visible and audible stigmata in describing what we do
is one of the ways in which discussions of our work tend to be 'super-
ficial'. It is also one of the reasons why some ideas keep getting re-
discovered generation after generation;^ and why we are sometimes
chagrined to find a colleague getting as good results as we are getting,
with a method that is mutually contradictory to ours; and why what
seems like the same method sometimes works beautifully and some-
times fails.

The most serious form of 'superficiality', however, has been in
our treatment of motivation. Grades, candies, money, prizes, a
trip to Mexico, preparation for imminent travel or employment over-
seas, all are relatively near the top end of a continuum that I am going
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to call 'the dimension of depth'. This is the central concept in what I
have to say today.

One part of what I mean by 'depth' appears in the following ex-
amples. A student who is repeating a series of words or sentences
as quickly as possible, with no attention to or knowledge of their
meaning, is experiencing them only in the 'shallowest' way. They go
in his ear and out his mouth without disturbing anything in between.
If the student has time to notice the sound of what he is saying, or if
he makes simple changes such as the substitution of one word for an-
other, then he experiences them in a slightly deeper way. If he lis-
tens to their meaning and responds appropriately, then the experience
is deeper still.

A crucial level along this dimension of depth is represented by
simultaneous interpreters. These remarkable individuals perceive
both lexical meaning and grammatical form, and come out with their
own reformulations in the other language after only a few seconds de-
lay. Even as they speak, they are taking in new data for interpre-
tation. Surely this is an amazing performance, and one that requires
interpreters to work at a level that is deeper than the mimicry-
memorization and the drilling that are so conspicuous in many lan-
guage classrooms. But if they are to continue, there is a line that
they dare not cross: they must not become personally involved in
what they are saying. Once the content of the message begins to
make a difference to them, they lose the power of speaking and listen-
ing at the same time. 4 For our purposes today, let us call this
boundary the SI line. Above it lie grammatical form and dictionary
meaning; below it lies everything that matters to speaker and listener.
Every communication event in real life has its center of gravity below
the SI line. In a language class, we focus our attention primarily on
things that lie above it. In this sense also, our treatment of method
has been 'superficial'.

This has serious implications for our thinking about 'motivation',
and about the rewards that we offer for approximations to the desired
terminal behaviors. Number and letter grades, toys, frame-by-frame
indications that successive responses are correct—all these taken by
themselves are near the surface. The real reinforcers, if that is
what we are looking for, lie deeper, and the ones that we have just
mentioned have value only in relation to them. Again, method and
technique have often been 'superficial'.

The basic reinforcers are found below the SI line. They derive
from needs which are in the very essence of human nature, and whose
fulfillment is necessary for prevention of illness and psychopathology. 5
But just what are these fundamental needs ?6 Deepest of all, of course,
are the absolute physiological necessities. A person cannot pay atten-
tion to, or be 'motivated by' higher needs until these have been taken
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care of. Next come less immediate needs which affect security.
These include shelter, of course, but they also include stability, pro-
tection, and freedom from fear and chaos. When these needs have
been tolerably satisfied, the person may shift attention to problems of
belonging: finding one's place in a group, and forming one's own
sense of identity consistent with this place. Note that while a person
whose security needs have been met may seem to be motivated by un-
met needs on the level of 'belongingness', the solutions that he has
arrived at for the lower-level needs will inevitably restrict the range
of available solutions at the higher level. This same principle holds
good between any pair of levels.

Higher still, the person begins to respond to needs for esteem,
both from himself and from others. These include the desire for a
feeling of strength, independence, and adequacy, as well as for
reputation, appreciation, and importance to others. 7 Finally, most
human of all but at the same time least basic, the very capstone of a
pyramid of needs, comes the need to realize one's own unique capa-
bilities—to achieve goals that are related to one's own purpose in
life.

In most of our foreign language classrooms, we can assume that
students (and teacher) have found at least tolerable satisfaction for
their physical needs, but we cannot in any of our classrooms assume
that students (or teacher) are comfortable either at the level of
'identity and belongingness', or at the level of 'esteem', or even of
'security'. Yet, with the exception of a growing and important amount
of attention to 'integrative' aspects of motivation, virtually all of our
discussions of motivation have been concerned with the top layer and
with one limited segment of the second layer ('esteem').

Failure to meet the needs of physical survival results in death, or
in bodily damage (which may in turn have emotional side-effects).
Failure to deal successfully with needs for security, identity, and
esteem results in emotional problems, whose side-effects may be
both physical and intellectual.

What I have just said about the so-called 'hierarchy of needs' is
of course very general; it applies to all education, in fact to all of
life, and not just to language learning. I believe, however, that it
has countless specific applications in our work, some of them quite
interesting. I would like to suggest two propositions to guide further
discussion of these ideas:

I. Every element of a language course—dialog, exercise, visual
aid, word list, drill technique, format, or procedure—has
meanings at all levels at least down to and including the level
of identity.
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II. For any one element, its meaning may be not only multi-
layered, but also ambiguous. Its actual value in any given
situation depends on the other elements within the same
situation.

One simple example of what I mean can be drawn from a widely
accepted rule about how to call on students: 'Avoid calling on students
in a fixed order. Call on them in random order. This keeps them on
their toes.' The usual reasoning behind this rule, which I also follow
most of the time, must be something like this: 'Knowing that he has
answered correctly has a positive value for the student on the level of
'esteem', while a wrong answer has negative value. Random order,
by increasing the probability of error for the unwary, and thus in-
creasing the probability of a decrement in esteem, will call forth
greater arousal and greater effort as a means of self-defense.' So
far, so good.

But even 'esteem' may refer to three different relationships: the
student's own self-esteem, his perception of our esteem for him, and
his perception of his classmates' esteem for him. The second and
third of these depend partially on what in recent years we have come
to call 'instrumental' motivations, and partially on the drives called
'integrative'. 8 The integrative drives, in turn, go to the deeper
level of the 'belongingness' needs. Predictable order of recitation,
in a minor but very real sense, contributes to 'security, stability,
and protection', while random recitation is one more small threat at
this level. Depending on the student's feelings toward teacher and
classmates, and on his degree of mastery of the linguistic material,
the difference between predictable and random order may be sufficient
to raise the amount of threat or discomfort to a counterproductive
degree. On the other hand, the feeling of having performed success-
fully under the more demanding condition may provide a very salutary
boost to self-esteem. And if the class is perceived as a place where
self-esteem grows, week after week, then there will be effects at the
level of belongingness.

Please note that I am not trying to make a case either for or
against random order of recitation, but only to show how this one
feature of technique reaches to many levels of motivation, and how
its value depends on other circumstances.

Another example of how one and the same act may have different
meanings at different levels is the correction of simple mistakes.
From the most superficial point of view, it seems obvious that the
best way of overcoming error is to present the correct model loudly,
clearly, and immediately after any incorrect response. 9 But if we
regard the gap in skill that exists between teacher and student as a
kind of 'learning space', then a correction that is too quick may be
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interpreted by the learner as a preempting of that space, and may
cause resistance and hostility. 10 My own students have repeatedly
expressed their preference for the nonimmediate type of correction,
which alerts them to the presence of a mistake but allows them time
to work it out for themselves.

Again on the subject of corrections, when we are conscious of the
depth dimension we immediately become aware of the nonverbal as-
pects of teaching behavior. Two teachers, both doing immediate
correction, may have opposite effects on the student's morale just
because of a difference in their tones of voice. One can reject a
wrong response and in so doing either reject or accept the person
who made the response.

In order to put into perspective what I am trying to say, let me
compare it with some other things that we have written over the years.
It is good, for example, to say that the student should eventually have
an opportunity to use in real communication the words and the struc-
tures that he has learned through memorization and drill. H It is
better to say that genuine interaction should form a part of each lesson
from the very beginning; 12 and to say that the message in a lesson is
more important than the mechanics; 13 and to urge that structures are
only empty slots until they have been filled with meanings that are
both direct and personal for the students. 14 But even when we say
these things, we are still looking principally at the dictionary mean-
ings of what is communicated, and failing to specify the ways in
which, or the levels at which, these meanings may have relevance
or lack it. This, of course, lies in the dimension of depth.

We sometimes look at interpersonal relationships in the language
classroom. From the point of view that I am trying to present today,
it is more realistic to see these as a complex networklS than as a
number of dyadic relationships. 16, 17

'Interaction Analysis' has the great merit of forcing attention onto
the interpersonal aspect of events, including the feelings of the stu-
dents. But from what I have read of it, 18 it seems to concentrate
on the student-teacher dyad. It also appears to limit itself to the
recording of overt, observable, and discrete behavioral events, like
beads on a string, comparable to a phonemic or morphemic transcrip-
tion in linguistics, without systematic reference to the successive
layers of need and motivation which I listed earlier. In addition, it
tends to record primarily what the teacher says, and while it does
note nonverbal as well as verbal behavior, I am not sure that it recog-
nizes how powerful is the nonverbal at the deeper levels of communi-
cation.

One of the truly important concepts in recent years has been the
distinction between 'instrumental' and 'integrative' motivation. 19
The 'integrative' member of this pair goes very deep, directly to the
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level of identity. For this reason, I consider these terms to be not
merely useful and interesting as many other new terms are useful and
interesting. I see them as representing a genuine breakthrough in our
thinking about second-language acquisition. What I hope is that this
breakthrough will be more fully exploited than it has been in the past.
Most of what has been written on the subject to date is concerned with
integrative or instrumental aspects of motivation in the student's
experience up to the door of the foreign language classroom, and with
showing the relationships between these aspects and success or fail-
ure in learning the language. This has been highly illuminating, but
the approach that I am advocating today would take these same con-
cepts or further developments of them into the classroom itself, and
would apply them to what goes on there, from day to day and from
moment to moment. 0 in addition, it would describe the levels at
which the so-called 'instrumental' motivations tie in with each indi-
vidual's 'hierarchy of needs'.

In second-language acquisition, then, the principal partners are
the student and the teacher. We may get valuable assistance from a
number of outside professional sources. For help with the deep, pri-
mary problems, we may turn to the specialist in psychological
counseling. In dealing with some of our secondary problems, such
as selection, graduation and sequencing of materials, 21 or distin-
guishing ordinary mistakes from systematic errors, 22 w e should
continue to turn to the linguist.

That is what, in the title of this paper, I meant by 'before lin-
guistics'. But aside from linguistics, if one may judge by what we
have published, we language teachers have looked to method and for-
mat for our salvation. So we have paid close attention to the many
outward and visible characteristics of competing methods, rather
than to the ways in which they meet or fail to meet a small number of
inner, universal needs. We have listed and compared methods, but
we have not searched out the rules for deriving well-formed methods
from a limited stock of underlying psychological resources. The
same has been true of our discussions of techniques and even of
approaches.

Let me emphasize that 'depth', as I am using the term in this
paper, is not something that we 'apply' in the classroom; it is not
something that we can 'add' to a method; it is not something that we
can 'achieve'. It is something to be perceived, and its effects on our
teaching (or textbook writing) will come through what we do with our
perceptions. Naturally, the scale on which we will be able to respond
to what we see, and certainly the ways in which we respond, will de-
pend on many factors, including size and age of the class, the cultures
involved, and the teacher's own personal level of security. All class-
room situations are equally 'deep', just as the history of all languages
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goes back equally far. What makes them seem unequal is that we
know more about some of them and less about others.

Having said all of this, have I said anything that is new ? My own
answer to this question is both 'no' and 'I hope so ' . Many in recent
years have tried their hand at reducing the relative status of lin-
guistics in the field of language teaching. A few, from time to time,
have urged us to concern ourselves with the student's needs at the
levels of identity and self-esteem. 23 So I have introduced no new
elements. What I do think is new, and what is crucially important to
me, is not the items but their arrangement. If we look at the l i tera-
ture of language teaching, the references that we find to the depth
dimension are in the form of afterthoughts, or brief suggestions, 24, 25
or they are buried in discussions of the importance of contrastive
analysis, or of overlearning, or of careful sequencing, or of some
other surface concern. Our attention has been on the surface except
when emergencies have forced us, temporarily, to look deeper.
What I am saying is this: that 'depth' should come first both chrono-
logically—in dealing with a new class or in starting to write mater-
ials—and also in our continuing scale of priorities. It is from this
point of view that we will see most clearly and evaluate most accur-
ately the relatively superficial problems that other disciplines can
help us to solve.
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ON PRACTICAL METHODS AND OBJECTIVES
IN APPROACHING THE LEXICON

CHARLES E. TOWNSEND

Princeton University

A systematic approach to problems of learning vocabulary was
long lacking in our foreign language teaching, and in many areas is
still undoubtedly lacking in the practical context for most languages.
For this lack of attention to lexical matters there are probably two
basic reasons; first, the emphasis in linguistics and language teach-
ing has always been on phonology and inflectional morphology in any
case, and second, the well-known languages which were being studied
by native speakers of English were not particularly problematical to
these speakers from the standpoint of vocabulary. Latin, French,
and Spanish, for fairly obvious reasons, offered few lexical problems,
and these decreased the more advanced the study and the more learned
the words. German, on the other hand, shares enough roots and basic
words with English so that vocabulary learning was never a chief con-
cern, although in the case of German a certain amount of work in word
building seems to be done in certain basic textbooks and courses, even
if it seldom goes beyond elementary study of prefixes and does not
concern itself with word structure as such.

But when Americans began to study Russian and other unfamiliar
languages, a systematic approach to the study of vocabulary became
much more important. The conventional wisdom about Russian in
this country has it that the main difficulties in learning the language
are its extremely complex declension (six cases) and conjugation
(many different verb classes with great formal elaboration, and the
problem of verbal aspect), but in fact most students surmount these
obstacles fairly easily. I have always felt that the real problem in
learning Russian is a lexical one: how does one assimilate huge
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masses of unfamiliar words. And I would be surprised if the same
were not true for many other non-Western European languages,
whether Indo-European or not. Perhaps a simple and obvious ex-
ample would not be out of place: the word hand and the usual rela-
tional adjective manual. The French and German equivalents, main/
manuel, Hand/Hand- (as in Handarbeit), clearly present few problems.
Even if a learner does not immediately recognize main, he will im-
mediately associate it with manual (and, perhaps, his own word main)
when he learns it, and with all these props it is very unlikely that he
will forget it. The case with Hand is obvious. But the Russian word
ruk£ and almost all other Russian words of Slavic origin cannot be
recognized or guessed at. Even the relatively few words which might
betray their common ancestry with English to a trained linguist can-
not be readily recognized by average language learners; compare, for
instance, English milk with Russian molok6, English mother with
Russian mat', and in other cases where words are related etymo-
logically and close phonetically, but the meanings have diverged; e. g.
English garden, Russian g6rod 'city'. And the problem is, of course,
not just one of recognizing and guessing, but of remembering vocabu-
lary. The learner will not forget main because of the words in his
own language it is associated with, but there are no such hooks on
which to hang ruk£.

Russian, however, has the distinct advantage, compared to Eng-
lish and certain other languages, of relying heavily on derivational
processes for building new words; instead of reaching for new roots
and words from other languages, it tends to use its own resources.
It turns back on its relatively few important roots and derives them
with a rich inventory of derivational suffixes and prefixes. Where
English employs words from different lexical strata; e. g. hand/
manual, sea/naval, maritime, Russian is much more apt to use
words in the same root; e. g. ruka/rucn6j, m6re/morskoj.

Systematic word study can hardly avoid beginning things by teach-
ing the basic elements of constituent structure in classroom terms—
the relationship between the spelling system and the sound system.
In Russian, and probably in most languages with so-called historical
or traditional orthographies, this means a practical kind of morpho-
phonemic analysis which requires teaching students the basic notions
of morphonemics, though words like morphoneme, allophone, and
conplementary distribution need not be used. The Russian ortho-
graphy happens to lend itself to quite a neat breakdown: there are
five vocalic morphonemes and two graphemes for each of them, one
of which indicates a preceding nonpalatalized and the other a preced-
ing palatalized consonant. This system reflects the older system of
Common Slavic, in which there were eleven to thirteen vowels and
no phonemic opposition of palatalized vs. nonpalatalized consonants.
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Some modern descriptive systems, including some which have at-
temped pedagogical applications, use a system close to the Common
Slavic constructs, because they account for so many phenomena, both
phonological and morphological, in the modern language. I prefer to
use as modern a system as possible, and even the orthography when
possible, though I do engage in judicious smuggling in of historical
factors where this is appropriate and useful.

Perhaps the most important point to be made in teaching word
structure, for both strategic and practical purposes, is the close re-
lation between derivational and inflectional morphology, between word-
formation and inflection. Both are governed by regular and often
quite similar processes; like inflection, word-formation is not hap-
hazard. Demonstrating this establishes the student's confidence in
word-formation; he will be able to derive words from other words or
roots and stems very much as he derives different forms of the same
words. First-year grammar makes inflection explicit, and the same
must be done for word-formation in the first year. Ruka7ruSn6j is an
example. One cannot assume that a student will automatically relate
these words, so the student must be taught the generality of k > £.
But the important thing is to make it clear that the consonant mutation
is the same in both conjugation and derivation. For example, just as

/t'ok- -ot/ > tecet 'it flows',

/ruk- -n- > ruSnoj 'manual'.

Or one could use the same root for an inflectional example at a deeper
level of derivation:

/po- -ruk- - i - - t ' / poru5ft' 'entrust'

where the root is -ruk-, even though in the modern conjugation all
forms of the verb are in the palatal consonant.

The similarity of the processes of inflection and derivation can be
illustrated by many other types of examples, involving not just conso-
nant shifts, but various kinds of deletion or addition of phonemes or
groups of phonemes. One of the central questions of Russian gram-
mar—verbal aspect and the status of aspectual partners, are they
different words or forms of the same word—provides a case in point
here. At the risk of oversimplifying a complex question, we will say
that Russian verbs are characterized by the aspectual opposition
'perfective' vs. 'imperfective', where the perfective partner of a
pair is regarded as marked for completion of the action or emphasis
of its result, while the imperfective partner is the unmarked member
of this opposition. To take a traditional example, pisdt' 'write' is
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imperfective; the same verb prefixed by na-, napisat', is perfective.
Na- perfectivizes pisdt but, presumably, does not change the mean-
ing; napisat' still means 'write'. If, however, instead of na-, za-
is prefixed to pisat, the resulting verb, zapisat', has the meaning
'write down'. Since the addition of almost any prefix to an imper-
fective verb perfectivizes it, we now have a new perfective with a
new meaning but no corresponding verb in the imperfective. Russian
solves this problem by creating new imperfectives with the same
meaning from the prefixed perfectives by means of various suffixes;
in the present case:

za-pis-a-t' (pf) za-pfs-iva-t' (impf).

The question now is, and it has been debated by scores of linguists:
are the members of this pair different words or forms of the same
word? Some scholars, such as Isacenko, who insist on regarding
pisdt' and napisat' as different words, consider zapisat' and zapfsyvat'
forms of the same word. In my opinion, the similarity of the deriva-
tional process involved here to the inflectional process which creates
forms of the verb zapisat' supports this contention, i. e.

/za-p'is-^- ut/ zapf§ut 'they will write down (pf)'

/za-p'is-^- -iva-t'/ zapfsyvat' 'to write down (impf)'

In both cases the first vowel of a vowel-vowel juxtaposition has been
deleted, according to a general rule of Russian generative conjugation;
the lack of a consonant mutation in the imperfective formation is not
significant, because in the imperfectivization of other verb types it
does occur, e. g.

/s-pros-i- -iva-t'/ spraSivat' 'ask (for information) (impf)'

Vowel shifts such as the one in this example also occur in conjuga-
tion as well as in verbal derivation.

The question of to what extent formal criteria can be adduced to
resolve lexical questions can itself be debated, but this instance
poses the opposite sides of the question quite neatly.

The study of prefixes, of course, is itself very important, and is
particularly useful for Russian. Unfortunately, most analyses limit
themselves to the more obvious physical and spatial meanings with
their temporal correlates, though sometimes even these are ignored.
It is amazing, and at the same time both a result of and a commentary
on the way linguists have ignored the practical application of their
results in Russian, that such a basic prefixal meaning as
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transitivization in Russian prefixes o(b)- and u- (corresponding to
German be_-) is absolutely ignored in Russian language courses:

o-pis-S-t' be-schreib-en
ob-sud-f-t' be-urteil-en, be-sprech-en

as is also the factitive type with adjectival roots, corresponding to
German er-, ver-, and perhaps others:

ob"-jasn-f-t' er-klar-en
ob-leg6-f-t' er-leichter-n

There are a variety of other possibilities among the'prefixes which
remain to be exploited. For example, the relative modality of the
prefix u- compared to the neutral £- in the transitivizing function we
have just discussed could be investigated with profit:

o-smotr-6-t' 'examine'
u-smotr-e-t' 'perceive'

ob'"-jasn-f-t' 'explain'
u-jasn-f-t' 'explain, get clear to oneself

But another problem of the lexicon has been even more neglected
than derivational morphology, and in other European languages
probably almost as much as in Russian. This is quite simply the
question of what words in a foreign language mean and to what extent
they correspond or do not correspond to words in the native language.
The problems here are quite substantial, for they require involvement
with very fundamental questions of semantics in general, semantic
classification and semantic shift.

Many of the difficulties students encounter with words are simply
due to the fact that they are not what they seem. Various types of
semantic changes are constantly taking place in any language, and
form usually lags behind meaning. Neither semanticists nor lin-
guists have come close to any successful characterization of types of
meaning or kinds of semantic change, at least not in ways that are
directly applicable in language learning. Yet certain basic notions
and generalizations ought to be quite helpful in the classroom. The
fact that there is not always total agreement on semantic matters or
exact definitions of semantic criteria does not mean that drawing
general guidelines or making general statements about meaning which
appear to be supported by the facts of a language cannot be perfectly
valid and quite useful in pedagogical situations.
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To begin with, one may distinguish lexical and grammatical mean-
ing, explaining them in general terms and associating them with the
inflected and noninflected parts of speech, respectively, while noting
the obvious cases of transition and overlap; e. g. pronouns are clearly
more grammatical than lexical, though in Russian pronouns happen to
be declined, albeit often with a special declension. Along the lexical
to grammatical continuum the meanings of words become more ab-
stract or general, in a process which, for want of a better term, may
be described as 'weakening'. This process often involves various
syntactic changes, notably loss of inflection (in the case of inflected
types) and sometimes transfer to another, more 'grammatical' part
of speech. On the phonetic level there may also be weakening: loss
of stress or demotion to secondary stress, or various types of de-
letion; e. g. prepositionalized words may lose their stress, parentheti-
cal words or particles may lose stress or simplify in various ways,
as when govorit 'he says' becomes [grit] or even [gyt], or tak skazat'
becomes [takskat'].

The status of the parts of speech, their classification, and what
they are are points that are themselves in question; but students in
Russian language classes may consider them in conventional terms.
To say that a noun has become adverbialized or that an adverb has
become a preposition should not be confusing for them, as the attend-
ant syntactic and formal changes (if any) are made clear. It may be
necessary to discuss some of the categories with which the student
may be less familiar, such as parenthetical words or particles. The
actual functioning of all the parts of speech may be explained most
clearly by discussing the shifts among them, so that we hope that
Table 1 and our discussion may serve a double purpose.

Table 1 gives a general classification of parts of speech and sum-
marizes the most important types of part of speech shifts which occur
in Russian. The parts of speech themselves are arranged along a
lexical-grammatical axis and classified roughly according to schemes
suggested by various Russian linguists (Victor Vinogradov and Alexan-
der Isafcenko, among others) and modified and adapted by myself.
The listing of numerals together with pronouns as a second group of
referrers is due to their somewhat special status in Slavic; time does
not permit our going into details here.

Shifts from one part of speech to another are unidirectional, e. g.
nouns may be prepositionalized, but prepositions do not become nouns.
Some of the shifts are much more vital and productive than others
and include many very recent creations. For example, one Soviet
scholar identifies no fewer than ninety-three prepositions evolved
from independent (autosemantic) categories. Other shifts involve
fewer examples, often older types whose origin may be less immedi-
ately obvious, or not at all obvious, e.g. po6tf 'almost', adverbialized
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from an old imperative 'count'! Examples in the table are of both
types, but teachers should obviously emphasize those shifts whose
processes and results make most sense to students; hence, in most
cases, shifts of the first type.

There are two or three useful notions which can be expressed
about meaning in general: the fundamental contiguity of lexical drift,
the binary or polar nature of certain semantic structures, and the
subordination of apparent antonyms to a common signifier, which fre-
quently correlates with the derivational structure. It is particularly
important to study systematically the small 'grammatical' words which
are frequently dismissed as 'idioms'. There is nothing special about
idioms, because the extent to which a usage is fixed is always a rela-
tive concept. And proper semantic analysis must account in any case
for all types of words.

Let us now try to illustrate some of these notions in a practical
context. We will begin with a very elementary example. A student
once asked me what was the difference between two Russian words
which both meant 'introduce (a person to a person)'.

po-znak6m-i-t' adj. znakom 'acquainted' factitive 'make acquainted'

pred-stav-i-t' prefix pred- 'before' root stay 'stand (trans.)'

It was an easy matter simply to refer him to the structure of the
words, which reveals their intrinsic difference, though their mean-
ings may converge in the sense 'introduce'.

But a more complex word, partly because it has no exact English
counterpart, is the adjective us!6vnyj. A look at the dictionaries,
Russian-English or Russian-Russian for that matter, reveals mean-
ings that are almost opposite: 'agreed on, conventional' (conventional
sign, whistle, etc.) but also 'conditional' (conditional consent,
(limited) prison sentence) 'relative' (everything is relative, truth is
relative), and some other meanings. The two basic meanings seem
almost opposites: uslovnaja pravda can be either a conventional,
agreed on and, hence, not arbitrary truth, or, if one feels oneself
far enough from those who have established the conventional truth,
it may be a completely arbitrary truth. So we seem hopelessly
caught up in semantics, until we look at the structure of the word,
which provides the common denominator, which resides in the struc-
ture: u-slov- 'submit to the word, agree on (in advance)'. All the
meanings have this sense in common.

Let us return to this question of binariness polarity of meaning,
of seeming opposites, and take an English example, the word partner.
We would normally regard this word as designating someone (in
sports or business) who is on our side, who plays or works with us.
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But very often a partner is a person we play against, at least in
sports. The basic meaning, the common denominator, then, is
neither of the two seeming opposites (the opponent or the person on
our side) but the factor of common participation in the same activity.
You can't play with yourself, so you play against someone or with
someone. Here we see that even such a simple word as the prepo-
sition with and the corresponding Russian word £ and probably the
corresponding words in most other languages are ambiguous in the
same way; I played with him yesterday is unmarked for the side of
participation; against is marked for 'side against'.

Listed below are several more examples of 'grammatical' words
with seemingly opposite meanings:

kstdti 'apropos (relevant)' 'apropos of nothing, by the way'

pri 'in view of, because

of, in spite of

za scet 'at the expense of 'due to'

voobsc6 'in general' 'altogether, in general'
The case of voobSSe1 is worth some extra comment. It is a good

example of the type of small word or 'idiom' that is all too frequently
left unexplained and, together with many other 'grammatical' words
like it, remain to prevent students from learning how to read and
speak Russian really well, even if they have succeeded in mastering
phonetic and morphological patterns and have amassed a large vocabu-
lary. It is the type of word that someone ignores when he says he
gets the gist of a passage, when in fact failure to comprehend the
word results in misapprehension of a whole sentence, paragraph, or
passage. The problem with voobSce1, as with most of these words, is
that it has no real counterpart in English, though it corresponds very
well to the German word iiberhaupt; those of you who may have studied
or taught German may be able to testify to the difficulty of this word
for English speakers. Most dictionaries give 'in general' as the
first meaning, but this is very misleading, because the student inter-
prets it as 'generally speaking, on the whole', whereas the word
usually means something closer to 'altogether, completely, in the
first place'; it sums up one or more partial affirmations about some-
thing and generalizes them to a categorical statement. English
stressed in general gives the same sense, but the learner will not
think of this nuance; it must be made explicit to him. Once again,
the structure of the Russian word reveals the common denominator:
vo-ob§c-e, the root means 'general', and the two poles of the meaning
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just discussed need to be carefully explained. Then if the principle
is taught, with copious examples, from then on it may be necessary
to spend less time on similar examples.

The basic meaning of a given word (often, but not always identifi-
able with its structure) gives it its potential for various types of
semantic shifts. Whether this potential is realized or not depends
on many factors, many of them arbitrary and elusive, some of them
historical. For example, a given word designating a definite (or in-
definite—our poles again) quantity of a substance may submit to a
certain degree of pronominalization; it may become an indefinite pro-
noun. We may think of English words like lots, bunch, a number, and
others. The Russian word rjad has the lexical meaning 'row, rank
(of soldiers)'. In the meaning 'series' its sense is more abstract or
'weakened', but the notion of sequence is still of some importance
(series of generations). Then, in the usage 'a number of, even the
sequence restriction is lost, and the word has pronominalized to
'some, a number of (he had a number of friends).

Abstractivization or 'weakening' of meaning is more obvious in
grammatical words and idioms, though even here it attracts almost
no attention in pedagogy. But it is almost totally ignored in lexical
words, even though the processes are very similar. My analyses,
of course, have not even begun to characterize the many types of
individual semantic changes which take place in lexical words, but
teaching and illustrating the general principle of abstractivization
or weakening is nevertheless very useful in language classes. Here
are a few examples; all meanings coexist in modern Russian:

obespe"Civat' 'guarantee (to provide), 'provide, make avail-
assure' able'

podozrevSt' 'suspect (something 'think, suspect, (neutral)'
unpleasant)' (the same
thing happens in English
here)

vrat' 'tell untruth (lie)' 'tell untruth (be wrong)'

prjdtat' 'put away (hide)' 'put away'

In the last two examples the generalization of the meaning removed
the notion of intent, and one could probably find other examples and
set up a subcategory for this type of shift.

As a final point I find useful to mention, there is the type of shift
which involves omission or loss of one element in a series and the
resulting shift of the semantic function of the omitted word to the
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following or preceding element in the series. This is a very common
phenomenon, of course, in all languages. In English one may note
that in the expression as far as X is concerned, is concerned is de-
leted in the speech of many people, particularly in long sentences.
Russian is full of such examples.

In conclusion we might well ask the question whether much of what
we have done is more than simple playing around with words. At
this stage, probably much of it is. But a start must be made some-
where, and I have always believed that many important insights about
semantic matters have come from and will continue to come from
foreign language teaching situations, because there are few other
situations in which the questions are posed in so direct and urgent
a way.





LANGUAGE TEACHING: AN ETHICAL TOOL

HAROLD C. BRADLEY, S. J.

Georgetown University

As director of International Programs at Georgetown University,
I share with my colleagues in similar positions at other universities
a vital interest in language teaching. Our responsibility is to provide
opportunities for students and faculty to know the world outside of our
nation. Academic experience alone cannot provide this knowledge.
Therefore, we wish to enable some students to have an opportunity to
learn from experience how people in other nations and cultures differ
from us. Although this experience of people as being other than our-
selves can begin in any nation, we are especially concerned to provide
our students with the opportunity to become aware of the problems of
what is called the third world, the developing world or the nontechno-
logical world. Two-thirds of the people in the world live in societies
which are underdeveloped and consume one-eighth of the world's
goods. One-third of the people in the world live in societies which
are 'developed' and consume seven-eighths of the world's goods.
This disequilibrium leaves two-thirds of the people to live indecently,
without hope of fulfilling their basic human needs. We must teach
our students to realize that this disequilibrium is putting a stress on
the fragile fabric of the network of human relationships which make it
possible for us to live in the world; is jeopardizing world civilization.
By world civilization, I mean the social, political, and economic sys-
tem in the world which allows men to live and work with a certain
degree of harmony. We have a world civilization. I do not say that
we live in a civilized world. This civilization is in danger not be-
cause of any threat from an inhuman philosophy but because of negli-
gence. We are not making sufficient effort to learn to live together
in understanding, to respect each other. Our complacency is nour-
ished by our experience of living in a world civilization. We think we
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live in man's natural state. We ignore the reality that man has been
able to develop a civilization during only the last one percent of the
years that he has been known to exist on earth. Since there is little
expectation that the weak nations of the world will be allowed to par-
ticipate in world government it is of paramount importance that we
develop in our universities students who will be sensitive to the need
to concern themselves with the problems of the more vulnerable
nations, to work to develop a world community in which men can live
the 'good life'.

Increasingly, people concerned with the problems of the third world
are being called upon to recognize that development is an ethical
problem, a psychological problem, a social problem as well as an
economic problem. It is my contention that none of these aspects of
the problem can be understood without the knowledge of a language
other than one's mother tongue. Here I am talking about the impor-
tance of learning a language so that it will be a tool for communication.

What we are suffering from is that international studies are artifi-
cial because they are not based on the development of language tech-
niques. I am not supposed to be talking about how languages should
be taught but I have some questions which perhaps you can answer.
Unfortunately, Spanish is the only language other than English which
I speak, so all of my questions will be based on that language alone.
Isn't there some way we can teach our students that the use of the
subjunctive in Spanish indicates an attitude towards life? Can't we
teach a North American that when a Latin says that he will do some-
thing cuando venga that he isn't saying that he will do it when he comes
back or even that he is saying that he will do it if he comes back?
Isn't there some way we can teach the language as indicator of cul-
tural differences ? I am not suggesting that we should teach our stu-
dents all of the idioms to be found anywhere in Latin America, but I
am asking if it would not be possible to alert them to the significance
of idioms when they encounter them. I lived in Quito, Ecuador for
three years. I hadn't lived there six weeks before I was sick and
tired of hearing people say how funny it was that the people said siga
no mas. Even the Quitefios apologized for it. But it isn't a funny
saying unless you believe there is only one way to say things in Span-
ish and that any deviation is a sign of simple-mindedness. Isn't there
some way to teach the students that if you are getting along alright in
Quito you are ensenado and if you are getting along alright in Medellin
you are amanado, but if someone is amanado in Cali he is probably
living with a member of the opposite sex without benefit of clergy ?
Why is it that there does not seem to be any appreciable difference
between the attitudes which our students betray after they have been
through our language courses and the attitudes of soldiers and sailors
we send abroad without any language training? Have we failed to
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train our students properly simply because we do not appreciate cul-
tural differences and the expression of these differences through lan-
guage?

What is the thinking behind the proliferation of study abroad pro-
grams which require no language proficiency ? If the purpose of a
study abroad program is to teach understanding and respect for cul-
tural differences, how can it possibly be effective if the students do
not speak the language of the people they are trying to understand?
We cannot expect our students to learn to respect people who are
different from themselves if we cannot teach them how and why lan-
guage indicates that there are people who think differently than they
do. I suppose I am beating a dead horse here because surely you have
been told and tell each other over and over that although mathematics
is a language, languages cannot be taught as mathematics. Be that as
it may, I don't think we are yet teaching our students that cultural
differences require us to take a fluid approach to language learning.

I have said that I wished to speak of the ethical implications of lan-
guage learning; I wish to share with you some of my own anxiety that
our students learn to see differences without making value judgments
about the differences. How can we teach our students that 'developed'
and 'underdeveloped' are labels which have been affixed by the de-
veloped? How can we teach them that the technologically developed
man has no better answers to the fundamental questions which every
man must ask himself about his life than does the undeveloped man?
I believe that the experience of techhology in our lives is so pervasive
that we cannot teach our students to respect a nontechnological man.
All we can do is introduce them to such a man and hope that if they have
been taught to communicate with him they can learn to respect him as a
person who is free to choose his own destiny. I say that language
teaching is an ethical involvement, a thing of justice or injustice,
because the very ability of an American student to learn to respect a
person from another culture depends fundamentally on the student's
ability to communicate with him. It is unjust to the American student
to give him an inadequate tool. It is unjust because it indicates a
lack of respect for other cultures on the part of his teachers. Stu-
dents who are allowed to believe that Spanish is an easy language to
learn are being deceived by people who have no respect for Spanish as
a profound expression of cultural differences. Students who are al-
lowed to believe that French is simply another way of saying what we
say in English are being subtly taught a disrespect for the French. I
want students to have been taught to respect the value of a language so
that when they go to live among the people who speak that language
they will realize that they have to adapt themselves to the view point
of another culture. This respect for language differences, and
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consequently cultural differences, is fundamental for an understanding
of human solidarity.

The purpose of education is to help the student know himself. He
knows himself when he enters into a relationship with other men and
discovers his 'otherness' through concrete behavioral situations.
Communication with others within his own culture and nation allows
him to know himself as an individual and as a person within that cul-
ture. To understand his 'otherness' from those of other cultures he
must be able to enter into communication with them through their own
language. As soon as they communicate with him in his language some
of their otherness is left behind. Once a student has learned to com-
municate with those of another culture he can understand how much of
his own personality is defined by his own culture. As the process of
self-definition continues he begins to see that he and others are sub-
jects and that they cannot allow themselves to be treated as objects.
When an attitude of dialogue and communication exists between men,
the imposition of one's values upon another, the domination of one by
another, and the manipulation of man by man which reduce him to an
object, disappear. In this process the student becomes aware of his
own possibilities, of his values, and of his limits. To the degree in
which he learns to communicate with himself, with others in his own
culture, and with those in the world, the individual he bears within
himself is discovered. As he develops within himself a knowledge of
his participation in human solidarity he is capable of creating for
himself the object of our training, a cosmopolitan personality. That
is he learns to see how a person with his cultural values relates to
people of other cultures.

Language teaching in our universities either contributes to the
training of a student prepared to live in a world civilization or hamp-
ers it. Since I think such training is of primary importance and
should be given a priority, I think it is an ethical concern. We col-
laborate in the training of such students when we teach them to see
language as a cultural indicator, a tool for understanding the atti-
tudes and thoughts of people 'different from themselves'.

If we are to educate our students to 'be more', we must give them
a language training which will encourage their imagination and crea-
tivity, so that they can learn through communication with other men
to build a civilized world.



FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND THE SCHOLAR

JOHN B. CARROLL

Educational Testing Service

The goals of foreign language study are commonly discussed under
two main headings: the liberal and the pragmatic. A knowledge of at
least one modern foreign language has traditionally been considered
one of the hallmarks of an educated man. But it has also been recog-
nized that there are many categories of individuals who will make
practical use of foreign language knowledge—perhaps as bilingual
secretaries, as foreign service officers, or as executives in the
international divisions of business or industrial firms. The liberal
and the pragmatic goals are combined in a special way in the case of
the scholar and the scientific researcher. Not only is it believed that
he should have a wide appreciation of foreign cultures and philosophies,
but it is also thought that he should have access, through a knowledge
of foreign languages, to the fruits of scholarship and research that
are published in foreign languages. These beliefs have been mani-
fested for many years in the so-called foreign language requirements
for the doctoral degree in American universities.

These foreign language requirements have, however, come in for
mounting criticism. It is argued by some that there is little need for
a knowledge of foreign languages on the part of Ph. D. recipients,
since a large part of the significant research literature is published
in English, or at least in translation. In fact, there are many varie-
ties of arguments against foreign language requirements, for example,
scholars can always have translations made by others if necessary;
the particular languages often required (usually French and German)
are not necessarily the languages that will be most needed by a scholar
in his career; the levels of proficiency embodied in foreign language
requirements are too low to be meaningful; the acquisition of foreign
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language skills is an unnecessary demand upon the graduate student,
who needs to spend his time more usefully; and so forth. Criticism
of foreign language requirements has led, on the whole, to some re-
laxation of those requirements. On some campuses, the requirement
has been reduced from two to one foreign language, and in some de-
partments, the requirement has been eliminated altogether. Some
departments permit substitution of other goals, such as a knowledge
of statistical methods, computer languages, or machine-shop skills,
for one or both of the two foreign languages required. All of this
has been coupled with a general trend, in American colleges and
universities, toward relaxing educational requirements of all sorts.

Foreign language requirements for graduate students do, never-
theless, have many strong supporters, and some kind of requirement
is to be found at every American university. An important question
in the debate surrounding FL requirements has to do with how much
actual need there is for the use of foreign languages either during
doctoral study or in the scholar's or scientist's postdoctoral career.
Because of its considerable involvement in administering standardized
tests whereby graduate students may stand for their foreign language
requirements in French, German, Russian, or Spanish, the Graduate
Record Examination Board recently commissioned an extensive
questionnaire survey to obtain data on this and other questions. The
survey was conducted by staff members of Educational Testing Ser-
vice under the direction of Robert G. Wiltsey; the report of the sur-
vey is available from ETS either in the form of a 24-page booklet of
'Highlights' or in the form of a 100-page full report accompanied by
a 183-page document containing supplementary tables (Wiltsey, 1972).
I would recommend this full report to anyone who is seriously inter-
ested in questions concerning foreign language requirements, because
it contains not only a detailed analysis of the survey findings but also
a detailed review and summary of the voluminous literature on these
questions. Most of my subsequent remarks are based upon this sur-
vey and its findings. Let me first describe this survey briefly.

Those conducting the survey first asked the National Research
Council (NRC) to draw random samples from their doctoral records
files so that there would be 1500 cases in each of 18 fields, or a total
of 27, 000, of those who earned their doctorate over the ten-year
period 1959 to 1969; in each field, there were to be 1000 cases from
the first five years of the period, and 500 cases in the second five
years. The higher weighting for the earlier period was designed to
allow for the longer experience and, perhaps, more seasoned judg-
ment of those doctorates. Because there were not sufficient cases in
all fields, the actual sample drawn by NRC contained only 23, 761
cases. Next, ETS sought the cooperation of graduate schools in ob-
taining the current addresses of these cases. Of 213 institutions
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contacted, 180 were able to cooperate. To make a long story short,
addresses for 17, 408 cases were obtained (about 73% of the sample
provided by NRC). There was a response rate of approximately 71%,
and the total number of usable questionnaires was 11, 615. Just how
much bias there may have been in the results due to nonresponse could
not be determined, but the response rate was at least fairly uniform
over the eighteen fields surveyed. Also, a response rate of 71%
would be considered exceptionally good.

The questionnaire, which took an average of fifteen minutes to
complete, asked about certain background information, what kind of
foreign language requirement the respondent had to pass for his
doctoral degree, how much he used his doctoral foreign languages in
his doctoral work, how much he used those foreign languages after
receiving the doctorate, whether he had found it necessary to learn
any further foreign languages after receiving the doctorate, whether
he used any other foreign languages besides his 'doctorate' languages
either: in his graduate study or in his later work, his estimates of the
need for foreign language skills in his field, and his views on the
doctorate foreign language requirement in general.

I can give you only some highlights of the results, some that are
featured in the report, and others that struck me personally as of
particular interest.

Over 94% of all respondents had met some kind of foreign language
requirement, and of those who did, about 79% had to pass two lan-
guages, and 6% had to pass three languages (most of the latter receiv-
ing their doctorates in English or modern foreign languages). All
fields except education showed a majority having to pass at least two
languages; only engineering, economics, education, psychology, and
sociology had one-fourth or more of the respondents who had to pass
only one language. There was a slight decline in the number passing
two languages from the first to the second five-year period (81.5% vs.
76.1%). As of 1969, at least, it may be said that FL requirements
were strongly entrenched in American graduate institutions. Never-
theless, the large majority of those who passed foreign language
examinations reported that reading for general comprehension and
translating into English were the only FL skills tested in those ex-
aminations. Understanding and speaking a FL were examined in
only about 3% of the cases. Further, 42. 7% reported that they re-
garded the proficiency they achieved in satisfying the requirement
only 'minimal or superficial'. About 38% reported that proficiency
as 'average', about 15% reported it as 'better than average', and
about 5% reported it as 'extremely high', i.e. comparable to the
'proficiency of a native user of the language or a Ph. D. in the lan-
guage'. Those in the humanities indicated higher average levels of
proficiency achieved than did those in the social or natural sciences.
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One may hazard the guess that even those reporting 'average' pro-
ficiency were not actually very proficient even in reading a foreign
language with the help of a dictionary.

How much did the respondents use their doctoral languages during
their doctoral study ? Surprisingly, about 59% reported at least some
use, usually in reading materials in their specialized field. This
figure varied widely over fields, however: in engineering, economics,
education, political science, psychology, and sociology (most of the
social sciences), the majority had not used the languages they had to
pass for their doctorate. The amount of use also varied strikingly
with the amount of proficiency attained; I find this result of particular
interest. Of those who reported that they attained only 'minimal pro-
ficiency', about 36% used their languages during doctoral study; the
percentages for higher categories of proficiency were 60% (for 'aver-
age' proficiency), 75% (for 'better than average'), and 90% (for 'ex-
tremely high'). This relation between reported proficiency and re-
ported use held in every field, even in those fields like economics
and psychology where most respondents did not use languages in their
doctoral work. There is, of course, a problem in interpreting this
result. Did the proficient respondents use their language skills be-
cause they 'happened to' have attained proficiency, or did they attain
their proficiency because they actually needed to attain it, in order to
use it ? Unfortunately, the survey provided no data directly bearing
on this question, except that there was a question asked about whether
the respondents regarded the proficiency they attained in their doc-
toral languages as 'adequate' for their needs. About 23% said their
proficiency was inadequate., 72% said it was adequate, and the re-
maining 5% said it was more than adequate for their needs.

Of particular interest are the results of the survey pertaining to
use of the 'doctoral' languages after obtaining the degree, i. e. on the
job. Again the results are a little surprising. About 61% of the re-
spondents who had met a doctorate requirement reported at least some
use of their doctoral languages after receiving the degree; this»per-
centage is just a little higher than the 59% reporting use during doc-
toral study. The results by fields are essentially the same as those
for use during graduate study, except that political scientists tended to
make significantly more use of FL's on the job than during graduate
study. Furthermore, the relation between reported proficiency at-
tained and use on the job was, if anything, slightly stronger than it
was during doctoral study. The percentages for the four categories
of proficiency rose as follows: 37% (minimal), 61% (average), 79%
(better than average), and 91% (extremely high). Again, this relation
held for all fields.

From the detailed tables I have derived some statistics that I
believe speak to the problem of the extent to which foreign languages
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are needed in the various fields. I computed, first, the percentages
of all respondents in each field who reported that they had attained
proficiency of 'better than average' or 'extremely high' in at least one
of their doctoral languages, then the proportion of these individuals
who also reported that they made some use of their doctoral languages
in their careers. My reasoning is that the need for foreign languages
in a field would be rather well indicated by the extent to which pro-
ficient individuals use those languages. The results are shown in
Table 1. I have arranged the table in the order of the proportions of
respondents attaining at least 'better than average' proficiency.

TABLE 1.

Field
Modern foreign

languages
History
Music
English
Anthropology
Philosophy
Political science
Geography
Geology
Ecucation
Physics
Sociology
Chemistry
Economics
Mathematics
Biological science
Psychology
Engineering
All respondents

Percent reporting
at least 'better
than average' in
doctoral pro-
ficiency

77.4
44.1
42.5
41.5
40.4
36.8
34.4
31.1
27.4
27.0
22.8
22.4
21.5
21.3
21.2
20.9
16.2
14.8
22.6

Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Percent of those
in column 1 re-
porting using
doctoral lan-
guages after
doctoral work

94.7
84.7
91.8
84.2
93.3
88.3
74.2
83.1
75.4
53.2
75.0
68.3
89.5
66.0
91.0
81.4
57.4
77.5
82.0

Rank

1
7
3
8
2
6

14
9

12
18
13
15
5

16
4

10
17
11

Values are derived from Table 25, part II, of Wiltsey, 1972.

Doctorates in Modern Foreign Languages are in first rank both in
proficiency and in use, but after the first rank the relation between
the percentages in the two columns is far from perfect. (The rank
order correlation for the table as a whole is . 52.) In terms of fre-
quency of use by proficient individuals, Anthropology, Music,
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Mathematics, Chemistry, and Philosophy follow Modern Foreign Lan-
guages in fairly close succession. Nevertheless, relatively few indi-
viduals in Mathematics and Chemistry attain high proficiency in FL's
during their doctoral work. There is a fair amount of use of foreign
languages by FL-proficient individuals in English, History, Geography,
Biological Sciences, Engineering, Physics, Geology, and Political
Science. Fields in which there is much less use of FL's by individuals
able to do so are Sociology, Economics, Psychology, and Education.
Still, even in Education a majority of proficient individuals report
some use (though, to be sure, this use is often 'rare').

It would take much more detailed examination to interpret these
findings. It may be the case that the fields themselves are so hetero-
geneous that foreign languages are needed only in certain subspecial-
ties. For example, whereas a historian of the American Southwest
would undoubtedly need a knowledge of Spanish, a historian concerned
with the growth of American corporations might have little need for
foreign languages. On the other hand, without FL's even the historian
of American corporations, or the educationist studying the rise of the
comprehensive school, may miss important literature by foreign
scholars bearing on those issues. It is hard not to interpret the
figures reported in Table 1 as showing that a majority of scholars
in most of the fields are, through their lack of proficiency in FL's,
blinding themselves to important segments of the literatures in their
fields.

As one who has spent most of his career in psychology and edu-
cation, fields that are low on both totem poles of Table 1, I can make
a few pertinent comments. It is true that psychology is primarily,
one might say, a field in which the leadership has been Anglo-Saxon,
particularly in recent years. If one looks at a great deal of the
psychological literature in foreign languages such as French or Ger-
man, one finds it largely derivative, often ten years behind British
or American work in the same field. Also, many foreign scholars
now publish their work in English, and the majority of the literature
citations in their works are to articles or books in English. Further-
more, there is an enormous volume of literature that any one scholar
must cover if he is to stay abreast of his field; it is hard enough to
keep up with the literature in English without attending to what is
being published in other languages. Despite all this, it is my obser-
vation that the best scholars in psychology are ones who have sufficient
knowledge of foreign languages so that on occasion, and as the need
arises, they can delve back into the rich literature of early German
psychology—the writings of Wundt, Freud, and many others, learn
of the latest thoughts of Piaget (who writes exclusively in French and
sometimes is translated only after long delays), or even familiarize
themselves with the work of Soviet psychologists, who are now rapidly
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catching up with Western methodologies. Similar remarks can be
made about the field of education, particularly comparative education.

It is striking that the Wiltsey survey shows an almost exclusive
concern with reading and translating skills. Very few doctoral candi-
dates are required to attain any proficiency in speaking and understand-
ing skills, or even in writing skills. Nor do many individuals report
use or demands for such skills in their postdoctoral careers. The
few individuals who go abroad to teach or study seem to attain spoken
language skills on their own, if at all. From the point of view of the
American scholar and scientific research worker, then, it would seem
that the emphasis on spoken language skills in current foreign language
instruction is misplaced. Before one draws the hasty conclusion that
American foreign language instruction should return to the 'reading
objective' proclaimed as of most importance in the Coleman report of
1929 (Algernon Coleman, not James Coleman!), we should consider
the relation between written and spoken language skills. These skills
are bound by the fact that they depend on a common language struc-
ture—a common vocabulary and grammar, at least. There is no evi-
dence that teaching spoken language skills impedes the attainment of
literacy in a foreign language, unless such teaching neglects the
variety of syntactical and lexical structures that must be mastered
to attain literacy.

Perhaps the single recommendation that arises from the GRE-ETS
survey of doctoral proficiency in foreign languages is that if foreign
language requirements are to be maintained in the future (and in my
view the survey results tend to support such a policy), instruction
should give more attention to the needs of students who are pointed
toward scholarly and scientific careers by giving more instruction,
practice, and experience in reading the kind of scholarly and scien-
tific writing that they will need to read in their careers. Even gradu-
ate students who have been through a three- or four-year course in
German (working through Goethe, Schiller, and Thomas Mann, let us
say) can have a traumatic experience, I suspect, when they first en-
counter the writings of Wundt, Max Weber, Kant, or contemporary
German physicists in the German language. I regret that the GRE-
ETS survey did not investigate the kind of instruction and preparation
in foreign languages that the respondents had had.

On the other hand, it is probably an illusion for a graduate student
faced with foreign language requirements to think that he should con-
centrate on the specialized vocabulary of his field and neglect the
foundation competence he will need in general vocabulary and syntax.
The kind of 'better than average' competence reported by some doctor-
ates in the GRE-ETS survey was undoubtedly one that permitted them
to read with considerable ease and with minimal use of a dictionary—
not only materials in their special field but also a wider variety of
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scholarly or scientific writing. It is evident from an inspection of
the GRE Graduate School Foreign Language Tests that they demand
this foundation competence even more than they require ability to
read materials in special fields. A student who can barely make out
a passage in a foreign language with the help of a dictionary will be
able neither to pass the GRE Foreign Language Test nor to make any
practical use of his language knowledge in doctoral studies or in his
postdoctoral career.
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THE NEED FOR FUNCTIONAL FOREIGN
LANGUAGE SKILLS IN THE ARMED FORCES:
A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

BRIG. GEN. JAMES L. COLLINS, JR.

Department of the Army

The need for functional language training in the Armed Forces is
more urgent today than ever before. To comprehend this situation
properly, it is necessary to delve into the basis of the need itself.
Simply stated, functional language training enables the Armed Forces
to accomplish their assigned missions effectively. The Armed Forces
language needs are thus no different from those of many other agen-
cies. However, a salient difference does exist between the academic
community and the Defense Language Institute. Whereas the academic
community tends to relate more to the concept of 'education', the De-
fense Language Institute relates more to the concept/Of 'training'.

A strong Armed Forces language capability provides the means for
communication between indigenous personnel andJJie military. Dur-
ing wartime such tasks as analyzing captured documents, POW interro-
gation, and the gathering of information from local inhabitants are
necessary functions which require language expertise. Interaction
between the Armed Forces and native inhabitants of foreign lands is
often necessary in the construction of civilian or military installations,
for example, the building of the Panama Canal in 1907, and the Burma
Road during World War II. We have, as you are aware, the Washing-
ton-Moscow Emergency Communication Link (MOLINK), familiarly
known as the 'hot line', which provides the President with secure and
direct communications with the head of state of the USSR.

Highly qualified military Russian language experts perform this
task. Also, trained military personnel perform assignments as
border guards in Germany. Further, military assistance teams in
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foreign countries provide assistance and training to the armed forces
of the host country. This training is conducted in the language of the
host country. In underdeveloped countries, where the military is
often the only organized force, interface between our armed forces
and local personnel occurs when they are building roads, construct-
ing sanitary facilities, and performing medical services. There are,
of course, myriad instances illustrating the need and desirability for
military personnel being knowledgeable in a foreign language. Hence,
by necessity, foreign language training in the Armed Forces has al-
ways been functional. The operational definition of 'functional' in
this context is mission-oriented. To further elaborate, the objec-
tives of the mission are usually known prior to the training; and, in-
deed, in today's Armed Forces the individual is assigned to a specific
job position in advance of specialized training.

Language training in the Armed Forces today is centralized and is
known as the Defense Language Program. This program is adminis-
tered for all Department of Defense agencies by the Defense Language
Institute. This, however, has not always been the case. The language
training programs conducted by the Armed Forces prior to World
War II were divided into three distinct categories.

The first consisted of the Service Academy programs and other
officer training programs which were similar to programs found in
the academic community. The programs differed, however, in their
objectives. The Naval Academy, for example, viewed its mission as
one of training officers who could function as interpreters or trans-
lators, or both; many Command and General Staff college graduates
learned French specifically to facilitate participation in joint decision-
making processes with the French Armed Forces.

The second category of language training programs consisted of
that language training conducted by private individuals or firms under
contractual arrangements. The training was provided on the basis of
duty assignments and without regard to proficiency attained. In other
words, the philosophy was 'teach the student as much as you can and
send him on his way.'

The third category of training comprised those programs under
which personnel were assigned to foreign countries for the sole pur-
pose of learning a language. Naturally, the results of this program
varied considerably and were largely dependent on the individual's
ability as well as the length of time he remained 'on site'.

The advent of World War II gave impetus to the development of
language training programs in the Armed Forces. Although foreign
language programs in the Armed Forces had always been functional,
they obviously lacked standardization of objectives and requirements;
and it was inherently impossible to evaluate them meaningfully.
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William Moulton accurately describes that turbulent era when the
Armed Forces began to seek out mission-oriented language training
programs whose requirements could be brought sharply into focus.
As requirements were made clearer, it became possible to evaluate
their effectiveness. It is not surprising that the concept of pro-
ficiency levels should emerge.

During World War n the largest part of the mission of military
language training programs dealt with the intelligence community.
Thus we see each service establishing an intelligence school, with
language as a component of the curriculum. The Army had its Mili-
tary Intelligence Service Language School; the Navy established the
Navy Oriental Language School and the Navy School of Military
Government.

During this period there was feverish activity in the production of
language guides, phrase books, dictionaries for the soldier, and
basic language courses designed to enable as many military person-
nel as possible to develop basic language skills which would facilitate
the performance of their duties. These materials were developed by
the Information and Education Division of the Army Service Forces
assigned to the Language Section and Editorial Staff of the United
States Armed Forces Institute. At this time, as many as fifty-five
academic institutions were conducting the Army Specialized Training
Program (ASTP) language courses.

As the war progressed, modifications for increased coordination
in the foreign language program were facilitated. Formal and in-
formal feedback were received at the various schools from our far-
flung battlefields. The personnel who prepared, taught, and adminis-
tered the different courses were able to evaluate their programs. As
requirements became clarified, so did the mechanism for meeting
these requirements.

By 1944 three distinct types and levels of proficiency had emerged.
The lowest level of proficiency was that known as the 'working' or
'survival' level. It was based on the premise that soldiers on ordi-
nary duty who speak the language of their allies or enemies are better
equipped to question prisoners, to escape if captured, or to communi-
cate with civilians.

The second level was the 'professional augmentation' level. This
category of language proficiency directly increased the students'
ability to perform functions of the military profession other than that
of language specialist. The third proficiency level was that of the
'language specialist'. Personnel in this category qualified as trans-
lators, interpreters, and interrogators for the field forces.

Before the termination of hostilities, virtually every trained
scientific linguist in the country considered it his patriotic duty to
be involved in contributing to the mission of foreign language training
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in the military. The names of those dedicated linguists will long be
remembered. Bernard Bloch, William Cornyn, Isidore Dyen, Mary
Haas, Robert Hall, Einar Haugen, Charles F. Hockett, Carlton T.
Hodge, Henry Hoenigswald, Henry and Renee Kahane, Fred Lukoff,
Norman McQuown, William Moulton, Henry Lee Smith, and Leonard
Bloomfield are but a few of those linguistic giants who went on to
further develop the field of American linguistics so that today it has
achieved a position of world leadership.

Immediately after World War II the military had the foresight to
widen rather than narrow the scope of military language programs,
i. e. to diversify rather than to specialize in any one given language
mission.

In 1946 the Army Language School at Presidio of Monterey,
formerly the Military Intelligence Service Language School, was con-
ducting courses of instruction in twenty languages. In the same year
a permanent faculty of the language division of the Naval Intelligence
School at Anacostia Annex in Washington, D. C. was established. The
curriculum consisted of seven languages. One year later, the cre-
ation of the Department of the Air Force established requirements
based on its individual needs. To meet these needs, contracts with
universities and commercial institutions were negotiated. After
1957 the only language training actually conducted by the Air Force
was English language instruction for foreign officers receiving train-
ing under the military assistance program and other related programs.
Training at the Air Force English Language School at Lackland Air
Force Base, Texas, was initiated in 1953.

The year 1962 represented a radical departure in military mission-
oriented language training management. It was a milestone worthy of
note. Prior to 1962 the Services had separately managed their own
language programs, and although they produced many well-trained
personnel, the duplication caused by multiple programs was not cost
effective. In addition there was no central agency from which the
Services could obtain direction or assistance in language training
matters. This resulted in a Department of Defense Directive,
516 01 41, authorizing the establishment of a Defense Language
Institute (DLI) created to fill these needs. DLI's mission was to
standardize, improve, and increase economy in the conduct of for-
eign language and English language training in the Department of
Defense.

At present DLI manages the Defense Language Institute, West
Coast Branch (DLIWC), formerly the Army Language School, at the
Presidio of Monterey; the Defense Language Institute, East Coast
Branch (DLIEC), formerly the Language Department of the Naval
Intelligence School, now colocated with DLI Headquarters at Wash-
ington, D. C ; the Defense Language Institute, English Language
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Branch (DLIEL), formerly the Air Force English Language School at
Lackland; and the Defense Language Institute, Southwest Branch
(DLISW), which was established to meet requirements in Vietnamese.
(The disestablishment of this branch is currently taking place.)

DLI also maintains technical control over those aspects of the De-
fense Language Program which are conducted on a command-operated
rather than a Department of Defense-wide basis. The majority of the
military personnel receiving language training other than in DLI resi-
dent facilities do so under the General Educational Development (GED)
Program. The foreign language courses offered in this program are
designed to provide foreign language familiarization and fluency in-
struction to facilitate communication with allied or host country mili-
tary personnel and members of the civilian communities in which they
live.

Standardization occurs at DLI in the field of course organization,
testing, and by the utilization of the scale of six proficiency levels
ranging from 0-5, that is, no practical proficiency to native pro-
ficiency. Army Regulation No. 350-20 details the use of these pro-
ficiency levels (as indicated in Charts I and II) in defining language
requirements. The range of skills and levels is categorized into two
distinct types: first, the processors of language information—lin-
guists and translators, and second, the interactors in face-to-face
communication—interpreters. Notice that nonquantitative explana-
tions are provided for each proficiency level according to the criteria
of vocabulary, grammar and pronunciation, fluency, listening com-
prehension, and reading comprehension.

CHART I. Foreign language training proficiency levels
designation.

Level Designator

0 No practical proficiency
1 Elementary proficiency
2 Limited working proficiency
3 Minimum professional proficiency
4 Full professional proficiency
5 Native proficiency

In making requests for language training, objectives are expressed
in terms of the desired proficiency level to be reached in each of the
following functional skills: Listening Comprehension (C), Speaking
(S), Reading Comprehension (R), and Writing (W). The average pro-
ficiency level expected to be attained in a DLI basic course is Listening
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CHART II. A sample of foreign language training proficiency
level 3.

Criterion DescriDtor

Vocabulary

Grammar and
pronunciation

Fluency

Listening compre-
hension

Reading compre-
hension

Adequate for all practical and social con-
versations and for professional discussions
in a known field.

Full range of basic structures well under-
stood and complex structures used. Mis-
takes sometimes occur but meaning is
accurately conveyed. Pronunciation
recognizably foreign but never interferes
with intelligibility.

Rarely impaired by hesitations. Flow of
speech is maintained by circumlocution
when necessary. There is no groping for
words.

Adequate to follow radio broadcasts,
speech, conversations between two edu-
cated native speakers in the standard
language. Details and regional or
dialectic forms may be missed, but
general meaning is correctly interpreted.

Adequate for standard text materials and
most technical material in a known pro-
fessional field, with moderate use of
dictionary; adequate for most news items
about social, political, economic, and
military matters. Information is obtained
from written material without translation.

Comprehension -3, Speaking -3, Reading Comprehension -3, and
Writing -3 . The length of training in a DLI basic course may take
from twenty-four to forty-seven weeks depending upon the level of
complexity of the language. DLI has trained as many as 16, 000 full-
time students in one year and supervises nonresident military lan-
guage programs that have as many as 200, 000 students.

Improvements which lead to cost effective programs for foreign
language and English language instruction in the Department of Defense
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are constantly occurring. DLI has an ongoing research and develop-
ment capability in its Systems Development Agency at the Presidio of
Monterey. The progress of SDA not withstanding, there is always
room for improvement in a large dynamic language training program.

The problems a military, mission-oriented language training pro-
gram encounters are rather similar to language training programs in
'academia' or industry. DLI theoretical linguists, applied linguists,
foreign language specialists, and teachers of English as a second
language are all seeking solutions to problems such as motivation,
selection of students, training of faculty, development of pragmatic
courses for a heterogeneous student population, individualized in-
struction, relevance to the students' performance task, and the de-
velopment of a repository of grammars and dictionaries of the
'exotic' languages.

There are differences in the range of problems, hence diverse
solutions may be required. The differences occur because of fea-
tures inherent to DLI. For example, a student entering Defense Lan-
guage Institute, as I have stated earlier, is already assigned to a
specific job position. Methodology, based on a synthesis of the audio-
lingual and cognitive code-learning approaches, is intensive: a stu-
dent's activity is restricted to learning the foreign language, six
hours a day, five days a week for as long as forty-seven weeks.

Defense Language Institute is constantly updating, whether it be in
the area of course development or the training of teachers; is con-
stantly refining its techniques, whether it be in the field of testing or
evaluation; and is constantly researching, whether it be in the area of
new approaches in methodology or of new approaches in learning tech-
niques. All this is aimed at one goal, which in the future both the
Armed Forces and civilian language training programs can profit
from by avoiding each other's failures and imitating each other's
successes. Toward this end, we are interested in establishing and
maintaining a partnership between the Government and the academic
community which will lead to the improvement of language teaching
and learning at all levels of instruction in the national interest.
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ASTRONOMY SPOKEN HERE
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It is not unusual today to think of scientists as citizens of a world-
wide scientific community. But for astronomers especially, this is
not a new idea. Ever since man started mapping the skies, about
forty centuries before Christ, he has known that only a portion of the
sky was visible from any location on earth. Thus, to observe the en-
tire sky, travel to distant locations was necessary. Ancient astrono-
mers, like their present-day counterparts, must have been faced with
the problems of communicating with colleagues who spoke various
languages.

For the present-day astronomer interested in interpreting obser-
vations from the past, a wide variety of records exist. Chinese
astronomers mentioned eclipses of the sun and moon as early as
4000 B. C. The famous seven-story tower erected by the biblical
Nebuchadnezzar (604 B. C.) in Borsippa, a suburb of Babylon, is an
astronomical monument to the seven celestial bodies, the sun, moon,
and the five planets known to the ancients: Mercury, Venus, Mars,
Jupiter, and Saturn. Linguists know this astronomical structure as
the Towel of Babel (Babylon), which name is Assyrian, and means
'gates of God' but which has been mistakenly connected with the Hebrew
root balal, 'to confuse'.

Central American civilizations, particularly the Mayan, devised a
complicated calendar in hieroglyphics and calculated lunar and solar
eclipses. Valuable early records of super novae (new stars) are found
in Korean observations. And in 230 B. C., Eratosthenes of Syene pre-
dated modern astronomers in using simultaneous observations from
two points on the earth. To calculate the size of the earth, he
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measured the altitude of the sun at noon in Alexandria, and he knew
that at the same instant the sun was overhead in Syene in Upper
Egypt. In order to estimate the distance between Syene and Alexan-
dria he used the fact that camel trains, which usually traveled 100
stadia a day, took 50 days to reach Syene. His estimate for the cir-
cumference of the earth was 200, 000 stadia, which we take to be
24, 662 miles.

Eratosthenes was probably lucky, and the language of the native
Syene may have been the language of Alexandria. But for the modern
astronomer, the need for simultaneous observations from different
locations on the earth generally means working closely with astrono-
mers from various nations. Eclipses are likely to occur on any
region on earth; eclipse expeditions generally involve cooperation
among various astronomical groups. In a very different field, radio
astronomers have found that simultaneous observations of the same
object from radio telescopes thousands of miles apart will increase
the accuracy and effectiveness of the observations. At present, U. S.
astronomers routinely make such observations with radio astronomers
in Russia, in Sweden, in South America, for example. But at the
present time, the greatest need for international cooperation in
astronomy probably results from the interest in observing the stars
of the southern skies. The direction to the center of our own Galaxy
is overhead only at locations below the equator. The two satellite
galaxies of our Galaxy, the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds, are
visible only from the southern hemisphere. And in all branches of
observational astronomy, observations from southern hemisphere
sites lag far behind corresponding observations from the northern
hemisphere.

To help alleviate this problem, four major astronomical obser-
vatories have been established in the southern hemisphere during the
last decade. These four observatories, all located in Chile because
of the excellent sky conditions there, will make large telescopes
available to observers from all over the world. European astrono-
mers have established the European Southern Observatory, composed
of astronomers from Germany, France, Denmark, Holland, Sweden,
and Belgium. The Russians are establishing an observatory; the
Carnegie Institution of Washington has a southern observing station,
CARSO; and the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory is the
United States' southern observatory, operated by the Association of
Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA), and funded by the
National Science Foundation. Last fall I observed at one of these
observatories, and visited two others, and I would like to tell you
what I learned of their language programs, and my own experiences
with a new language.
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Probably the most severe language problems are encountered at
the European Southern Observatory. At the headquarters in Santiago,
astronomers whose native languages are German, English, Dutch,
French, and others, hold staff positions, or visit for short periods
of time, use the equipment at the observatory, and need instructions
with complicated instruments. Generally, the technical, clerical,
and computing staffs are Chileneos. In order to minimize the prob-
lems of the interactions of these two groups, a fairly formal program
of language instruction has been developed as the ESO headquarters.
Two teachers there have developed a course, the 'Method of Herman
Pinto', which puts the emphasis on living with the language from the
start.

All employees and visitors to the observatory are encouraged to
participate in the language program. The basic course consists of
60 to 120 hours of instruction, generally one hour per day for about
six months. There are reading and writing exercises outside of
class, and tape recorded exercises are available. The teaching
method emphasizes sentence production, and the teachers believe
that the various grammatical components of the sentence help teach
the rules of grammar.

There is also a fast 96-hour, two-week course. The student
studies eight hours per day, six days a week, with from five to eight
teachers per day. Each class is one to two hours with each instructor,
with a ten-minute break between classes. In both courses, the em-
phasis is on the use of complete structure, and on giving the student
the use of the language from the start. Both courses are fitted to the
needs of the student and his previous language experiences. A fre-
quently used text is Tests and Drills in Spanish Grammar by Angel
and Dixon.

The major problem is found among the groups of astronomers,
English speaking, for example, who speak English with each other
all day and who consequently are not forced to 'live' the language day
and night. But even so, the success rate is high. Most visitors find
that some combination of the normal and the intensive courses will
give them a fair speaking knowledge of Spanish in a very short time.
There was recently a Chinese student, who was able to take his family
on a tour to the south of Chile, after only four months of study and a
fairly severe pronunciation problem. He was able to manage quite
well. His teachers considered this a considerable accomplishment.

At the U. S. observatory at La Serena, the language problems are
somewhat simpler. All U. S. observers joining the staff spend two
weeks in Santiago, studying generally at the ESO language program
described above. Some attend the intensive 96-hour courses, eight
hours per day; others attend only four hours per day and use the re-
maining time to enjoy the experiences of a new country. And
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conversely, all Chilean technicians and night assistants who join the
staff study English for two weeks in Santiago. Generally, this is
sufficient to enable them to communicate with the visiting Americans,
if the speaker speaks slowly.

In my own situation, I started the study of Spanish about one year
before my first trip to Chile. Although I knew that the technicians
assisting me at the telescope would know some simple English, I was
seriously interested in learning the language of the country which I
would be visiting. Because the director of my laboratory recognized
the value to me of a speaking knowledge of Spanish, language classes
were provided at my laboratory for a colleague and myself. We met
with a teacher for one hour, twice a week, and each class was followed
by lunch, in Spanish. The text was Modern Spanish, a project of the
Modern Language Association. I spent about five hours per week
listening to and speaking with the tapes. Writing exercises were
assigned by the teacher, but were almost never done.

As a former language 'nonstudent', I consider the results spectacu-
lar. Within weeks, I was speaking in simple sentences, but under-
standing considerably more. Upon my arrival in Chile, I was able to
live in fairly serviceable Spanish. In fact, during my first night at
the telescope, when I was discussing astronomy in Spanish with the
night assistant, an American visitor arrived and finally asked if I
spoke English!

It would be impossible to briefly describe the many advantages
which arose from having even a very limited knowledge of Spanish.
Professionally, it meant a minimum number of problems at a new
telescope; an ability to ask questions and comprehend answers when
difficulties arose. It meant no errors, such as mistakenly putting
two long exposures on top of each other, as had happened to me years
earlier due to language confusion with an Italian colleague. Working
in the dark during the long cold nights at a telescope is demanding
work. The night assistant is there to help the astronomer when two
hands are not enough, when something seems to be wrong, when con-
fusion occurs. I am certain that the interest and enthusiasm shown
to me by the night assistants was increased by my efforts to speak
their language.

On a more personal level, knowing Spanish meant that for the ten
days I lived on a remote mountain top in Chile I was able to converse
with other workers and visitors at mealtimes, on cloudy nights, and
during the long nights at the telescope. Curiously, most often I
spoke Spanish, and the night assistant spoke English, each of us
anxious to use the time to improve our vocabulary. I was not iso-
lated from the mountain community as I would have been had I known
no Spanish.
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My experiences are by no means unusual, but reflect the views of
a large number of scientists who recognize the advantages of convers-
ing with colleagues, or even attempting to converse with colleagues,
in their native languages. These scientists generally have strong
motivation for language study, but relatively little time. From my
own experiences, I would conclude that today teaching methods do
exist which are suited to such interests. It is possible to acquire a
speaking knowledge of a foreign language with less than 100 hours of
class instruction. And the rewards from these 100 hours are not
only very great, but they are also very great fun.

NOTES

*The author thanks Dr. John Wood, of the European Southern
Observatory, for supplying details of the language program there.





STAFFING OF ORIENTAL LANGUAGE
COLLECTIONS IN AMERICAN LIBRARIES

WARREN TSUNEISHI

Library of Congress

Ideally libraries should reflect the whole universe of recorded
knowledge, providing in their collections the information needs of all
scholars, students, researchers, and the general public, regardless
of field of interest, time frame, language, or other considerations.
Most libraries, even those reaching for universality, fail to approach
this ideal; and nowhere is this more evident than in the relative neg-
lect of foreign language resources, especially in the lesser known
languages of the so-called non-Western world.

American libraries, existing in a cultural milieu of Western Euro-
pean origin, have long incorporated works in that tradition without
much difficulty: books in Latin, Greek, Hebrew, French, German,
Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian stand in the bookstacks cover to
cover with those in English. And there have always been enough
librarians with foreign language competence to provide the necessary
expertise in handling library materials in these languages. The same
cannot be said for library materials originating in other world areas:
Asia, the Middle East, Central and Eastern Europe, and Africa.
Since my particular areas of professional interest are in Asia and
the Middle East, I shall be discussing primarily the Oriental language
needs of American libraries although what I shall have to say also
applies, to a greater or lesser extent, to collections in the languages
of Africa and Eastern Europe.

I shall further restrict my remarks to libraries of a special type,
that is, to academic or research libraries. Libraries are often
classified in terms of the kind of clientele they serve. We may speak
of:
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(1) Public libraries, serving the general public.
(2) School libraries, serving elementary and secondary school

students.
(3) Special libraries, serving the business and professional

communities.
(4) College, university, and research libraries, serving higher

education and the academic world. (In this classification
certain public libraries, such as the New York Public Library
and the Library of Congress, are regarded as research
libraries.)

It is the academic and research libraries of North America which
are the principal repositories of foreign language materials and
which are, therefore, the prime users of students trained in foreign
languages. It is true that special libraries, in particular those serv-
ing researchers in science, technology, and medicine, also acquire
foreign language publications, especially journals, and have need of
foreign language competence, but quite often the need is for t rans-
lation rather than bibliographical assistance. But this is a separate
topic which requires a separate paper. 1

Organization and staffing of oriental language collections

The development of Oriental language collections in American
libraries approximately parallels the growth of foreign area studies
in the United States. The collecting of sizable quantities of Oriental
language materials is a post-World War II phenomenon with, however,
roots in the 19th century. Almost with exception, the major col-
lections, which were begun shortly before the turn of the century,
saw their greatest growth in the twenty-five years following the end
of the war in 1945.

What is the nature of these collections, what languages are covered,
and where are they located ?

As with area studies programs, we may conveniently classify
library collections under the world area rubrics of East Asia, South-
east Asia, South Asia, and the Middle East. The principal languages
covered are Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Manchu, Mongol, and
Tibetan; Indonesian, Vietnamese, Thai, Cambodian, and Burmese;
Hindi, Bengali, Urdu, Tamil, Telugu, Marathi, Gujarati, Kannada,
Malayalam, Punjabi, Sanskrit, and Sinhalese; and Arabic, Persian,
Turkish, and Armenian. We are concerned about major book col-
lections in some thirty-one Oriental languages, as well as numerous
minor ones not mentioned, such as the Turkic languages of Central
Asia now written in the Cyrllic script.
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It will be noted that for the most part, these are 'uncommonly
taught languages'—the phrase used by Richard Lambert in his recent
study of foreign language and area studies programs in the United
States. While college student enrollments in Chinese and Japanese
for 1970 stood at around 6, 200-6, 600, the next highest figure was
around 1, 300 for Arabic. Thereafter, there is a precipitate drop to
the 380 student level for Hindi/Urdu and to 109 for Indonesian/Malay.
All other languages enrolled fewer than 100 students. (In contrast,
the number of Spanish students stood at around 388, 000 and the num-
ber of Russian students at around 36, 000. )2

These figures reveal clearly that those who would rely on Oriental
language talent as produced academically in the United States must
draw upon a relatively small pool of potential recruits. Insofar as
library staffing is concerned, however, the problem as we shall see
is more apparent than real for the simple reason that libraries have
traditionally drawn not upon American educated language specialists,
but upon emigrants from Asia and the Middle East.

As might be expected, these uncommon languages tend to be taught
in the major private and state universities, and it is at these insti-
tutions that we also find the most substantial collections of Oriental
language materials. By far the largest are those in the languages of
East Asia—Chinese, Japanese, and Korean and to a lesser extent,
Tibetan, Manchu, and Mongolian. There are sixteen research li-
braries in the United States and Canada with East Asian collections
ranging in size from 910, 000 volumes at the Library of Congress to
the University of Wisconsin's 100, 000 volumes. There are in addi-
tion some thirty-six university libraries having collections in the
25, 000-100, 000 volume range.3 In addition to the Library of Congress
and Wisconsin, the top libraries in descending order of size are those
at the universities of Columbia, Chicago, Princeton, Michigan,
Hawaii, Yale, Cornell, Hoover, British Columbia, Washington
(Seattle), and Toronto.

There are no corresponding sets of statistics for collections of
books in Southeast Asian and South Asian languages. But the major
collections are found at the Library of Congress and at those insti-
tutions where Southeast Asian studies are taught: Cornell, Yale,
California (Berkeley), Michigan, Northern Illinois, Hawaii, and
Wisconsin.

Substantial South Asian language collections are found at Cali-
fornia (Berkeley), the Center for Research Libraries, Chicago,
Columbia, Cornell, Duke, Hawaii, Illinois, Library of Congress,
Michigan, Michigan State, Minnesota, New York Public Library,
Pennsylvania, Syracuse, Texas, Virginia, Washington, Wisconsin,
and Yale.
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The major Middle Eastern language collections are located at the
Library of Congress, California (Los Angeles and Berkeley), the New
York Public Library, Princeton, Harvard, Utah, Hoover, Yale,
Columbia, Hartford Seminary Foundation, Michigan, Chicago, and
the State University of New York (Binghamton).

When we analyze the subject or disciplinary strengths and weak-
nesses of these collections, we find, as might be expected, that the
initial emphasis has been placed on works in the humanities—language,
the classical literature, philosophy, and history. In recent years, in-
creasing attention has been placed on library resources in the social
sciences—political science, economics, education, sociology, and
anthropology. Still relatively neglected except by some special li-
braries and the three national libraries—the Library of Congress,
the National Library of Medicine, and the National Agricultural
Library—are works in science, technology, and medicine.4

The Oriental collections under discussion are of course integral
parts of academic and research libraries, and we need to describe
briefly the organizational framework in which they operate.

One of the characteristics of contemporary research libraries is
that almost all are of substantial size—whether measured in terms of
volumes held, number of staff members, or of budget. Holdings are
counted in the millions of volumes; staff sizes may run from 25-30
for the smaller college libraries to around 300-400 for the large uni-
versity libraries; and personnel and book budgets are measured in
millions of dollars. Large institutions of this type are of course
characterized by functional organization, that is, a high degree of
departmentalization by function and a relatively high degree of
specialization. Typically, a university library will be organized
into three major departments: Technical Services, Public Services,
and School or Departmental Libraries. In the Technical Services
Department, we may find a bibliographical staff of curators in charge
of acquisitions and collections development; catalogers; and binding
and photographic specialists. In Public Services are reference and
circulation librarians in contact with students and professors; and
the departmental libraries will be in charge of librarians with special-
ized knowledge of mathematics, chemistry, and relevant subjects.

Under this type of functional organization, it is taken for granted
that there will be a sufficient number of specialists in each of the
major departments who will have the necessary foreign language
competence to permit the organization to function smoothly and
efficiently. This assumption may hold true for the common Western
European languages, but with one or two exceptions it is not support-
able for Oriental languages. This causes anomalies in the placement
of Oriental language specialists—a topic to which I will return
shortly.
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At the Library of Congress, where staff size is close to 4, 000,
specialization by function has reached a very high degree, with
specialists and subspecialists placed at virtually every step in the
processing operation and in public services. We have an Oriental
acquisitions specialist in the Order Division who, among other things,
clears invoices for works purchased from dealers in China, Japan,
and Korea. In the Descriptive and Shared Cataloging Divisions, we
find descriptive catalogers (with supporting preprofessionals) for
most of the Oriental languages in which books are received and cata-
loged by the Library. Subject specialists with strong disciplinary
backgrounds are placed in the Subject Cataloging Division. In the
public service divisions, assisting readers are reference specialists
in the Orientalia and Science and Technology Divisions of the Refer-
ence Department and in the Far Eastern Law and Near Eastern Law
Divisions of the Law Library. Altogether LC employs over 100
specialists fully competent in the languages of Asia and the Middle
East.

In contrast, some of the smaller colleges experimenting with
'non-Western' studies, for example, a Chinese studies program, may
have a single specialist in charge of all operations, from acquisitions
to cataloging to reference service. He may or may not have the
assistance of interested faculty in the acquisition of books to be added
to the collections. He is normally expected to have full language
competence. At the next level the major university libraries employ
staffs ranging in size from two or three specialists to 20-25, depend-
ing on the language or languages concerned. East Asian collections
tend to have large staffs, on the order of 10 to 25 members; South-
east Asian, South Asian, and Middle Eastern collections tend to have
much smaller staffs, of around three to five members. Full language
competence tends to be the rule for East Asian collections at the
larger libraries. Where the number of languages to be covered is
large and the number of staff members is small, however, the same
kind of linguistic competence cannot be realistically expected. A
South Asian librarian who may be trained in Hindi and Urdu, for ex-
ample, may also have a nodding acquaintance with Sanskrit, but he
probably also will be expected to handle materials in the other four-
teen or so major languages of India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and the
Himalayan states. There are often gaps in the language coverage of
even the major libraries. Even the Library of Congress does not
now adequately cover Khmer, Tibetan, Mongolian, Manchu, and the
Central Asian Turkic languages; the Library also needs additional
support in such languages as Thai, Vietnamese, and Tamil, to name
a few.

Where the number of language specialists is substantial, as at
LC, they will be assigned to each of the functional departments. But
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the more typical assignment of responsibilities is to organize the
staffs and collections as miniature libraries within the larger uni-
versity library, often with very little specialization by function. A
Chinese language specialist in such a library, for example, might
well be responsible both for collection development and reader ser-
vices, while a second will be charged with cataloging the Chinese
books acquired by the first. In some of the smaller collections, and
in the case of certain of the languages of South Asia and the Middle
East, there may be only one language specialist, and necessarily his
responsibilities will cut across virtually all of the functional depart-
mental lines.

Let me cite some typical activities in a large research library,
from the routine to the unusual, all of them requiring competence in
languages at various levels. At the subprofessional or clerical level,
where at least a superficial ability to read is required, are such
tasks as collating of newspapers for microfilming; collating of periodi-
cal issues for binding; shelving and retrieval of books; filing of catalog
cards; and checking of invoices. At a somewhat higher level, demand-
ing a greater mastery of the written language are such tasks as search-
ing of booklists against entries in a card catalog to determine whether
a book offered by a dealer has already been received and cataloged;
and typing and writing of catalog cards often requiring calligraphic
skills of a high aesthetic order. Already, as we can see, even while
we are at the subprofessional level, we need writing skills which are
learned with great difficulty and over an extended period of time, and
in the case of certain scripts, such as Chinese, only rarely mastered
by Americans trained solely in this country.

Moving to the professional level, we enter an entirely different
area of language ability. In the development of the collections and in
the recommending of books for purchase the trend nowadays is for
university libraries to rely less and less on faculty support and exper-
tise and more and more on professional librarians and bibliographers
who are expected to have graduate training in a particular discipline.
Competence in one or more foreign languages is assumed. Such
bibliographers must ideally also have broad and deep immersion in
area studies. They should be knowledgeable in the bibliography of
the particular country or language; be acquainted with the literature,
history, and civilization of the country; know in intimate detail the
publishing industry and the booktrade, both of antiquarian and of cur-
rent trade and government publications. It is on the basis of this
broad knowledge that he will be able, over an extended period of
time, to develop the collections. Based on an intimate knowledge of
the collections in the library, and on the needs of the faculty in the
various disciplines, he will select from the virtually limitless supply
of books, journals, and other library materials, constantly making
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use of the languages he commands. It goes without saying that com-
plete mastery of the written language is required.

The books selected by the bibliographer, having arrived in the
library, then enter the processing chain. Here again linguistic skills
of the highest order are demanded, since the cataloger must be able
to analyze the work in hand quickly, and be at ease with an array of
reference works, dictionaries, guides, and bibliographies, to assist
in the process of describing the work in the uniform format prescribed
by American library practices. That format requires setting down
standard bibliographical data—title, author, edition, imprint, etc.—
in the vernacular, and the provision of romanized forms of the author's
name and title, so that the catalog card can be interfiled with cards in
other languages. Mastery of romanization schemes, for which the
American library profession has adopted standard schemes for virtu-
ally all important literary languages of the Orient, 5 implies command
of the spoken and written forms of the language. (The cataloger must
also have complete familiarity with naming patterns of modern and
classical writers of the Orient.) The book so descriptively cataloged
must next be classified and tagged with appropriate subject headings.
Such a subject cataloger must, in addition to language expertise, have
sound education in a particular discipline, preferably at the graduate
level. Book classification systems are never static; they are con-
stantly being revised to fit the world of books as published. Recently,
for example, in response to the large volume of books on Buddhism
in Chinese and Japanese, a Library of Congress subject cataloger,
trained in Buddhism, completed new classification schedules for the
whole of Buddhist literature.

The book, having been cataloged, next moves to the shelves, and
here the reference librarian or foreign area specialist enters the
picture. Knowing the collections, he can guide the reader or re-
searcher to specific works or particular parts of the collections.
He may compile specialized bibliographies of materials in a variety
of languages, basing his selections on such factors as previous publi-
cations on the same subject, authority of the author, and the needs of
readers. He may undertake bibliographical research on a particular
problem, again utilizing sources in all languages in which he is at
home and calling upon his knowledge of the subject.

From this quick review of activities in a modern library, it is
evident that the linguistic skills required are primarily in reading
and writing. But it would be a mistake to assume that spoken lin-
guistic skills are unimportant, since typically, the bibliographer or
curator must also make frequent trips abroad visiting the sources of
publications, whether bookdealers, university presses, academic
societies, or government presses; and he is also often the unofficial
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interpreter to foreign visitors to his campus who arrive speaking
only a modicum of English.

Language and area studies training of librarians

It should be evident by now that language skills of the highest order
are needed if professional librarians are to discharge their responsi-
bilities adequately and efficiently. We simply could not function with-
out language facility. And this perhaps distinguishes area studies
librarians from area specialists in other disciplines—political science
and economics, for example. According to the Lambert study, com-
mand of a local language in order to do significant work in a particular
world area is still not regarded as essential by a large percentage of
area specialists. The Lambert study shows that roughly 40 percent of
East Asian and Middle East specialists and approximately 66 percent
of Southeast Asian and South Asian specialists still do not regard com-
mand of language as being absolutely essential. ^

T. H. Tsien, Curator of the Far Eastern Library at the University
of Chicago, states that the 'key qualification for the training of librar-
ians for any foreign area studies is language. '^ He further points out
that at least four years of language training are required for Americans
to become professionally adept at handling materials in Chinese, Japa-
nese, and Korean, and then poses this condundrum: the graduate
library school at Chicago requires one to two years (two if by tran-
script, one if by Chicago examination) of language training for the
masters in library science. The Far Eastern Languages Department
requires two years for the MA, after which the graduate is eligible
to teach; four to five years are needed for the Ph. D. Is it possible
that a teacher can teach a language with only two years of graduate
training, while a librarian would need at least four years of training
before he could work efficiently, even though his residence require-
ments for the language reach only half way to the standard?

The University of Chicago graduate library school is unusual in
specifying two years of foreign language study, since the usual re-
quirement is only one year or none. According to a recent survey
conducted by the Library Education Division of the American Library
Association, only thirty-three of fifty-seven graduate library schools
in the United States and Canada accredited by the American Library
Association now demand any foreign language capability for entrance
or graduation. ^ As recently as 1970, only four library schools had
reported no foreign language requirements. Accordingly, we can
only conclude that this ominous and unfortunate trend in the library
schools has developed precisely at a moment in the nation's history
when the foreign language requirements should be strengthened, not
relaxed. The University of Maryland School of Library and Information
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Science dropped the requirement in the spring of 1972 after conducting
a national survey of the situation. The rationale for eliminating the
requirement lay largely in recognition of the fact that the passing of
language reading tests in no way guaranteed that the student had at-
tained the level of proficiency required for the performance of certain
routine library tasks like cataloging. Language training is recom-
mended, though no longer required, especially for students wishing
to pursue careers in academic librarianship.

If library schools increasingly eliminate the foreign language re-
quirement, how then do librarians learn foreign languages ? The ans-
wer varies with the language involved, and in the absence of a survey
of my colleagues in the field, 9 I can give only an impressionistic re-
ply. For instance, in the field of East Asian librarianship, the over-
whelming majority of professional and subprofessional librarians are
natives of China, Japan, and Korea; and only a small minority are
native-born Americans trained in the United States. Of sixteen
librarians presently serving in the Chinese and Korean Section and
in the Japanese Section of the Orientalia Division, for example,
twelve are foreign-born, and four are native Americans—and of the
latter, three are second-generation Asian Americans. In the cata-
loging divisions of American research libraries, the number of
foreign-born librarians approaches 100 percent.

Middle East collections tend also to be dominated by native-
speakers of Arabic, Persian, Turkish, and Armenian. South Asian
collections, in which English is still a major language of relevant
publications, tend to be staffed by native Americans, with an increas-
ing number of librarians born in India and Pakistan being attracted
to the profession in recent years. The same general pattern holds
in the staffing of Southeast Asian collections, where French, Dutch,
and Spanish colonial rule have left a legacy of publications in these
languages which are still central to the study of Southeast Asian
countries.

In virtually all cases native Americans began their Oriental lan-
guage training either under the auspices of the armed forces, or at
the graduate level in their educational development.

As is implicit in the description of some of the functions-of the
Orientalist librarian, language training itself is not enough. Ideally
the librarian should also undergo rigorous graduate training in area
studies, and in fact many of the country's leading librarians have ac-
quired the doctorate in various disciplinary fields. Even with disci-
plinary training, however, the librarian cannot afford the luxury of
over specialization. The nature of his profession requires that he
develop familiarity with a number of disciplines, that he not confine
himself to certain periods of history, and that he master the biblio-
graphical apparatus for virtually all of the disciplines in the social
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sciences and the humanities. This is a formidable undertaking indeed,
and the reward for his labors quite often may be a relatively low sti-
pend (to go with his relatively low status) and condescension on the
part of the faculty for spreading himself so thinly.

Before closing, I should like to mention two national library pro-
grams centered at the Library of Congress and developed during the
past decade which have affected the work of Orientalist librarians.
In the early 1960's, the Library of Congress embarked on the so-
called Public Law 480 program for the centralized acquisition and
cataloging of books and serial publications from certain surplus-
currency countries, notably for our purposes India, Pakistan, Cey-
lon, Indonesia, Egypt, and Israel. Library of Congress offices were
established in New Delhi, Karachi, Jakarta, Tel Aviv, Cairo, etc.,
to acquire current publications with local currencies held by the U. S.
government in payment for food supplied under Public Law 480.
Multiple copies were purchased for distribution to cooperating Ameri-
can libraries, and at the same time, the Library of Congress under-
took to catalog the works acquired and issue printed cards for them.
Obviously, this program, which continues with some changes, has
meant that a university library acquiring a book from India, for ex-
ample, could reduce its staff to a minimum. This has tended to keep
the number of South Asian librarians working in American libraries
at a low level, and has decreased the demand for professional librar-
ians in this area to the vanishing point. On the other hand, the in-
crease in the flow of books, many in languages hitherto neglected,
has caused severe difficulties in the processing, shelving, and ser-
vicing of books.

The Library of Congress also operates a National Program for
Acquisitions and Cataloging (NPAC), which was originally funded
under the Higher Education Act of 1965. This is a program whose
objective it is to reduce the high cataloging costs for foreign language
books by having the Library of Congress acquire such works quickly
and issuing printed catalog cards for them promptly. By the time a
university library purchases and receives the book in question, an
LC printed card should be already available for it, and this will re-
duce the duplicative and costly cataloging that characterized cata-
loging practice in the pre-NPAC era. For Asia, there are now two
NPAC centers in operation, the first located in Tokyo and covering
Japanese monographs of research value; and the second, centered in
Jakarta, which serves as a regional acquisitions center for LC and
cooperating libraries for publications from Indonesia, Singapore, and
Malaysia. The obvious effect of this program will be to reduce the
needs for foreign language expertise in university libraries.

Oriental collections in American university libraries, like the
academic communities they serve, are now feeling the pinch of
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tightened finances. The days of exuberant growth are over, and
despite the still great need for more librarians with language and
area competence, the actual demand remains at a low or nonexistent
level. The key requirement for any would-be Orientalist librarian
is language competence. To date, American libraries have benefitted
from the supply of immigrants from Asian countries, and indeed could
not have developed their rich collections without those contributions.
It would appear that at least in the library profession, in the absence
of American-trained language specialists, we will have to continue
to rely heavily on foreign-born and foreign-trained professionals.

NOTES

Journals written in such major scientific languages as Russian,
German, Japanese, and French often offer only a tantalizing glimpse
of the subject matter through bilingual tables of contents or abstracts
in English. One response to this problem for the American academi-
cian who cannot read the original is to translate whole journals into
English—as is done for some social science journals in Slavic lan-
guages, Chinese, and Japanese by the International Arts and Sciences
Press. Commercial translation services also provide cover-to-cover
or selected translations of journals; and the U.S. Joint Publications
Research Service and other government agencies provide selected
translations of books, technical reports, and articles. These are
announced through such publications as Government Reports Abstracts
and are offered for sale through the National Technical Information
Service. The National Translation Center of the John Crerar Library,
established under the auspices of the Special Libraries Association,
acquires and provides bibliographical service for unique translations
of scientific articles, often in manuscript form. SLA and the Ameri-
can Translators Association are currently (March-April 1973) con-
ducting a survey of current translation needs of American libraries.
Included is a study of the extent of translating work being done, and
the languages chiefly being translated.

2Richard D. Lambert. 1971. Report on language and area
studies programs. Unpublished draft, Table 5.1, pp. V-6 to V-8.

3Data as of June 30, 1970. For a detailed breakdown of the hold-
ings of seventy-one American libraries, see T. H. Tsien. 1971.
East Asian library resources in America: A new survey. Association
for Asian Studies Committee on East Asian Libraries Newsletter No.
33 (January 1971), appendix.

^For a further analysis of the major libraries, see W. Tsuneishi.
1972. Impact on American libraries of current trends in Oriental
area studies. In: International cooperation in Orientalist librarian-
ship. Ed. by Enid Bishop and Jean M. Waller. Canberra, National
Library of Australia. 83-102.
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American Library Association and the Library of Congress,
with the assistance of experts from the academic world, have adopted
and published romanization tables for the following languages: Am-
haric, Arabic, Armenian, Assamese, Bengali, Burmese, Chinese,
Greek (modern), Gugarati, Hebrew, Hindi, Japanese, Kannada,
Korean, Malyalam, Marathi, Oriya, Panjabi (Gurmukhi script),
Persian, Prakrit (Devanagari script), Pushto, Sindhi, Sanskrit
(Devanagari script), Sinhalese, Slavic (Russian, Ukranian, White
Russian, Bulgarian, and Serbian), Tamil, Telugu, Thai, Tibetan,
Urdu (Arabic script), and Yiddish. Most of these tables were pub-
lished in the Library of Congress Cataloging Service Bulletin.

6Lambert, ibid., Table 3. 28, p. 111-32. This statement may be
somewhat misleading. The Lambert study shows that roughly 60
percent of East Asian and Middle East specialists and roughly 33 per-
cent of Southeast and South Asian specialists replied with respect to
the importance of language command that they 'did not need it',
'helpful but not important', or 'important, but can do adequate work
without it'. The remainder checked 'impossible to work without it'.
While heavy reliance on original sources in English, French, and
Dutch available because of colonial rule over much of South and South-
east Asia may account for the fact that two-thirds of the specialists
in these areas tend to downgrade language facility, it is more diffi-
cult to understand why approximately two out of five East Asian and
Middle East specialists find it possible to complete significant work
without recourse to vernacular language sources. Might this be evi-
dence of the persistence of a profound Europocentrism in academia,
even among foreign area specialists ?

7T. H. Tsien. 1972. Education for Far Eastern librarians hip.
In: International Cooperation in Orientalist librarianship. Ed. by
Enid Bishop and Jean M. Waller. Canberra, National Library of
Australia. 108-15. Quotation from p. 110.

8American Library Association Library Education Division. 1972.
Requirements in addition to the bachelor's degree for admission to
master's level graduate library school programs accredited by the
American Library Association. Chicago, ALA, revised 1972.

9There are approximately 360 professional librarians employed
in North American libraries and working full time with Oriental lan-
guage materials. To this number must be added perhaps an additional
200 individuals with language capability working at the preprofessional
level. (This figure contrasts with some 321 librarians listed in A_
biographical directory of librarians in the field of Slavic and East
European studies, Chicago, American Library Association, 1967.)
For a further breakdown of Orientalist librarians, see W. Tsuneishi,
ibid., pp. 93-94.
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My paper is concerned with English as a foreign language, and
specifically with the U. S. Government programs to improve the use
of English as a foreign language.

Native English speakers may lose sight of the fact that English is
the most widely used foreign language in the world today. It is taught
as a foreign language at some level in the educational system of
virtually every country. The economic, educational, and professional
advantages to individuals and nations of being able to use English in-
sure continuing demand and need for help in learning English.

There is no single U. S. Government program to teach English
abroad, but rather five separate programs, conducted by as many
agencies, authorized and funded by separate legislation, and designed
to serve the specific goals of the agencies of which these programs
are an integral part. Further, there is no broad commitment on the
part of the U. S. Government to promote the use of English, or even
a broad commitment to assist in strengthening the capability of others
to use English.

Despite the absence of singleness of purpose and centralized
organization, the English teaching activities of the Department of
State, the United States Information Agency (USIA), the Agency for
International Development (AID), the Peace Corps, and the Depart-
ment of Defense are coordinated and do benefit from broad policy
guidance and close working relationships both in Washington and in
the overseas missions.

The Department of State has a dual role in programs concerned
with English as a foreign language: it provides grants in this field
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under its own program of educational exchange, perhaps best known
as the Fulbright Program; and it has responsibility for providing
policy guidance to the other foreign affairs agencies involved in
similar programs overseas.

In its authorizing legislation the Department is directed to foster
and support American studies abroad which is specifically defined to
include 'language and literature' as well as other aspects of American
civilization. Over the twenty-seven years since this program began,
a significant portion of our resources have been put into English lan-
guage projects.

For the current academic year about 100 American lecturers and
teachers received grants under this program to work in English lan-
guage and linguistics in foreign educational institutions. These grant-
ees are involved in a wide range of projects: training teachers of
English, teaching advanced courses at graduate level institutions,
consulting with educational authorities on specific problems, or join-
ing with their British counterparts to staff teacher training seminars
and workshops. About 150 grants were given during this academic
year to foreign teachers of English and to foreign students seeking
advanced degrees in English and linguistics. Many of the latter will
become English teacher trainers upon their return home.

As part of its function of providing leadership and policy guidance
to all government programs in international educational and cultural
fields, the Department of State chairs an interagency committee com-
posed of representatives of the agencies with English teaching pro-
grams overseas. This committee meets regularly to exchange infor-
mation on programs and plans, to resolve interagency problems, and
to initiate guidance to field officers. Overseas where the initial
planning of all agencies' English teaching programs takes place, there
are similarly organized coordinating committees in countries where
several agencies operate programs.

Over the last fifteen years a high level of cooperation has been
developed between U. S. Government English language programs and
those of the British Council. Representatives of the British Council
and the Department of State and other USG agencies meet biannually,
alternating between Washington and London. As a result, there is a
close and effective working relationship which has been expressed in
parallel and continuing instructions to respective field officers to
cooperate more closely in the planning and execution of English lan-
guage programs and to undertake joint use of staff and resources
where practical. Overseas, joint Anglo-American committees exist
in many countries and provide a vehicle for a regular exchange of
information and for the resolution of problems. Elsewhere in this
paper other joint British-American activities will be noted.
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The United States Information Agency (USIA) sponsors direct adult
English teaching programs, conducts seminars for national teachers
of English, and prepares teaching materials for use in its own teach-
ing programs and for placement, where appropriate, in national
schools and universities.

USIA operates the only USG-sponsored English teaching program
overseas that is available to the out-of-school adult to acquire English
language skills or to improve the skills acquired initially in his own
school system. In some places these programs are virtually open to
the public. In others, the degree to which they serve the public is
dependent upon the policies adopted by individual centers and USIA
posts in their efforts to make the best use of available facilities.
Based on the criteria of demand and need for adult English teaching,
USIA could greatly expand its direct teaching activities. The Agency
has been more concerned, given the limits of its own resources, with
maintaining the quality of the instruction provided, with expanding the
level of courses to include more advanced and intensive courses to
meet the need for higher levels of English proficiency, and with giving
as much assistance as possible to teachers of English in the national
school systems.

USIA sponsors about 154 binational centers and language centers
in 49 countries in every area of the world except Eastern Europe.
These centers are supported primarily by the fees paid by the more
than 330, 000 students of English enrolled for instruction. There are
over 4, 000 locally hired teachers of English working in the centers,
many of whom are native speakers. To insure a high standard of
teaching in these centers, USIA has thirteen English teaching officers
assigned to selected countries and four Washington-based traveling
consultants who spend from six to nine months overseas working with
local programs and with seminars for national teachers of English.

For a number of years USIA has given the highest priority among
its English teaching activities to the support of seminars for national
teachers of English, in cooperation with ministries of education and
associations of English teachers. During the year 1971-72 the Agency
participated in 116 such seminars attended by nearly 6, 000 local Eng-
lish teachers in twenty-nine countries throughout the world. Twenty
percent of these seminars were jointly sponsored with the British
Council. These seminars are designed to develop the teachers' pro-
ficiency in English, to improve their English teaching methods, and
to provide a knowledge and understanding of American culture.

For the most part, commercially produced texts and teaching
material are used in both the binational center teaching programs
and the teacher seminars, but these are supplemented by Agency-
produced materials. Graded reading materials developed by the
Agency deal with a wide range of American subjects including history,
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literature, and science. The Agency produces manuals and teaching
guides related to both its direct teaching and seminar programs. For
the last ten years it has produced a bimonthly professional journal
The English Teaching Forum, which is distributed on request to
teachers of English overseas. Some 82, 000 copies of each issue are
distributed in 115 countries, and the subscription list continues to
grow. Recently the Agency has also produced two English teaching
films, one on 'Basic Methodology' and another on 'Developing Com-
munication Skills'. It has produced 260 quarter-hour English lessons
on kinescopes for use on local TV networks or in the binational
centers. This series is complete with tests and teachers' manuals
and can be adapted to classroom use.

Additional materials being considered include a curriculum guide
for center programs, an adaptation of the American Language Course
prepared by the Defense Language Institute for possible use in countries
where import restrictions limit the availability of textbooks, and a
series of programs for television and advanced classes on the develop-
ment of the American variety of English.

The Agency for International Development (AID) has a two-fold
concern for English language training. First, a knowledge of English
is essential for foreign participants under the AID technical assistance
programs who come to the United States for study and training in a
wide variety of technical and professional fields. Second, English as
the language of wider communication plays a key role in economic
development in many countries to which AID provides assistance.

To meet the immediate requirements of participants for English
fluency, AID relies in the first instance on USIA in-country English
teaching centers for special intensive language training. Where there
are no available USIA facilities, AID may set up its own, or it may
use institutions in neighboring countries, or institutions in the United
States, such as Georgetown University, for intensive training after
the participant arrives here. At the present time about 4,500 partici-
pants come to the United States annually for training under AID pro-
grams.

The longer term requirements for trained manpower must be met
by the educational institutions of the developing countries themselves.
Accordingly, AID has provided extensive assistance to ministries of
education to develop English teacher training facilities, to write new
textbooks and other materials, and to revise school curricula. Pro-
jects of this type have usually been undertaken by American univer-
sities under an AID contract and have been of several years duration.
Most of these projects have been completed but a few are continuing.

AID has contributed substantially in the past to the development of
two regional English training centers, one, the Center for English
Language Research and Teaching (CELRT) at the American University
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of Beirut, and the other, the Regional English Language Centre (RELC)
at Singapore. The centers are quite different in their origins, organi-
zation, and programs, but both constitute a permanent facility to train
English language teachers and teacher trainers from surrounding
countries, to provide expert consultative services to ministries of
education, and to undertake special projects at the request of neigh-
boring governments. RELC was organized and is supported by the
eight countries of Southeast Asia with outside assistance in the form
of staff, scholarships, and materials coming from resource countries
as well as from the member countries. While AID made a substantial
contribution to the building of the new RELC facility, its support at
present is limited to the joint funding of scholarships and staff.
CELRT, on the other hand, is not a multinational institution, but is
an integral part of the AUB.

The Peace Corps was organized in 1961 to help developing nations
meet their needs for trained manpower and to promote better under-
standing between Americans and the people of other lands. Since the
beginning, the Peace Corps has responded to the request of many
countries for classroom teachers of English as a foreign language.
By 1969, volunteers teaching English accounted for about 23 percent
of all Peace Corps volunteers overseas. Since that high point there
has been some shift in the occupational fields in which volunteers are
being requested by host governments, as well as a decline in the total
number of volunteers overseas in all types of assignments. Today be-
tween 12 percent and 14 percent of the volunteers, overseas are
assigned to teach English in about thirty-five countries throughout
the developing world.

Peace Corps volunteers in the English teaching field receive twelve
weeks of training prior to taking up their two-year assignments. The
trend now is to conduct all of this training in the country, or at least
the region of assignment. Training consists of three components:
intensive foreign language study, how to teach English as a foreign
language, and cross-cultural studies. The English portion includes
both theories and methods of teaching a foreign language as well as
demonstration, practice teaching, and materials development. Host
country nationals are used as instructors for foreign language train-
ing and in some cases for the English teaching component as well.
In some countries where the British Council has resident English
teaching experts they have been invited to join the Peace Corps
training staff and in several countries a joint training program has
been conducted for the Peace Corps volunteers and their British
counterparts from the Volunteer Service Organization.

At the request of host governments the Peace Corps volunteers
undertake a variety of teaching assignments and they are integrated
into the country's educational system. In the early years of the
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program a number of volunteers were assigned as classroom teachers
in elementary schools, but today they are assigned primarily to
middle schools, secondary schools, teacher training institutions,
and universities. Some also work in organized adult teaching pro-
grams. In one country they are assigned to the Ministry of Education
as roving consultants to provide in-service training for classroom
English teachers.

Improvement in the initial training of Peace Corps volunteers has
been supplemented and reinforced by the assignment of English teach-
ing experts as staff members in those countries where the Peace
Corps has a large program in this field. These resident experts pro-
vide continuing support and help to the volunteers throughout their
period of service.

The Defense Language Institute (DLI), created in 1963, is responsi-
ble for both foreign language training for American military personnel
and for training in English for foreign military personnel. Prior to
1963 these training programs were provided by the three military
services separately.

The English language training activities of DLI are an integral
part of our security assistance program. Foreign military personnel
require varying levels of proficiency in English in order to operate
and maintain American-made military equipment and to undertake
military training given by American instructors either in their own
country or in military schools in the United States.

For foreign military personnel who need English, this training is
given primarily at schools operated by their own military service in
their own country. DLI assists these schools by assigning qualified
language training personnel as advisors and coordinators, training
host-country English instructors, providing short-term specialists
to evaluate the training programs, and providing teaching materials
and equipment. About 100, 000 students annually receive English in-
struction in these schools in about forty countries throughout the
world.

In addition to these overseas facilities DLI provides advanced Eng-
lish training in the United States for a relatively small number of
military personnel who require a high level of English in order to
enroll in advanced technical and professional military schools in the
United States. In 1972 about 2, 500 foreign military personnel re-
ceived advanced language instruction at DLI's school at Lackland Air
Force Base in Texas. Also at Lackland, DLI operates an instructor
training course where 213 foreign instructors of English were trained
in 1972.

To a greater extent than any other USG agency, the Defense Lan-
guage Institute has developed its own course materials for use in all
of the English language programs it operates or assists. The American
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Language Course consists of texts, teachers handbooks, tapes, and
related tests and covers instruction in both general English and in
specialized English for military purposes. This course has recently
been revised to give extra assistance to teachers whose native lan-
guage is not English and to adapt the materials for use in nonintensive
as well as intensive instruction. DLI has also standardized the lan-
guage laboratory equipment to be used with its course materials.

While the primary purpose of DLI-sponsored English language
training is related to our military assistance programs and while all
of those who receive English training under its program are foreign
military personnel, the value of this training extends beyond the im-
mediate purposes for which it is given. It is estimated that over the
last twenty years more than two million members of the armed forces
in foreign countries have received English language training, and
possibly as many as 100, 000 of these have received advanced language
instruction. Some who have received this training have remained in
their respective military services, but others have returned to
civilian life where they can use the language skills they have acquired
in other vocations.

What is the future outlook for these government-sponsored English
teaching programs? While the future size of this effort is impossible
to predict, it is reasonable to assume that we will continue to provide
help in teaching English. One of the major problems we face is the
need for other countries to define more precisely their own national
needs for English: what segments of their population require a knowl-
edge of English? proficiency in reading? writing? at what level in
their educational system should English be taught? Until such national
decisions are reached we are frequently confronted with a situation in
which English is taught on far too ambitious a scale in terms of the
available resources, both theirs and ours. While we can urge other
countries to make these determinations, and we can help in this pro-
cess if we are requested to do so, we cannot make such determinations
on our own.

Meanwhile, we are directing more of our available resources to
training teachers and trainers of teachers and improving university
English departments and teacher training institutes. We are also
giving more attention to courses for advanced students of English—
courses in scientific and technical English, reading, and composition.
We also hope to undertake one or two pilot studies of facilities avail-
able to learn English in a particular country and how effectively these
facilities are in meeting the country's English teaching requirements.
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In the context of our conference topic 'Language and International
Studies' it is my intention to discuss the current status of language
learning in American education. In this winter of 1973 there is plenty
of evidence of a feeling of discontent. We are unhappy with ourselves
and the world, for we see ourselves threatened and are unsure what
measures we can take to stem declining enrollments in schools and
colleges. Furthermore, we see a host of other problems such as de-
clining school and college populations, taxpayer revolts, and declin-
ing federal interest in supporting education, developments which pro-
mise to intensify a difficult situation. It is good to read in the papers
of Wilga Rivers and John Carroll elsewhere in this monograph some
rather optimistic results of their research. However, our problems
remain.

Some of the above problems are outside the direct control of for-
eign language teachers and their professional organizations. In
general we have to say that we must do such a good job of meeting
the needs of society through our programs that we do not lose more
ground than our colleagues in other disciplines.

Let us spend a few minutes examining our position in American
education. Between 1917 and 1949 the percentage of secondary school
students enrolled in foreign languages steadily declined (Parker 1962).
Between 1954 and 1959 there was a weak upturn followed by an ex-
plosive increase between 1959 and 1969. Now again enrollments have
turned downward. Thus, except for the powerful stimulus of NDEA,
languages in the United States have been a stepchild in the curriculum
for most of the century. Though cutbacks are already affecting pro-
grams, it is the future which is really alarming.
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Though we lack control over many of the forces threatening us,
we must ask ourselves where we can influence our future. Let us
examine some possibilities. Concern expressed about shortcomings
in the profession might include the following:

(1) A lopsided stress on belletristic goals
(2) A curriculum which stresses preparation of foreign language

teachers
(3) Inadequate teacher education programs
(4) An elitist reputation
(5) Reluctance to change

Let us consider them in turn.

1. Belletristic goals

One of our major concerns in this winter of our discontent is the
narrowness of many if not most of our foreign language programs.
There seems to be a general assumption that we take beginning
courses, in order that we may ultimately study the foreign literature.
This assumption as far as I can tell is almost as prevalent among
secondary school teachers as among those in colleges and universi-
ties. The problem with this assumption is that it is based on another
assumption, that is, that literature is the only worthwhile final ob-
jective for language learning. It ignores the fact that many students
want to develop real proficiency in listening and speaking the language,
that others may want practice dealing with materials related to their
intended vocation, or that still others are interested in foreign lan-
guages for what information they can unlock about other interests:
music, art, history, current events, and so on.

2. Stressing teacher preparation

In 1969, when I spent five months visiting European schools, some
Germans were critical of their college preparatory program which is
very rigorous and results in many student failures and eventual drop-
outs. As one German expressed it, these dropouts had very little
going for them compared to their peers from other less academic
schools, for the dropout's only recommendation to a prospective em-
ployer was that he had failed out of the Gymnasium.

We have a somewhat analogous situation in foreign languages:
after completing a major in foreign languages our graduates are
mainly only prepared to become teachers. If this comment seems to
ignore the possible humanistic values of education, that is because,
regretably, I do not find these values rated very highly in American
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society. Indeed I would claim that those bastions of the humanistic
tradition, the universities, have become in the main professional
schools, that both parents and students look on a course of study in
terms of its eventual marketability. We have, in fact, been prepar-
ing large numbers of young people for teaching positions in secondary
schools, colleges, and universities. The weakness in this tactic of
preparing a single product for the labor market was concealed as long
as school and college enrollments were increasing. Unfortunately,
when the market suddenly dried up about 1970 there was nothing to
soften the blow.

We might have avoided much of the impact if we had moved beyond
a literary focus into other material: social and physical sciences and
into business-oriented courses, for example.

3. Inadequate teacher education

Still another continuing problem is the overall quality of foreign
language teacher education programs. John Carroll demonstrated
in 1967 (Carroll 1967) the generally weak language skills of graduates
of foreign language teacher education programs. How colleges can
continue to send prospective teachers out into the job market without
foreign travel or study, in view of the Carroll report and the deadly
competition, is difficult to understand.

The area of pedagogy is another matter. There is no question that
tremendous progress has been made since before NDEA. However,
many programs have for years stressed a kind of ritual methodology
which focuses on teacher behavior rather than student learning.

Like the liberal arts graduate, the prospective teacher gets a
heavy dose of literature but little about the other arts, area studies,
and especially contemporary society. What shall it avail a high school
teacher if he can analyze Maria Stuart but is ignorant about German
life today ?

Of student teaching one must say the experience is too little and
too haphazard. Often, any cooperating teacher will do, and com-
munication between methods teachers and cooperating teachers is
next to nonexistent (Arendt 1970).

There was a time when colleges and departments of education
prided themselves on being ahead of the schools. Now, except in a
few cases, I find that the schools are having to solve their problems
on their own because teacher education institutions are simply not
with it, to use some current terminology. Institutions preparing high
school teachers need to get their staff members out into schools to
see our problems firsthand. We need far fewer education courses and
textbooks based on surveys of stale professional literature.
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4. Elitist reputation

Another major concern is the elitist reputation of our field. Such
a reputation is an outcome in the secondary schools of an oversized
dependence on college requirements to maintain enrollments. It is
enhanced by the large dropout rate in high schools and colleges. The
dropouts suggest that even though language students represent a high
achieving segment of the school population they cannot cope with the
demands of language teachers.

It is instructive to compare this selectivity with the situation in
other nations. In Germany and Sweden, for example, foreign lan-
guages are considered important for all students. Consequently stu-
dents cannot escape by dropping out. On the other hand teachers have
a greater obligation to help all students succeed in the language
sequence.

Several years ago, I was told in Sweden that there were plans to
teach English to special class (i. e. dull normal) students because in
being left out, those students felt like second-class citizens.

5. Reluctance to change

Someone once said that it is easier to move a graveyard than to get
change in educational practices. We must therefore be concerned that
when we search for the answers, we know if we are the problem. Are
we reluctant to change? Are we willing to accept only what Harold
Shane (Shane 1973) calls 'trivial' changes: remodeled textbooks,
different language laboratory programs, or better applications of
linguistics ? Or are we ready to accept 'what the schools need to
adapt to a changing society' ?

Society is facing serious problems and is looking to the schools to
solve those problems. Human relations, international relations,
rapid societal change, equal education, the threat of ecological dis-
aster are some of the major issues identified by readers of Phi Delta
Kappan and discussed by Shane in a recent issue.

The profession can ignore these issues only at the risk of convinc-
ing others that foreign language learning has little to do with the
pressing concerns of the real world.

New options for the learner

In our search for foreign language related courses that seem rele-
vant to the demands of society there are two major areas that are
natural ones for us. The first of these is the area of human relations,
the second is a marriage of foreign language with a broader area,
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probably social studies, in what this conference has chosen to call
international studies. Let us spend a few moments on human relations
first.

One of the great problems in education at the moment is that of
helping different races, and persons with various life styles to learn
to live together. The waste of human resources as people occupy
themselves with hating and destroying one another is an international
disgrace. For years we have seen objectives in foreign language
guides claiming that teachers were 'developing positive attitudes to-
ward people who spoke foreign languages' (Minnesota State Department
of Education 1965). Our staff in Minneapolis is convinced that it is
time that we give more than lip service to this objective. They are
convinced, however, that teachers themselves must first be able to
accept behavior typical of several cultures beside their own. Further-
more, they feel that teachers must accept responsibility for teaching
cross-cultural understanding and that they must be willing to have
these students tested on achievement in this area as well as grammar
points and vocabulary.

Improving human relations is closely related to one aspect of
international studies. That aspect is what Olaf Palme of Sweden calls
internationalism, an attitude based on principles of international
solidarity. Mr. Palme indicates that it will be fostered by objective
study of the many sides of international issues. It will reject black
and white evaluations of seeing things as a threat to peace. It will
recognize that absolute truth and absolute objectivity do not exist*
Mr. Palme says:

What I am speaking up for is a degree of insight into other
peoples' way of thinking and their wishes for the future, such
as will make international cooperation possible . . . I am in
favour of an openness and tolerance in one's view of the world
around us; an openness and a tolerance not divested of all
valuations, but which obviously belongs in a basically demo-
cratic view of life. Against the closed-systems we can then
oppose other valuations, other contradictory interpretations of
a complex reality, a never ceasing research for methods to
bring about practical collaboration, even with those who think
differently from ourselves. (Parker 1962)

We can, if we plan carefully, begin teaching this open-mindedness
from the first day of foreign language, but if we say we do it we must
plan carefully to make sure we do it.

The January 1967 issue of the Bulletin of the National Association
of Secondary School Principals, subtitled Teaching About World
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Affairs, stressed the important role that foreign language and area
studies have to play in the education of American students.

Included in this publication are recommendations of a Princeton
University Conference on Foreign Languages and Area Studies. One
is particularly important.

Historically language and area studies have first been developed
at the professional graduate centers. This development should
be extended and strengthened. Language and area studies, how-
ever, should not be limited to the 'elite' segments of the student
population: such studies have important implications for all
students in promoting self-awareness and citizenship and are
adaptable to a wide variety of educational purposes. (Kossot
1967)

If pluralism, including internationalism, has become a major ob-
jective of education, then we foreign language teachers must deter-
mine what role we can play in achieving that objective. We can begin
by considering the subject matter we teach. Does it contribute to
furthering the student's ability to live in a pluralistic society? Along
with the language we teach we can prepare students for different
clothing, different foods, different colored people, different kinesics,
and so on.

If pluralism is important, then it is important for all children. It
is totally unrelated to who goes to college and who does not. If for-
eign languages play an important part in preparing the child to live in
a pluralistic society, they should be open to all children. If we really
do a good job with this objective, perhaps they should be required of
all children. Under these circumstances we need to ban forever the
comment we have all heard so often 'he doesn't belong in a foreign
language class'.

Slowly, hesitatingly, the profession is trying the waters of plural-
ism and internationalism. There have been history courses taught in
foreign languages, there are interdisciplinary courses like our own
Minneapolis Chinese Studies course, and Asian Studies courses as re-
ported in the NASSP Bulletin (Tegge 1967). There is Sister Jonas'
brilliant scheme for twinning an American elementary school class
with their counterparts in different parts of the French-speaking
world (Jonas 1969).

Now the trend toward mini-courses is getting us in deeper. We in
Minneapolis have such courses entitled Germany's Path into National
Socialism and That's the Way It Is in Germany. Our Minnesota State
Department of Education working with the University of Minnesota has
produced a number of course guides including ecology materials in
three languages.
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This year the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Lan-
guages is holding seminars for state foreign language supervisors for
the purpose of helping them broaden their services to teachers in the
area of internationalism.

ACTFL is also working with the Far West Regional Laboratory on
a national survey which is uncovering a sizable number of unheralded
but promising new programs in schools across the country. The re-
sults of this investigation will be published about mid-year. Already
available is the excellent HEW publication, International Education
Resources (Bruner 1972). Illinois and North Carolina have published
helpful new guides for teaching culture (Seelye 1972; Ladu 1968).

If we are going to be successful in teaching internationalism, we
need to know more about foreign cultures, and we need to learn to
deal with developing attitudes rather than teaching facts. We do not
need to replicate what for years has been regarded as poor social
studies teaching. We need to learn how to use reference materials,
to get students to ask questions, and to recognize that often there is
no one answer. We have done very little of such teaching and our
teacher trainers are going to have to help us find our way. We may
need help, particularly from enlightened colleagues in the social
studies. Finally, we need to be tolerant of each other as we try to
really do what we have often claimed to be doing. There has been
too much looking down on others as we tried to upgrade programs in
the last thirteen years, and some of the loudest criticism came from
people who now seem to have been wrong.

We can change from those lopsided belletristic goals, we can
appeal to a broader student population, we can improve our teacher
education programs and change our elitist reputation. If we do not,
we may as well resign ourselves to an ever smaller piece of the edu-
cational pie.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND THE HUMANITIES

HAROLD C. CANNON

National Endowment for the Humanities

The term 'humanities' was readily understood in the simple days
before Bacon and Galileo; the medieval universities offered a choice
between the study of God and the study of man or—to put it more
simply—between Christian and pre-Christian literature. To us, that
choice would be made between theology and the classics—with probably
some mathematics, philosophy, and history included. The arrival of
the sciences, natural and social, the interest in vernacular literature,
and the humanitarianism of the 18th and 19th centuries have so con-
fused the term 'humanities' that there is currently as little general
agreement as to its definition as there is in relation to the composition
and function of the 'liberal arts'.

I would like, therefore, to begin by making a foolhardy attempt at
clarifying this difficult term. It seems clear at the outset that the
humanities are a group of areas of study having some unifying fea-
ture or features; one negative feature that these areas of study possess
is that they are not the natural sciences, which is perhaps only an-
other way of saying that they do not have the material or animal world
as their objects of study. It is equally clear from the etymology of the
word itself that the humanities are concerned with the 'proper study'
of man, though not in his physical aspects. But 'Words mean what I
make 'em,' as Humpty Dumpty once declared, and it is my opinion
that usage has accepted a further limitation of these areas of study to
the best that man has created intellectually and artistically (no separ-
ation of meaning intended!). Thus, the humanities could be defined
as the study of thinking and creating man, that is man at the acme of
his powers, at his most civilized and civilizing. It follows from this
that the social sciences may be humanistic in emphasis when they
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are concerned with individual achievements, but nonhumanistic when
they study society as a mass in general or quantitative terms.

But to complete the definition, the purpose of the humanities must
also be described. Do they serve any function beyond satisfying mere
antiquarian curiosity about the past triumphs of mankind? Do they
confer any benefits, psychological or material, on the student who
devotes all or part of his time to them ?

I need hardly tell this audience that a great majority of people be-
lieve the humanities to be a useless ornament for aristocratic or
elitist minds. If we lose confidence in facing that hostile majority,
we may well resort to demonstrating that our disciplines have practi-
cal or utilitarian ends: the archeologist will argue that his endeavors
may reveal articles of great commercial value, and modern language
teachers may urge the practical value of conversational ability at the
expense of an understanding of the foreign civilization they represent.
But these are dangerous defenses, if only because they imply that
other approaches and emphases are impractical and therefore in-
defensible.

We should not be timid or apologetic in representing our disciplines
to the potential student or fee-paying parent; we must be sufficiently
bold to talk about the virtues of stretching the mind into new dimen-
sions by obliging it to become familiar with the 'otherness' of time,
place, and language. It follows from this argument that the more re-
mote the time and place and the more foreign the language, the
greater will be the stretching of the mind that results. The mind
that can feel 'at home' in the 5th century Athens or 17th-century
Paris has a vantage-point from which to view the last third of the
20th century with a perspective that enables observations denied to
the strictly contemporary mind. It is equally true that such a mind
has a refuge from contemporary concerns; but that is the vice,
rather than the virtue, of scholarship. One might add to this the
exhilarating challenge of the difficult—'climbing mountains because
they are there'—or the exciting beauty of the difficult compressed
into the symmetrical aphorism x a^ a 7 T a T a KotAa, and it can be pre-
sumed that there will always be those who will respond affirmatively
to that aspect of the humanities.

It isn't vocational training, of course; the humanities do not point
to a particular profession (except, for a few, teaching), but that is
its advantage. The humanist is prepared for any eventuality and
should have that elasticity of mind that will conform with any of
life's functions. My oldest son wants to be either a fireman or a
tractor-driver; whichever choice he makes, it is not difficult to fore-
cast the kind of curriculum he would wish to follow to prepare him-
self for his life's work. I know that I would have an uphill task per-
suading him that the humanities might be useful to a fireman or
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tractor-driver. But time is on my side, since he is not yet three
years old, and so I prefer to postpone his conversion to the humani-
ties until he has reached years of greater discretion. But the point
is a serious one: what is childlike and charming in a three-year-old
is certainly childish if not destructive in those who have matured in
years but not in judgment.

The task of changing this nation's attitude to one of acceptance,
understanding, and even respect for the humanities is one of enormous
proportions and infinite implications. But that is the work that the
National Endowment for the Humanities was commissioned by the
1965 act of the Congress to undertake, and that is the work in which
we are all involved. With this as its mandate, the Endowment offers
support, both within and without the academy, to enterprises designed
to foster interest in and awareness of the humanities among those who
were not previously so enlightened. Apart from this somewhat evan-
gelical purpose, the Endowment of course supports programs designed
to strengthen and improve the humanities in their traditional habitat.
But examples of the proselytizing role can be furnished by mentioning
the Endowment's support for the showing of Lord Kenneth Clark's
film series entitled 'Civilisation' by a variety of public agencies, and
its funding to support the introduction of humanistic courses into law,
medical, and engineering schools. The usefulness of the humanities
as affording a perspective on contemporary concerns was given
official recognition in 1970 when the Congress added an amendment
to the Endowment's founding act stipulating that 'particular attention
(be paid) to the relevance of the humanities to the current conditions
of national life'.

At this point I think you will understand why I am particularly
interested in one of the themes of this conference, that is the ques-
tion of foreign language study for the nonmajor. To quote the exact
words, I read in the conference's printed announcement that 'the pro-
fession is confronted with the immediate task of reexamining the ser-
vices it offers to the nonlanguage major . . . ' Now it seems to me
that this accords with the Endowment's mission to introduce the
humanities into new areas of the curriculum. This is not to say that
we are any less interested in specialized work in major fields; but
rather that our national concern for the future of the humanities seems
to us to depend largely on increasing the size of the audience. Learn-
ing a foreign language to a degree of competence is a long and arduous
process not unlike acquiring proficiency in playing a musical instru-
ment. It is with a proud sense of belonging to the majority that one
can say: 'I had three years of piano, but I can't play a note.' The
remark is heard as frequently as: 'I had three years of Latin (or any
other language you care to mention), but I can't remember a word of
it. ' I think there is a simple reason for this: introductory and
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first-year courses are too often identical in content and purpose, in
that they both presuppose further years of application until real
mastery is attained.

Other disciplines have introductory courses with 'staying power'—
and I think the foreign languages should have them too. The standard
response to this need has been to offer an 'in-translation' course, but
such courses have several typical defects: often they lack selectivity
and attempt a breathless survey of all major works in chronological
order; they are offered with a sense of shame by language teachers
resigned to satisfying a dean who has the trivial but annoying habit
of 'counting heads' to determine the future growth of departments; or
they are marred by a deeper sense of the betrayal of originals that
we have revered and studied for many years into second-hand versions
in the vulgar tongue. Students often survive such courses with the
impression that there is something very English or American about
foreign literature, especially where translators have gone to great
lengths to make the English reader feel at home. And yet, in spite
of these reservations, we cannot deny that the foreign literatures in
which we are expert have their widest audiences in English, and there-
fore more potential students of language are to be found in that group
than elsewhere. It is accepted practice in teaching such courses to
introduce students to 'untranslatable' key words in the original lan-
guage without which exact critical understanding of the text would
probably be impossible. It would, for example, be extremely diffi-
cult to account for the force of Achilles' anger in the first book of the
Iliad without a digression to explain the layers of meaning in the Greek
word 'geras' as first, a symbol or mark of honor, second, a material
prize of commercial value awarded for the performance of an honor-
able act, and third, even the abstract concept of honor itself.

My idea of an introductory language course that would be a useful
entity to the nonspecialist is founded on that experience; were I still
teaching, I would devise a course of study in such key words and ex-
pressions, culling examples of their use from the literature, since
I see in them the devices that unlock and reveal the riches of a foreign
experience. My aim would not be to encourage even minimal language
skills but to demonstrate the importance of language as a key to an-
other culture. In my own field, such word-centered courses have
more commonly had etymology as their aim, and there is still some
interest and use in Greek and Latin stems being taught to medical,
science, and even law students; but such courses help students with
the vocabulary of medicine, science, or law; they do little to fa-
miliarize them with Graeco-Roman civilization.

I have mentioned, in passing, three types of courses with potential
appeal for the nonlanguage major. The list could be lengthened to
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include limited courses for 'reading only' or 'conversation only', but
these are too familiar to dwell on.

I prefer to offer a few words on the very real problem faced by
small departments being asked to offer new courses. Without the
major, the department shrinks and usually disappears; a department
with a full-time equivalency of three, four, or five members faces
sufficient difficulty in the task of offering a varied sequence of courses
for majors, without additional demands being made. Thus the logical
solution to this problem must be substitution rather than addition.
Let me give some examples:

(1) Advanced literature courses could be audited or even taken
pass/fail by students using English versions of the works studied.

(2) In-translation survey courses are often useful to majors who
need a 'bird's eye' view of the field before preparing for more de-
tailed work; such students could, of course, be asked to demonstrate
familiarity with some original texts in their evaluations.

(3) Noncredit extension-type courses aimed at the surrounding
community should also be considered. I have witnessed a very
successful and even remunerative series of lectures offered to
potential travelers with the aim of 'briefing' them generally on the
country they propose to visit. So many travelers are as innocent
abroad as Mark Twain's protagonists, and so little detailed infor-
mation is offered by travel agents, that there can be great enthusiasm
and support for such lectures, whether on Europe, Africa, or the Far
East. I mention this possibility also to remind you that thenonlanguage
major may also be the nonaccredited student in some contexts.

(4) Cooperation with other departments may produce team-taught
courses, for example, in European Drama; again, some students
might take all the work in English translations, while language majors
used original texts where they had competence. More exciting inter-
disciplinary courses may be designed to study an epoch; for example,
a course on 18th-century Germany might consider historical, philo-
sophical, musical, and literary aspects of that period and place.

Except in the largest institutions, it is probably wasteful for indi-
vidual departments to offer such nonmajor courses every semester;
rotation among departments is preferable, if the interdepartmental or
interdisciplinary possibilities such as I have just mentioned prove im-
possible.

But I will not lengthen my list of suggestions at the risk of losing
the force of my main point, which is to urge you to strain your inge-
nuity in making every attempt to design courses scaled to the varying
needs of a whole gamut of students: students who range from English
and 'other-language' majors to those whose majors do not fall within
the liberal arts spectrum at all. We face currently the very real
possibility that foreign language study will cease to be an integral or
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even a common part of a liberal arts education; the consequent pro-
vincialism or even parochialism of tomorrow's leaders represents a
disaster of national—if not international—significance.

One of our neighbors has just published a book that is germane to
this topic. The book is entitled: 'Toward Freedom and Dignity: The
Humanities and the Idea of Humanity' and it is written by O. B.
Hardison, Jr . , director of the Folger Shakespeare Library here in
Washington. The book is reviewed in the current issue of the Chroni-
cle, and it is that review which caught my eye earlier this week. The
reviewer makes it clear that Professor Hardison has high hopes for
the humanities, for he says in this book that they are the only option
we have if the world of the future is going to be worth living in. He
is not, however, favorably disposed when he considers how the
humanities are being offered to students in our colleges and uni-
versities, and so I leave you with his critical but challenging view:

Humanistic departments are society's chief institutional
means for providing students with a sense of human values and
of the continuity of culture across the barriers of time and
space. If their critics are right, they are doing the reverse.
They are demoralizing the men who are supposed to profess
them and alienating the students who are their alleged bene-
ficiaries.
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The teaching of languages in Europe has a long tradition and his-

tory. Its value and importance have always been recognized on a
continent where nations speaking different languages and belonging to
different cultures have had to live closely together. Political and
cultural superiority also resulted very often in linguistic domination.
Latin, French, German, and English were in certain periods the
main instruments of European culture and thinking, very often to the
detriment of vernaculars, which were demoted or demoted themselves
into communicative systems of secondary importance.

While it is true that English, French, and German are still the
most important languages in Europe, it is also obvious that vernacu-
lars and even dialects are gaining in status and importance, thus
proving once more that convergence and divergence are not contra-
dictory or even hostile elements, but often rather complementary
factors in the world of culture and civilization. For example, in
the U. K. dialectal variants have gained ground while R. P. and
Queen's English have at the same time become increasingly recog-
nized and accepted by people of all classes through the influence of
radio, TV, and comprehensive schools. The same holds true of
Germany, where certain prestige dialects have also maintained their
status.

The division of Europe into two political blocks is a tragic situ-
ation, which is also reflected in the field of languages: Eastern Euro-
pean countries invariably learn and teach Russian as their first target
language, while nations in the Western part usually teach English as
the first foreign language. This is only one of several dividing fea-
tures. It becomes particularly spectacular in the case of Germany,
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where it also, among other things, contributes to the development of
two different kinds of German linked to two different social systems.
Though the common core of these dialects, depending upon ideologi-
cal, but also regional differences, has basically remained the same
and, as far as one can see, will remain the same in the future. Some
of the changes occurring are due to the direct (foreign and loan words)
or indirect (loan translations) influence of English, particularly Ameri-
can English and Russian upon the German within their spheres of in-
fluence. But even here the impact of the English language appears
stronger insofar as there are more English borrowings in Western
Germany than there are borrowings from Russian in Eastern Germany
and also insofar as there are in the East even more loans from Eng-
lish than from Russian. 1

It is obvious that one of the ways to bring the 'Two Germanies' as
also the two blocks in Europe more closely together would be a con-
siderable increase in the teaching of Russian in the West. Yet for
several reasons this has hardly happened in any Western country.
Only people interested in the natural sciences and technology show a
growing interest in scientific and technical Russian, which is indica-
tive of their great respect for the high standard of research of various
kinds in Russia.

In the U. K. the first foreign language is French. Two other
countries not beginning with English as a first target language should
be mentioned: Finland and Belgium. In the former, Swedish is taught
as a first target language to the Finns while the Swedish speakers in
that bilingual country are taught English as their first target language.
An analogous situation is to be found in Belgium, the difference there,
however, being that the Dutch-speaking Flemish majority in having to
learn French first begin with one of the major languages of the world.
While the antipathy of many Flemish towards French has been publi-
cized, less seems to be known about attitudes towards foreign lan-
guages in Finland. Many Finns will complain about having to devote
considerable time to learning a language which does not rank among
the most important languages of the world. Here, more clearly than
in other parts of Europe, the confrontation is evident: history and
geography of a micro-Europe conflict with the idea of a larger Europe.
It will take long to reconcile these conflicting attitudes. Needless to
say, very often the micro-attitude has also a certain raison d'etre
insofar as it takes into consideration historical, cultural, and eco-
nomic factors.

The U.K. 's joining the Common Market has undoubtedly increased
the importance of English. At the same time it became evident at a
linguistics symposium in Luxembourg some years ago where English
administrators and linguists became aware that they were expected
by their partners within the West European pool to intensify their
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foreign language programs thus showing their good will on a give-and-
take basis of mutual respect. ^ In the meantime indeed such an intensi-
fication has taken place and has included experiments with eight-year-
old pupils of French. Similar experiments involving English are be-
ing carried out in France and Germany.

After English and French the third important language in Western
Europe is German, which in 1971 became a working language of the
Council of Europe. It also plays an important part in Eastern Europe
where in particular the older generation often uses it for international
communication. 3 It is also becoming increasingly important as a lan-
guage of science not only in Europe but also all over the world.

Spanish and Italian undoubtedly are also becoming more and more
important because of growing tourism and increasing numbers of
Spanish and Italian workers in Western Europe.

Apart from linguistic problems in pluralistic Europe there are, of
course, cultural conflicts and problems of the kind pointed out by
several speakers at the Round Table. 4 Linguists and teachers in
Europe are beginning to pay as much attention as their colleagues
all over the world to the results of anthropological, psychological,
and sociological research.

This development is closely linked with a growing interest in
cultural aspects of language study, an interest motivated not
only by the meagre harvest of much formalistic speculation in
linguistics, but also by disappointments in the larger field of
inter-human relationships. Progress in unifying the human
race, or even in unifying smaller parts of it like the people of
Western Europe, has been slower than was anticipated by the
ardent idealists of twenty years ago. Obviously the widening
of the scope of language learning—and there was intensified
language teaching in almost all parts of the world—has not
met with the success foreseen by its protagonists. Perhaps
the communicative aspect of language has been interpreted in
too narrow a sense, a sense which has not taken into account
the necessary prerequisite of mutual cultural understanding.5

There are still many stereotypes and prejudices in Europe to be
overcome:

Even as a 'new Europe' is trying to stitch itself together, an
old one is doing its best to pull the Continent apart. For all
the talk of unity, Europeans have not yet surmounted the
chauvinistic prejudices that permit Belgians to think of
neighboring Dutchmen as supercilious stuffed shirts, Germans
to regard Italians as hopelessly unambitious and inefficient.
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As for the French, all too many are still reared with an over-
whelming sense of cultural and linguistic superiority . . . ^

The importance of contrastive studies in the field of culture and
civilization has been repeatedly pointed out by scholars. ?

For didactic reasons the complex we call 'culture' must undoubtedly
be simplified in a manner consonant with given teaching objectives and
taking into account such factors as age, sex, and motivation. In ac-
cordance with these objectives, cultural data of the macro- or micro-
type (Culture vs. culture) will enter into the design of teaching mater-
ials, in other words, profounder insights into cultural systems in-
cluding literature, philosophy, religion vs. the description of expres-
sions of daily life of the 'routine type' often, however, closely con-
nected with each other. Each aspect should be structurally evaluated.

Multi-media teaching systems are excellent means of obtaining
objective, realistic presentations of cultural data (cf. the programs
Off we go and On we go produced by the Bavarian Schulfunk in Munich).

To obtain up-to-date contrastive data, the Nuffield Foundation pro-
ject in York, U. K. had questionnaires answered by English students,
with the aim of obtaining information about their linguistic and cul-
tural competence, their interests within the field of their own lan-
guage, and about their cultural interests in the target language frame.
It then set out obtaining further required data through fieldwork in
France and Germany.^ Cross-cultural data are, of course, only
partially reflected in language. They often are extra-linguistic be-
havioral phenomena. 9

The cultural element is also relevant in the grading of errors.
Undoubtedly, errors in the field of cross-cultural understanding can
be more inimical to inter-cultural communication than grammatical
or stylistic errors.

As in the past, but now with a more systematic approach, teach-
ing material often makes use of contrastive linguistics. Research
projects all over Europe (Budapest, Bucarest, Lund, Mannheim,
Poznan, Stuttgart, Zagreb) try to provide contrastive data for the
designing of teaching materials. Most projects are aware that the
contrastive element can only be one component among many others. 10
Error analysis very often accompanies and complements these pro-
jects. H

It seems as if contrastive linguistics, error analysis, and a grow-
ing interest in the communicative aspects of foreign language learn-
ing may have slightly changed some teachers' attitudes towards
errors. Lexis is often given almost as much attention as grammar.
Without belittling the importance of grammar it must be said that
there are learners and objectives in Europe and throughout the world
that will increasingly demand more vocabulary than grammar. 12
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Too extensive and intensive stylistic drilling, particularly in the
elaborate registers of the literary kind, of often unmotivated students
of lycees and Gymnasia, have frequently brought students and teach-
ers to a state of frustration and neurosis. I often noticed as a teacher
at a Gymnasium how after about five years of foreign language learn-
ing a ceiling had been reached where communication in the target lan-
guage was established, which slowly reduced motivation. Instead of
pursuing high stylistic aims one would rather recommend to teach
further languages and/or offer to the students those specialized
registers (e. g. those of the natural sciences) they might need for
future careers, should they express such a wish. Only those really
interested in the subtleties of stylistic nuances will be successfully
introduced to the realm of estilo elevado, certainly one of the highest
aims of foreign language teaching. All kinds of research into basic
and minimal structures in English, French, and German have helped
to provide material for elementary instruction. *3

The future of Europe requires the imperfect polyglot rather than
the perfectionist, who, as we all know, will only become a kind of
native speaker in relation to his target language if he decides to live
for a very long time in the environment of the foreign language—
sometimes he will not even then succeed.

Simplifications of linguistic systems of even a more drastic and
radical nature based on error analysis and sociolinguistic data may
perhaps become necessary in the case of foreign workers in Europe,
who are often allowed to stay for only a few years in their host
countries and therefore lack motivation beyond a certain linguistic
achievement which enables them to communicate and thus to survive.
I am thinking here of some kind of morphologically reduced pidgin
types of German, reducing language to more or less inflectionally
bare lexical items of a 'nominative + infinitive + (uninflected object)
+ (adverb)' structure also omitting articles for example. The objec-
tion that this may lead to new language barriers and expose the users
of that kind of language to ridicule can be met by pointing to the fact
that in actual life this has been going on for a long time. In any case
it can be advocated above all for humanitarian reasons, seeing that
surviving seems to be more important than time-consuming stylistic
and grammatical exercises. This would, however, require a more
tolerant attitude on the part of the native speaker and thus presuppose
a very early training to prepare them systematically for the confron-
tation with target-language speakers with regular error systems. It
would have to begin at the primary school level and could certainly
be integrated into a large number of school subjects, such as the
teaching of the native tongue, social studies, or even religion. It
is a fact that many foreign workers, even after years in the host
country, will not have increased their knowledge of grammar, but
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will have been living on lexis quite successfully. Here error analy-
sis would have a direct impact upon decisions concerning curricula
and the designing of teaching materials.

Needless to say, a complete integration would be desirable and an
ideal; the linguistic decision, moreover, must be left with the foreign
worker.

Another process of simplification can be seen in the fact that at all
kinds of international meetings, for instance those of experts, bi-
lingual dialogues are often employed, where speakers will choose
those languages of which they have the best command for encoding
their messages, knowing that their partners have enough passive
competence to be able to decode the information. This procedure be-
comes more and more frequent, although the schools have not recog-
nized the need for incorporating this combined skill into their pro-
grams. Such a procedure not only simplifies vocabulary but grammar,
too. A great deal of the latter need then only be taught as a passive,
not an active skill. The German subjunctive forms, for example,
could then be widely taught only as passive grammar.

Contrastive studies should also lead to an intensive building up of
a more sensitive imagination to be used in decoding utterances not
correctly pronounced (e.g. proper names). This benevolent imagi-
nation will become more and more important in the pluralistic and
polyglot society of Europe. As of now there seems to be a great de-
gree of difference based on individual, but perhaps also on national
disposition, as to whether a mispronounced or ungrammatical utter-
ance is accepted or rejected, whether or not it is successfully de-
coded in spite of errors contained in the text with the help of a
benevolent and imaginative decoding capacity, taking all kinds of
contextual criteria into consideration—linguistic as well as extra-
linguistic.

Intensified and on occasion simplified teaching of at least one
foreign language, and in many cases of two and more at all levels,
from the age of six to any advanced age, through the help of per-
manent education, for example in the form of evening classes which
are becoming increasingly popular, is one of the future and ultimate
main objectives of our European language teaching curricula. The
desire to unite the Western countries and create a united Europe gives
rise to these needs. Since motivation (political, economic, including
tourism, idealistic, and others) is very strong, the objective may
perhaps be achieved within all the limits mentioned above.

Article two of the European Cultural Convention, which came into
force in December 1954 and has since been adhered to by twenty-one
states including the Holy See, binds each Contracting Party,
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insofar as may be possible, to encourage the study by its own
nationals of the language, history, and civilisation of the other
Contracting Parties . . . and to help the other Contracting
Parties similarly to promote the study of its own language or
languages, history, and civilisation. By signing the Convention
each State therefore undertakes a two-fold commitment. First,
it will, within its borders, encourage the study of the other
mother-tongues of the Convention countries, with their his-
tories and cultures; second, it will help the other States to
teach its own language (or languages), history, and culture. 14

At many meetings and conferences the Council of Europe has been
trying to promote multi-language programs in Western Europe.
Though we are still miles away from the target, several things have
been achieved: intensive and extensive exchange programs of pupils,
students, teachers, and specialists of all kinds to further cross-
cultural understanding, official recognition of all kinds of exami-
nations, and the setting up of a European Language Certificate for
adult learners. 15

Great attention has also been given to teacher in-service training
in all European countries with summer courses often arranged in
close cooperation between different countries and under the auspices
of the Council of Europe. The national affiliates of the Association
Internationale de Linguistique Applique" e (AILA) have been active in
this field as well as in others, often sponsored by this international
association. Summer institutes dealing with crucial problems of
applied linguistics like the one in Hasselt, Belgium beginning in 1974,
try to help the teacher across boundaries in his complex and difficult
task. A great deal of effort is devoted to languages and specialization.
While the major languages are being given particular attention those
of European minorities are far from being neglected.

NOTES
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THE RIGHT TO READ IN ANY LANGUAGE?

RICHARD T. THOMPSON*

U. S. Office of Education

We have become all too accustomed in this country to having what-
ever we choose. We think it not at all strange to presume the availa-
bility of foreign language instruction at many levels and in many lan-
guages as our inalienable right. With the mere flick of a Federal or
State budget millions rush to fill the foreign language classrooms—and
to what end ?

It can be estimated that this nation allocates somewhere between
three-fourths and one billion dollars annually on foreign language edu-
cation. What do we get for this investment ? I know of only two
nation-wide evaluative studies which focus on foreign language achieve-
ment: (1) 'The Foreign Language Attainments of Language Majors in
the Senior Year: A Survey Conducted in the United States Colleges and
Universities'1—a study by Jack Carroll based on 1965 data, and (2)
'The Language and Area Studies Program Review' investigated by
Richard Lambert based on 1968-71 data and now in press. 2

The two studies analyze language achievement in higher education
and complement each other well. The former concentrates on the
special category of language majors at the undergraduate level while
the latter focuses upon language and area competencies for specialists
at the graduate levels with a special emphasis on the uncommonly
taught languages.

Both studies conclude with a negative report on levels of achieve-
ments despite the fact that both studies worked with the very best stu-
dents we produce. Both studies include recommendations.

My purpose in this paper is to discuss these two studies: their pur-
poses, conclusions, and recommendations and to speculate beyond—
to the beginning of the development of a national foreign language
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policy, a policy which may even demand the eventual denial of that
inalienable right to read in any language.

The Language and Area Studies Program Review analyzes data
collected between 1968 and 1971 about American college and university
programs on Latin America, Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, the
Middle East, Africa, East Asia, Southeast Asia, and South Asia. The
study was carried out under the auspices of the Social Science Research
Council and supported by the U. S. Office of Education. The study in-
volved the close cooperation of the six principal area-oriented pro-
fessional associations: the African Studies Association, American
Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies, the American
Oriental Society, the Association for Asian Studies, Latin American
Studies Association, and the Middle East Studies Association.

The purpose of the study was to provide the necessary data base
to evaluate the present status of language and area studies in Ameri-
can Higher Education—how many specialists have been trained, what
kinds of programs and how many exist, and the nature of the training.
To provide data for the study, four interlocking questionnaires were
constructed:

(1) Individual specialists: The size of the sample totaled 13, 139
persons, and included names obtained from the membership
lists of the six area-oriented professional associations, all
faculty members at the major degree granting universities
who had published an article or book on one of the world areas,
faculty members at NDEA centers, and all members of the
Society for International Development and the International
Studies Associationvwith interest or experience in this area.
The return rate was 51.5 percent for all world areas.

(2) Programs; Data from a total of 307 programs at American
colleges and universities were included. To secure data as
comparable as possible from the great variety of different
programs a program inventory was constructed during a
series of site-visits to 87 programs at 35 campuses.

(3) Current students: 7,166 students received a separate question-
naire seeking information about background, training, career
aims, and judgment of the quality of the training they were r e -
ceiving. A total of 3, 014 usable questionnaires were returned.

(4) Previous students: Questionnaires were sent to 3, 000 former
students who had received degrees for the years 1956-57,
1957-58, 1966-67, and 1967-68. Academic transcripts for
these students were also available. A total of 1, 219 usable
returns were received.

As the title of the study reveals, its concerns were broader than
just language, and although the findings on the present status of area
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studies in the United States would be of general interest, for purposes
of this paper I will limit my reporting to the findings that directly re-
late to language. It should also be pointed out that the data used by
Lambert is recorded on computer tape and much subanalysis can be
carried out.

The findings

Within constraints of available funding and time, the decision was
made to assess language competence by a self-report ing mechanism.
The questionnaire asked respondents in the Individual Specialists
category to list the languages relevant to the area in which they have
competence and to indicate separately for each language whether they
could read it, write it, or speak it at the following skill levels:
(1) not at all; (2) with difficulty; or (3) easily.

Thus, adding together an individual's scores for the three separ-
ate aspects of language skill, a total score could range from one, if
one reported some familiarity with reading a language for example, to
nine, that is three points each for reading, writing, and speaking if
the specialist could handle all skills easily.

To be sure, the self -reporting technique leaves much to be de-
sired. Its value is more in the overview it provides and relative
comparisons between languages and world areas than in the more
accurate assessment that can be provided through the administration
of objective standardized tests. These tests, for the most part, do
not exist for the languages included in this study.

Whereas only 19.2 percent of the specialist respondents report no
language skills, 59 percent of the sample report they can handle one
skill easily, 41.1 percent report the ability to read and speak easily,
but only 29. 6 percent report the ability to use all skills easily. 3

Let us look for the moment at a comparison of mean language
competence scores by world area. Keep in mind that the range is
from one to a maximum of nine points for the seven world areas in-
cluded in this study. Latin America had the highest mean score of
7. 33; Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union second with 6. 82; followed
in decreasing order by East Asia, 5.78; Middle East, 5.27; Southeast
Asia, 4.46; South Asia, 4.44; and Africa, 2.73.4

We can immediately see that one of the major reasons why the
scores are as high as they are for all languages is the inclusion of
Spanish for Latin America and the other cognate languages of Eastern
Europe. When we look at individual scores for those reporting all
skills easily by world area, that total of 29. 6 percent for all areas
breaks out as follows in decreasing order: Latin America, 54 per-
cent; Eastern Europe, 43. 4 percent; East Asia, 27.1 percent;
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Middle East, 25.9 percent; South Asia, 16.4 percent; Africa, 9.4
percent; and Southeast Asia, 6. 7 percent. 5

Dr. Lambert established a Language/Residence Qualified cate-
gory which includes the following criteria: (1) at least two separate
visits to the country, (2) a total residence of three years or more,
(3) one trip since 1964, and (4) can read, write, or speak one lan-
guage of the country easily. Projected to the universe of the sample
(13,139 specialists) only 16.4 percent of 924 individuals qualify—and
they range from a high of 225 for Latin America to 59 for Southeast
Asia. 6

Let us look at individual languages. Here is a sample of the esti-
mated number of Language and Area Specialists in the United States
who can speak, read, and write the language easily: Hausa, 18;
Swahili, 85; Hindi/Urdu, 134; Marathi, 23; Bengali, 17; Portuguese,
233; Russian, 731; Polish, 166; Bulgarian, 21; Arabic, 213; Amharic,
2; Burmese, 3; Cambodian, 1; Bahasa Indonesian, 58; Chinese, 514;
Japanese 384; Tibetan, 10. 7

Chapter V contains an important table on percentage of program
graduates using language skills and includes the following dimensions:
(1) listening to a lecture on literature; (2) listening to a lecture on
other subjects; (3) assigned readings; (4) preparation of research re-
ports. I have calculated the mean of these dimensions, rank ordered
them by world area, and compared them to a rank ordered list of
world areas analyzed by percentage of specialists who read, speak,
and write with ease. There is practically a one-to-one correspondence
which suggests that language skill is closely related to the degree to
which the skill is used in the training process.

TABLE 1.

Latin Eastern East Middle South Southeast
America Europe Asia East Asia Africa Asia

Use o f l 2 3 4 7 6 5
language 62.0% 55.4% 41.5% 39.3% 15.3% 22.1% 22.8%

R,W, S 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
easily 54.0% 42.4% 27.1% 25.9% 16.4% 9.4% 6.7%

The picture is also complicated by the lack of advanced level
courses and materials precisely for the world areas which score
lowest. 'It is clear that language instruction in the less commonly
taught languages is not only less populated, but the training offered
is of shorter duration, and enrollments concentrate at even lower
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levels still. Only 43.5 percent of the graduate students studied
language, and their average training was four and a half semester
course units. 10

On another dimension, the individuals were questioned on selected
aspects of language learning they would like to see more or less of.
Ninety percent of the respondents wanted increased opportunities to
use the foreign language and 88 percent desired more opportunities
for language training abroad. H The two largest categories all indi-
viduals wanted less of were grammar and language lab time (in that
order)—there may be a message here.

Finally, there is a correlation between language competence and
overseas training. According to the data, only 17 percent of those
who acquired language wholly in the United States report they can
speak, write, or read the foreign language with ease; however, 63
percent who have studied abroad can speak, read, or write the lan-
guage with ease.1 2

Dr. Lambert states the following very precisely in his conclusions:

If the data of this study show anything, it is that social organi-
zation of teaching the less commonly taught languages needs a
fresh look. The need can be seen in the low levels of language
skill in the existing pool of specialists. It can be seen in the
heavy concentration of students in elementary language instruc-
tion with relatively few students proceeding to a full command
of the language or, for that matter, few existing teaching
materials available to permit them to do so. It can be seen
in the relatively low level of actual language use in much of
the area studies teaching and publication. ^

Dr. Lambert recommends that a change in perspective is needed
whereby the exclusive concern with the education of more and more
students be supplemented by a concern for concentrating and focusing
our resources to train new students more completely and to upgrade
and reinforce the competencies of the trained pool of specialists.

Let us now look at the second study—Jack Carroll's 'The Foreign
Language Attainments of Language Majors in the Senior Year.' The
purpose of this study was to assess the overall levels of foreign
language proficiency attained by senior class students 'majoring' or
concentrating in foreign languages in colleges and universities in the
United States, and to identify factors strongly associated with these
levels of competence, with the hope that such information might sug-
gest ways in which foreign language teaching could be improved. The
target population of the study was chosen from a universe of approxi-
mately 12, 000 seniors in academic year 1964-65 and includes a
sampling of 2, 784 seniors (23. 9 percent of the total) in the following
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languages: French (1, 270), German (413), Italian (28), Russian
(105), and Spanish (968).

Four major testing instruments were involved: (1) Form A of the
MLA Foreign Language Proficiency Tests for Teachers and Advanced
Students; (2) the short form of the Modern Language Aptitude Test;
(3) a four-page questionnaire requesting language bio-data; (4) a
seven-page questionnaire for foreign language department chairmen.
A separate study determined tentative equivalences between MLA
skill tests and the FSI absolute proficiency ratings.

Jack Carroll concluded that the most striking thing about these
charts is the generally low median levels of attainment in audio-
lingual skills that they reveal. The median graduate with a foreign
language major can speak and comprehend the language only at about
an FSI speaking rating of '2+', that is, somewhere between a 'limited
working proficiency' and a 'minimum professional proficiency', and
that the net showing of college foreign language majors in language
skills was far from impressive.14

FSI S-l is defined as elementary proficiency, able to satisfy
routine travel needs and minimum courtesy requirements. S-2 is
defined as limited working proficiency, able to satisfy routine social
demands and limited office requirements. S-3 is defined as minimum
professional proficiency, able to speak the language with sufficient
structural accuracy and vocabulary to satisfy representation require-
ments and handle professional discussions within a special field.

Let us look at the Russian data briefly. The mean listing rating is
a low S-2 for listening and a 1+ for speaking. Approximately 70 per-
cent of the sample did not even achieve a limited working proficiency
and only 7.5 percent were in the 3 category, i. e. minimum profes-
sional proficiency. As applied to the universe of 556 that means that
among the total number of graduating seniors in 1965 for Russian
only 42 had minimum professional proficiency and none achieved
higher. 15 You will remember from the Lambert study that Eastern
Europe and Soviet Union ranked number two in language achievement.
This suggests that the proficiencies would be even lower for the un-
commonly taught languages.

Some of the other conclusions include:
(1) Time spent abroad is clearly one of the most potent variables

we have found; an example from the French is revealing. Those who
have never been abroad have a mean score of only 40. 65 while those
who have spent a whole year abroad have a mean score of 50.11.16
In FSI ratings the difference is between a 1+ and a 3-, a significant
difference indeed. It will also be remembered that the Lambert data
correlates highly with this finding.
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(2) The greater the parents' use of the foreign language at home,
the higher were the mean scores of the students. For German this
translated into the difference between FSI 2+ and nearly 4.1?

(3) On the whole the results suggest that foreign language aptitude
is a factor significantly associated with the level of foreign language
skill.18

(4) The level of skill attained is to a considerable extent a function
of the amount of time devoted to foreign language study. On the aver-
age, students who started in elementary school were distinctly super-
ior, at graduation from college, to students who started in secondary
school, and these in turn were distinctly superior to those who started
in college. 19

(5) There was distinct evidence that a possible favorable influence
is the extent to which the teacher uses the foreign language in the
classroom and requires the students to use it. 20 We will also recall
that Lambert's findings agree with these.

Carroll concludes with several appropriate recommendations:2!
(1) Language study should begin at an earlier age and be continued

through college.
(2) The number of courses should be increased so that more use of

the language will be made in the classroom.
(3) Consideration should be given to the greater use of foreign

language aptitude tests in guiding students into foreign language study.
(4) Language study abroad should be encouraged.
We have now had a brief glimpse at two major nation-wide studies

on foreign language attainments. One study reported on in 1967 with
recommendations largely ignored and a second in press which corrobo-
rates much of those findings.

How do we implement the results and recommendations ? Or are
they premature? Do we need more proof? If out of 556 Russian
majors in 1965 only 42 qualified at minimum professional proficiency,
I for one need little more evidence. Only perhaps a follow-up on
these 42: to what degree have their competences eroded today ?

In a recent speech22 presented to the Association of Departments
of Foreign Languages of the Modern Language Association, I described
the need to develop a comprehensive and clearly enunciated National
Foreign Language Policy. A national language planning framework
should significantly enhance our capability for the cooperative develop-
ment of a comprehensive plan for the optimum utilization of our scarce
national resources. The data now available, while not fully complete
on all aspects of the broader needs, are sufficient to begin the debate
on reform in modern foreign language teaching in the United States.
Dick Lambert is right—it is the social organization of foreign lan-
guage teaching which needs reform.
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The debate should include discussion of the following six specific
recommendations, each of which is based upon the conclusions and
recommendations of the two studies discussed in the paper and each
of which is supported by the data.

(1) Language study should be begun early and students should be
admitted into regular foreign language classrooms at all levels only
upon attaining superior scores in aptitude tests which should be re-
quired of all students, beginning as early as feasible. Students should
be encouraged to pursue the study of that same language until a signifi-
cant level of achievement has been reached. Increased opportunities
should be made for students to travel and study abroad early in their
study of this foreign language.

(2) In order to provide an integrated full-length sequence of
courses for a single language, a substantial increase in the number
and variety of courses available in the schools will be required.
Since few schools will have the funds necessary to develop a full
sequence for the several languages usually offered, each school
should not offer more than one or two languages depending on size,
but should concentrate its resources on developing a complete cur-
riculum with a special emphasis on nonliterature courses for one
language for a smaller number of more carefully selected students.

It may be feasible to consider developing a limited number of
specialized, career-oriented language courses for students who
either do not meet the standards or have the need of the regular
course. For some purposes reading programs may prove desirable,
while other needs could be met through self-instructional programs.
An effective role for language as a humanity has yet to be described
for the general education component of the curriculum. Rather than
channel all students through a single monolithic curriculum regard-
less of aptitude or goal, consideration should be given to the de-
velopment of new curricula which more adequately provide each stu-
dent with a meaningful encounter with language as a humanity, to
satisfy career-oriented needs, or to develop full competency.

(3) In communities with concentrated numbers of ethnic minority
groups, students from these homes should actively be sought out and
their languages should be offered in the local schools. Research is
needed to identify such communities and to assist in the preparation
of appropriate teaching materials which take advantage of the language
skills already developed in students from these homes to build a more
complete and full competence. Such schools could be an effective
first step toward developing a bilingual educational program for
Americans from all socio-economic levels.

(4) Colleges and universities should call a temporary and partial
moratorium on the admission of new majors into degree programs.
A smaller and more carefully selected number of students should be
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admitted to maintain a steady but significantly decreased flow of lan-
guage majors. College and university programs should reallocate
their resources and priorities and turn their attention toward two of
the most pressing problems facing the profession: (a) the responsi-
bility for the maintenance and upgrading of the foreing language skills
of the trained pool of specialists through refresher courses; and (b)
the development of a new curriculum aimed at the nonliterature stu-
dent, with a more career-oriented and more broadly interdisciplinary
focus designed to meet the full range of needs for competences in
modern foreign languages across the professions and throughout the
university.

(5) Colleges and universities should establish summer programs
using specially developed materials designed to attract the large
number of individuals who come from homes where a foreign lan-
guage is spoken and whose entrance into a regular classroom often
ends in tragedy.

(6) Establishment of more overseas programs to ensure that all
foreign language majors are required to spend at least one year
abroad early in their college study.

In summary, the time has come to focus our resources in a
rational way so as to develop a fuller competence for a more care-
fully selected student body and to simultaneously meet our broader
responsibilities. Should not we as a nation expect more from that
investment of more than three-fourths of a billion dollars ? Do not
our students deserve more than we are giving them now ? Please be
clear, I am not recommending the wholesale adoption of my six-point
plan. I am saying that the most pressing obligation that lies before
us is the cooperative development of a comprehensive and clearly
enunciated National Foreign Language Policy. The most important
question is the social organization of foreign language teaching. I am
saying now is time to join the debate on reform, and the job is ours.

NOTES

*This article was written by Richard T. Thompson in his private
capacity. No official support or endorsement by the United States
Office of Education is intended or should be inferred.

iFinal Report published by the Laboratory for Research in Instruc-
tion, Graduate School of Education, Howard University, 1967.

2Draft Report, available from author.
3Lambert, chapter III, tables 3.29 and 3.31.
4lbid., chapter III, table 3.30.
5Ibid., chapter III, table 3.31.
6lbid., chapter III, table 3.32.
7Lambert. Based upon a special computer run.
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9Ibid., chapter V, p. 27.
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'Twenty years after Parker: Past, present, and future for the
foreign language profession.' To appear in the May 1973 issue of
the ADFL Bulletin.



REPORTS OF INTEREST GROUP SESSIONS

Introduction. The Interest Group Sessions were designed to offer
a fruitful and effective forum for the exchange of ideas among experts,
over and above the discussions after each presentation during the four
Plenary Sessions. The Interest Group Sessions were meant to supple-
ment the Plenary Sessions; the choice of topics for each group re-
flected this goal. Both events were scheduled at different times to
make it possible for all participants to attend both sessions.

Admission to each Interest Group was restricted to twenty-five
participants. Since all groups met simultaneously, participation in
only one group was possible. A larger number of persons could
therefore be admitted to these sessions than would have been other-
wise possible.

Prior to the Conference, each participant received a one-page
handout, prepared by his group's Chairman, which outlined the par-
ticular approach envisioned for the discussion of the chosen topic.

Chairmen were requested to prepare a Position Paper of up to ten
minutes, to be presented at the opening of his or her session, and
thus providing an additional framework for the ensuing open discus-
sion. Each Chairman was in addition requested to write a summary
of the group's discussion and submit it to the Round Table Chairman
for publication in the Conference Proceedings. The format of each
summary reflects the individual preferences of the Chairmen.

To ensure a wide variety of opinions, a special effort was made to
see to it that in each group as many different languages, professions,
and institutions were represented as was possible. To achieve this,
it was necessary to approach a sizable number of individuals and en-
courage them to participate, many more, in fact, than are listed as
'invited discussants'. [KRJ]
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MOTIVATION, COURSE TYPE, AND CAREER OBJECTIVES

Reported by the Chairman: Jermaine D. Arendt, Minneapolis
Public Schools

Invited discussants
Erich Kleinschmidt, German S.
Emma M. Birkmaier, U. of

Minnesota
Ove U. Johansen, Washington-

Lee H.S.

Participants
Muriel R. Saville-Troike, GU
Rosalind R. Sherman, GU
Uhlan V. Slagle, Montgomery

Co. P. S.
Thomas K. Brown, Howard U.
Rosemarie Burk, Radnor H. S.
Robert Linse, Washington-

Lee H.S.
Frances S. Woods, Montgomery

Co. P. S.

Gerd Quinting, GU
Meta Sue Reynolds, Nashville P. S.
Norman B. Levin, DLI

Ingrid Merkel, Catholic U.
Louise M. Jansen, George Mason U.
Helga Danos, DLI
Renee Mikus, GU
Susan A. Savage, GU
tille-Mall Jaakson, GU
Laura Zamarin, GU

Defining motivation. Typically foreign language specialists speak
of instrumental and integrative motivation. Instrumental motivation
is understood to refer to learning for an extrinsic reward such as a
job. Integrative motivation is understood to refer to the desire to be
like someone else (e.g. the speakers of a foreign language).

Kingsley provides us with a psychologist's principle of motivation:
'An individual's activity and the learning that results from it in a
given external situation are determined in part by the pattern of
motivating conditions at the time' (Kingsley 1946). Motivation is
something that the student usually brings with him as he begins an
elective subject.

How society influences motivation. One aspect of school motivation
is the general attitude of society. In Europe motivation for foreign
language learning is in the environment and the tradition. In Germany,
for example, students in the Gymnasium learn English for nine years.
In addition, they take French or Latin for from five to seven years.
A third foreign language is often introduced in grade nine and con-
tinued for five years. In the less academic Realschulen students be-
gin English in grade five and French in grade seven. Even in the
Hauptschulen, the least academic of all elementary schools in Ger-
many, foreign language learning is required.
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American society gives foreign language learning a relatively low
priority. Because the problem of dealing with society's attitude is so
formidable we often ignore it in favor of other problems which are not
so basic.

Dr. Birkmaier said that teachers must make their programs inter-
esting so that students themselves become salesmen for the course.
Some schools have foreign language students present programs in ele-
mentary and junior high schools as part of recruitment efforts. The
teacher must research the community. Are there ethnic pockets that
can be capitalized on? What foreign influences are present in the
community ? Foreign restaurants ? Historical documents ? Archi-
tecture? Place names? Make students researchers.

Parents need to be interested. Invite them to speak to or with
language classes if they have traveled in the country or if they speak
the foreign language. They may be invited to special festivals or pro-
grams presented by student groups.

Language teachers also need to watch the newspapers for develop-
ments on which they can capitalize. The new interest in changing to
the metric system is one example. This particular example also
demonstrates the possibility of working with teachers of other sub-
jects. The Smith and Ort article (Ort and Smith 1969) has many sug-
gestions for interdisciplinary efforts involving foreign languages.
Working with other departments should build support for foreign lan-
guages among colleagues in other subject areas.

Sometimes students enroll in an elective because it is glamorous.
The increase in relatively low cost travel offers an opportunity for
language students to spend time in the foreign country using the lan-
guage. Schools developing even short foreign trips are finding that
foreign languages can compete for students.

The fact that the federal government is increasing support for the
humanities should benefit foreign languages. The profession, however,
needs to capitalize on the opportunity.

In any case the profession must work on public relations on the
local, state, and national level. Interesting activities of language
learners must get into the news media.

The profession has also not fully exploited the extent to which
foreign language skills may complement other professional or
vocational training. However, we must be honest with students and
community and not oversell the vocational opportunities available to
a person with no skill other than proficiency in a second language.
Some students can be first attracted to language study because they
see the practicality of such study. Later on they may become more
interested in the humanistic side as well. One survey made of gradu-
ates over a twenty-year period indicated that they ranked foreign
languages very low in usefulness compared with other subjects taken.
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However, results of such a survey may be influenced by the way
questions are asked and many other extraneous factors.

The federal government is one large employer of persons with
foreign language skills and examinations for these positions are given
regularly. The degree of required skill is high. Job descriptions are
available. Teachers need this information as well as that concerning
opportunities in their localities and internationally in government and
industry.

Language students who work in hospitals, hotels, travelers aide
offices, tourist bureaus and so on may be convinced of the practicality
of language learning.

Finally, while the loss of college requirements threatens enroll-
ments in both schools and colleges, the situation is not as black as it
is often made out to be.

The presence of foreign languages on a high school student's
transcript continues to be important to colleges. Foreign language
makes the student's transcript look more respectable and broadens
the student's options for higher education. It is also reported that
recruitersfrom colleges that have dropped the foreign language re-
quirement continue to seek students who have taken academic pro-
grams including foreign languages in high school.

The teacher in the classroom. While it is true that society's atti-
tude toward language learning is important in determining whether the
program will flourish, the individual classroom teacher is equally
important. A school can adopt new course titles, teach more culture
or make other changes but if the teacher is deadening and loveless the
course will drive students away. Teacher education continues to be a
most important concern. Even though programmed instruction, lan-
guage laboratories, and even computer assisted instruction may take
over some teaching tasks interaction with a teacher remains essential.
That teacher should be enthusiastic, fluent, and warm.

Many schools have found that the native assistants provided by The
Experiment in International Living or the Amity Aide program can add
excitement to foreign language classes. Teachers who are not fluent
themselves may be hesitant to bring in fluent strangers. Such teachers
have to be helped to understand that the classroom teacher and the
native aide complement one another. They need not be in competition.

The Nashville Public Schools have initiated weekend retreats for
foreign language teachers to provide an opportunity for them to have
intensive language practice and become better acquainted with aspects
of the foreign culture.

Other school districts have offered short refresher courses on
contemporary culture and find that teachers quickly introduce at
least some of the activities into their classrooms.
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Changes in teaching methodology and introduction of new materials
stimulate teacher enthusiasm. The enthusiasm is then also communi-
cated to the learner. The enthusiasm is then often converted into in-
creased learning. In time the novelty wears off and additional change
is necessary.

The renewed attention to teaching about the foreign culture makes
foreign language learning more interesting for many students. How-
ever, materials chosen must be attractive to the particular age group.
For example, elementary and junior high students love pets. A unit
on dogs is likely to be very exciting for this age group. The Washing-
ton, D. C. Latin program for fifth and sixth graders demonstrates
that language learning can be successful with very young learners.

New so-called mini-courses offer students a chance to learn what
they want to learn through the foreign language. Once again teachers
are unlikely to have extensive background in all of the areas in which
students may conceivably express interest. Therefore they should be
willing to learn along with the students if necessary. Teachers and
students can plan such courses together.
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Introduction. We recognize two broad areas for our discussion,
keeping in mind that such topics as 'Specialized Foreign Language
Programs', 'Language Resources and the National Interest', and
'Motivation, Course Type, and Career Objectives' are treated by
other discussion groups. First, we may speak about the technical
vocabulary which may differ considerably from everyday vocabulary.
Second, we may reflect on our own training, how helpful our education
has been for our present needs, and what kind of training we consider
best for the young people of today in order to prepare them for our
subject areas.

Although most mature scholars and subject area specialists would
consider the problems of technical language a minor problem, we
must not forget that most students are still on their own, without
advice and without the benefit of formal training in reading highly
technical literature. Even the mature scientist will encounter diffi-
culties when he must read literature outside of his narrow special
field. We must not forget that such subject areas as philosophy,
psychology, agricultural science, and some areas of technology, are
affected more by national boundaries than other truly international
subject areas such as physics, chemistry, and biology. This problem
could perhaps be of considerable interest to the linguist. The purist
may wonder how to translate 'Stosszahlansatz' and why the German
begleitendes Dreibein should correspond to 'moving trihedron' rather
than 'accompanying tripod' (as I once suggested in ignorance).

The basic question in the second area of discussion is whether or
not a formal, traditional training in grammar, literature, and even
conversation is an important prerequisite for our needs. Are Latin
and Greek useful ? I am inclined to answer both questions in the
affirmative. The better the foundation, the more likely and more
frequently will the foreign language knowledge be used. Although
the need to know may not always be apparent, we have failed every-
time we put aside some foreign work because it seems too difficult
and time-consuming to work through it.

Summary of the discussion. As expected, there was universal
agreement on the value of knowing foreign languages, but some dis-
agreement about the necessity and required depth. Most partici-
pants deplored the decline in the enrollment in foreign languages in
high schools and universities, especially among the nonlanguage
majors, and some felt that this country may well approach a national
crisis . The needs of some government agencies and internationally
oriented finance and business institutions can easily be seen. They
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are, however, often in a position to remedy any deficiencies by
special intensive courses for their employees or prospective em-
ployees. Everyone looks to the professional translator and the foreign
language teacher as the last resort, but it is hard to believe that the
supply of translators and language teachers will be sufficient if the
time comes when everyone else is ignorant of every language except,
and possibly including, his own.

The views of the academic scientists can be summarized by the
findings of Joseph A. Panuska. Most faculty members in his own and
in related departments consider a reading knowledge of French, Ger-
man, or Russian useful but not necessary, both for teaching and for
research. This view may be shared by most scientists, who honestly
look at their pattern of work rather than their prejudices. The 10 per-
cent of scientists who in this survey found a foreign language neces-
sary would perhaps be replaced by 5 percent in a national survey.
There is such a wealth of information available in English, including
reviews of foreign contributions and translations of books and articles,
that no one trying to do work besides reading will have much time left
for reading literature in a foreign language. We may then ask why
the dissenting 5 to 10 percent consider a foreign language necessary
in their work, and whether they could have acquired this knowledge
late in life when the necessity arose. We doubt it, because when an
academician considers a tool a necessity, he may only want to say
that his present work could not be executed to his accustomed standard.
Without the tool, he would do something else, or he would reduce
these standards. Without the knowledge of the foreign language, com-
munication would be 'one-way', and he could be deprived of valuable
information from a competing school abroad. Neither his superior
nor society would notice the loss in scholarship.

While all scientists present at the discussion endorsed the study of
a foreign language, we may list some objections which have been
raised by other scientists on occasion. Granting that the majority
of scientists finds a knowledge of a foreign language useful, is a uni-
versal language requirement justified if only a small minority finds
it necessary? Could not improvements and expansions of translation
services satisfy the needs of the scientific community? It is true
that translations cannot be made available immediately after publi-
cation, but this time lapse is usually not serious, considering that
the work of a scientist has rarely an immediate impact on other
people's work, even within the same country. In most cases we may
be satisfied with the quick translation of an abstract. The main
duties of an academician are communication with his students and re-
search in his laboratory or study; communication with his colleagues
will usually play a minor role.
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Some scientists are not so much opposed to the study of foreign
languages, as they are against the traditional way of teaching them.
A rudimentary knowledge is better than none, and since science itself
teaches and requires discipline, it seems an excessive burden for the
young scientist to shoulder the additional discipline of foreign lan-
guage training. It was pointed out in the discussion that many young
scientists have acquired a fair command of a foreign language by
making it part of their professional training. The first steps may not
look promising to a language teacher, but the enthusiasm compensates
for many deficiencies. The student may look for familiar symbols,
mathematical formulae, graphs, and figures, and he may even under-
stand the work without understanding the words, but this is the ex-
ception rather than the rule. The dictionary is indispensable at the
beginning, but even its extensive use may not bring light into the
matter. Still, the effort required to read a worthwhile paper in one's
own field is smaller than reading a demanding piece of general litera-
ture; it may also lead to a genuine desire to study the language. It is
perhaps a weakness of universities that they do not recognize this
approach to language studies, although many scientists would vouch
for its effectiveness.

All these views and reservations by academic scientists are quite
compatible with the opinion that the study of foreign languages as a
training in discipline, logic, and cultural expression belongs in the
high school and that the early university years should be used to deepen
the already acquired knowledge and apply it to the student's special
interest. At this stage, and especially later in graduate school, the
rigid teaching of a foreign language is misplaced. Without a solid
basis in high school, it becomes admittedly more and more difficult
to find a justification for a study of a foreign language, as the student
penetrates more and more into his chosen special field of knowledge.
It is an irony that the attacks on foreign languages proceed in this
sequence: they are placed on the same level as civics and sex edu-
cation in the high school—notwithstanding the platitude that languages
should be learned while young; then two years of language training at
the university are declared useless; and finally the graduate require-
ments in foreign languages are called a farce.

Similar views were expressed in a letter to Physics Today (April
1972, 23.13) by James H. Vignos from the Physics Department of
Dartmouth College, although they appear there as an afterthought to
an explanation for the elimination of foreign language requirement.
Vignos demonstrates that 'English has become the language of
physicists' by pointing out that 81.3 percent of all physics contri-
butions are available in English, while only 7.2 percent are available
in French, 5.4 percent in German, and 2.4 percent in Russian. The
small figure for Russian contributions is, of course, a result of the
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routine translation of many Russian journals. The scholar who needs
some informations from the Comptes rendus or the Annalen der Physik
can learn from these statistics that the object of his interest is a
rarity indeed. However, Vignos adds:

In addition to the above argument, the physics department being
fully aware of the cultural value of knowing a foreign language
felt that graduate school is neither the time nor place to learn
languages. It was further felt that even the present undergradu-
ate language requirement at Dartmouth should be considered
remedial in nature, that is languages should be taught primarily
in elementary and high schools . . . in the physics department
82 percent of the students had the background equivalent to our
graduate language requirement (4 semesters in one language or
2 semesters in each of two languages), while the remaining
18 percent met half of the requirement. These values are to
be compared with those of the graduate school as a whole, which
were 60 percent and 26 percent respectively.

It would be interesting to know the distribution for other subjects,
but we may safely assume that all scientists have the ability and
possibly even the interest to succeed in a traditional language train-
ing. Some statistics from Chemical Abstracts and Biological Ab-
stracts are used in a short note in Smithsonian (March 1973, 3.13) to
show that German, which used to be 'the first language of scientific
communication' (a claim one may doubt incidentally), has been re-
placed by English, just as Latin was once replaced by German. Ger-
man is now a poor third, while Russian has captured second place.
About 70 percent of all papers abstracted in these journals are in
English. None of these statistical surveys speaks against language
education in high schools and its continuation in the universities.
First, the amount of French and German scientific material has
probably not decreased—the spectacular increase of English and
Russian shows us how indispensable these languages are, if it were
not for the routine translations of Russian papers, without detracting
from other languages. Second, many Europeans and Far-Easterners
used English because they hoped to continue their education in this
country and eventually find permanent positions here. Without this
incentive, many would have published in their own language. The
preeminence of English is at least partly explained by the openness
and the generosity of this country in accepting and absorbing foreign
scientists into the Anglo-American culture. A change of the political
climate, for instance a new wave of nationalism or a shift of wealth
between the nations, may change this preeminence, and the editor of
the Smithsonian would then have good reason to deplore rather than
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rejoice over the earlier replacement of Latin by German as the first
scientific language. Finally, the indiscriminate translation of foreign
scientific material from languages which can easily be learned by a
young person is a waste of our resources which could be used better
elsewhere. By learning these languages, the young scholar cannot
only read the remaining 6 or 7 percent of all scientific publications,
he can even read foreign newspapers and appreciate other people's
thoughts and feelings, an ability which is valued so highly by the
younger generation.

It should be clear that the academic scientist does not and cannot
base his assessment of the value of foreign language studies on the
later needs of his students. He can only speak for himself. Some of
his students will find employment in government agencies or in pri-
vate institutions where they may not be in the fortunate position of
their teachers—being able to ignore any information not available in
English until translations are available. Someone must make these
translations and some person may need the information immediately.
It is entirely wrong that university professors should pass judgment
on the foreign language requirement on the basis of their own experi-
ence in their own subject and occupation, which is known to enjoy
greater freedom and flexibility than other professions. Academic
people should have been asked to make this decision on the basis of
their judgment of what a learned man should know or, better still,
what society will expect from its future elite.

Considering that about 70 percent of the scientists who partici-
pated in Fr. Panuska's survey found a foreign language useful in
their work, we may safely summarize this discussion by saying
that scientists have need for foreign languages and favor such
studies, although presumably at an earlier age. Deficiencies which
are discovered later should be removed by a less formal and more
pragmatic study, but many scientists would probably favor in any
case a continuation of formal language studies in the first years at
the university level. Some participants spoke in favor of Latin and
Greek. The reasons are well known: a rudimentary knowledge of
any modern Western-European language can easily be obtained with
a classical background. Since these classical languages are particu-
larly suited for teaching basic rules of languages and have played a
major role in the creation of our scientific vocabulary, it would
seem most efficient to learn them while young rather than a multitude
of modern West European languages. The study of Russian, which
has become a most important scientific language, should be encour-
aged in any case.

Nothing has been said in this summary about the language needs
of the humanists and the social scientists, and these areas were
indeed rather neglected in the discussion. This is particularly
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unfortunate in the case of the social sciences because their need for
foreign languages could have shed light on their scientific nature:
their international character and their dedication to absolute, uni-
versal, and objective truth. Judging from our experience, we can
recommend similar discussions for these subject area specialists.

We have mentioned before the opinion of some scientists that the
study of a foreign language would be more attractive if it could be
fused with the study of the professional field of knowledge. One may
interpret this as an endorsement of those courses which prepare
graduate students for the reading examination, if these courses would
require more extensive prerequisites and would be narrowed down to
the student's interest rather than be spread over a broad area of
knowledge. Such courses would introduce the student to the technical
vocabulary. Most participants agreed, however, that once the lan-
guage has been mastered, the technical vocabulary will cause only
minor difficulties and frustration to the expert in the subject area,
partly because of the context, and partly because of an internationally
agreed technical vocabulary which very often is derived from Latin
or Greek. Because of close international contacts, even those terms
which were not derived from the classical languages become soon
universally accepted, or at least understood. It is perhaps a fasci-
nating subject for the linguist. It seems that scientists have no hesi-
tation to accept a term from a foreign language. These words freeze
into their language almost like mathematical symbols with a strict
technical meaning, leaving free the nearest equivalent from their own
language and thereby enriching their vocabulary. One could, there-
fore, speak of 'proper eigenvalues', if the need should ever arise,
although the nearest equivalent to eigenvalues is 'proper values'.
Sometimes foreign words remain out of respect to the originator or
because they are associated with a landmark in the historical de-
velopment of the subject area. The typical German constructions
Stosszahlansatz and Bremsstrahlung are impossible to translate in
a compact way, although there is no compelling reason to use English
words which are faithful translations of the slightly excentric German
words. More recent and even more excentric words are the 'barn',
the 'quark' and others. Although scientists are willing to accept
such technical terms, they have sometimes disagreed in the past
when naming concepts after the true or imagined inventor, e. g.
Avogadro's number versus Loschmidt's number or Gauss' law versus
Ostrogradsky's law. This can be quite frustrating to the beginner.

In some areas the technical vocabulary poses more serious prob-
lems. Examples were given of variations in naming concepts from
the mining industry in neighboring countries in Latin America. It
seems typical of less academic branches of technology, where the
influence of the old craftsman is still felt and international
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communication has had little effect, to find interesting variations in
the vocabulary. None of the participants in the discussion found this
a serious problem for the subject area specialists in general. But
it was suggested that an international effort be made to collect these
treasures of languages.

We may conclude with a general observation: at least in the
natural sciences, the need for a knowledge of a foreign language
depends less on the subject area than on its use. These needs may
be very demanding for someone working in an intelligence agency or
in an international corporation. But because of the overwhelming
importance of English in scientific literature, the language needs of
the academician have accordingly decreased. It shows again that the
academician may be a poor judge for the language needs of his stu-
dents in their later lives. And in any case, there is still an output
of about 15 percent of physics literature in French and German; many
older important books and articles have never been translated. It
is therefore both foolish and dangerous to lessen foreign language
education in high schools and universities.
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Introduction

Until recently, language education in this country could be rather
neatly divided into two opposing camps: the academic and the commer-
cial. In the academic variety, virtually every detail of the procedure
was decided by the responsible language department. Since students
were required to complete a language sequence for the bachelor's
degree, realty only two choices were left up to the student: the lan-
guage to be studied and the option of selecting the most convenient
time-slot among the sections offered. The basic requirement of
uniformity for efficiency's sake made individualization generally
counterproductive; the requirement of a four-semester sequence en-
couraged providing every student with exactly the same content and
method for at least the first three semesters. The commercial
language training camp, however, offered a very different program.
Here not only the language and the time-slot were the customer's
choice; the fact that the student is not bound to earning credits and
can shop around for the school or tutor providing just the training
desired brings genuine competition into the picture. Of course, a
certain amount of system-mixing occurred; quite a few nondegree
students take language courses at colleges and universities solely
for the purpose of the training perse, and students are often forced
to turn to commercial training to acquire a language they cannot get
for credit.

In any event, the general trend toward abolition of the language
requirement for the bachelor's degree has changed the picture sub-
stantially. In the past there was virtually no escape from language
training other than the completion of an acceptable language concen-
tration on the high school level. But now students are no longer
forced to include language in their curricula; the proof that they are
greatly relieved that this is the case can be read from declining
registration figures. Language departments are now competing on
the open elective market, and if few students choose to invest their
time and money in this product, it may very well be that the fault is
with the product and not with the student.

It would be an obvious solution for language departments to com-
pete for student enrollment in the same way that commercial train-
ing does: by offering the customer as many options as possible, so
that he is more likely to get what he wants rather than what we want
to give him. A first step in this direction is the abandonment of the
concept that all students who study language should and must begin
with the traditional four-semester four-skill sequence; such a
sequence is often simply more than the student wants or needs.
Language departments will obviously retain such training for their
potential majors and minors. But a number of one-semester
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no-prerequisite no-postrequisite modules should be offered each
semester for the nonmajor/nonminor. Clearly, these offerings may
not be simply speeded-up or watered-down versions of the standard
program. They must be courses specifically designed to provide an
integral self-sufficient academic training unit within one semester:
a pragmatically attainable and equally pragmatically useful skill.

Discussion

Discussion was initiated by presentations by three local members
of the group who are presently giving courses of the sort character-
ized by the position paper. Jere Fleck outlined a reading course in
Swedish, Danish, and Norwegian in one semester. This course
traded on two unique factors: (1) the similarity of written Swedish,
Danish, and Norwegian to one another, and (2) the similarity of their
shared 'grammar' with that of English. In order to stress the simi-
larity, no spoken word of the three target languages is permitted in
classes; every word or phrase cited is either written on the board or
spelled out letter-by-letter. This otherwise unwieldy technique avoids
an unrealistic convenience-pronunciation common to courses in dead
languages—a practice which would have dire effects if the student
were to start acquiring an active knowledge of one of the target lan-
guages at a later date. It also avoids, for example, learning Swedish
pronunciation and then treating Danish and Norwegian as misspelled
Swedish. Furthermore, students turned off by their own clumsiness
in learning to make 'foreign sounds' are not disadvantaged in such an
approach. And since this course is directed particularly toward ful-
filling the needs of students of history, political science, economics,
interior design, and library science—in other words, to service stu-
dents who need only reading skills—disregarding the spoken language
is in no way short-changing the student. At the end of one semester,
the class is able to decode advanced texts (literary samples, news-
paper texts, etc.) with considerable facility, referring whenever
necessary to a grammar and dictionary. This course has become
rather popular at College Park and can now be followed up with
'Reading Ibsen, Strindberg, and Hamsun' in the original.

Eva Maria Fleck presented a course entitled 'German Reading
Facility in One Semester'. Here also all stress is placed on acquir-
ing reading facility alone. The 'grammar', far more complex than
English, must be made accessible in the first few sessions, as the
first texts read are undoctored samples of literary German. As
Bowie State is a smaller four-year college which has abolished the
language requirement, keeping a traditional ^four-semester program
alive is a constant battle. On the other hand, a reading skills pack-
age makes good sense to students planning to go on to graduate
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studies. A follow-up reading option is also possible for this course,
but none has been given to date.

Karl Stowasser offers a practicum in languages of the Near East
servicing mainly students of History with a graduate reading require-
ment in these languages. Arabic, Persian, and Turkish are offered
under the same course number on an almost self-service basis. Stu-
dents a re advised to begin by developing at least a working knowledge
of Arabic first for two reasons: (1) Arabic is grammatically by far
the most complex of the three languages and therefore requires more
supervised study, and (2) Arabic grammar plays such an important
role in literary or even modern newspaper Persian. The interplay
of three so diverse languages, one Semitic, one Indo-European, one
Altaic, sharing such a large amount of common vocabulary and cul-
tural background, provides a unique language teaching problem hardly
best served by independent four-skill language acquisition sequences.

Materials for the three sample courses discussed were distributed.
Questions from the group were general as few present were actually
active in providing such specialized courses. Considerable debate
centered on such topics as the advisability of using literary texts in
a reading skills course. The question 'Can such training limited to
the written word ever result in a worthwhile cultural experience?'
proved that the traditionalist attitude was represented. Some in-
sight into extremely specialized language training was afforded by
a member of the Gallaudet faculty. More active interest was shown
to concern the role specialized language training plays (or should
play) within departmental structure, some expressing the fear that
it represents a collapse of academic standards, etc.

Results

As specialized language training is, by nature, a specialized
matter, few general results could be expected. Those active in such
work seemed to agree in certain more 'political' than academic
details:

(1) Administrations, departments, and colleagues are generally
suspicious of any specialized programs, particularly if they prove
popular with students. Consequently, teachers interested in offering
such courses should be extremely fastidious as to requiring higher
academic results than usual as a form of self-protection.

(2) Frontal attacks on administrations and departments to estab-
lish specialized courses at present are almost certainly doomed to
failure. If the teacher is willing to offer the course (a) under a cover
number ('Individualized Study', 'Proseminar for German Literature',
'Basket-Weaving', etc.), (b) to do all his publicity work by means of
posters, handouts, word of mouth, etc. , and (c) to teach the course
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above and beyond the normal teaching load, then chances for success
are quite high.

(3) Once a course has been taught several times 'under cover' and
has proven both academic content and student popularity, it can be
suggested for acceptance into the curriculum. On the other hand, if
it flops this is much less embarrassing if the course is less visible
and labeled as 'experimental'.

(4) In order to avoid making departmental 'waves', specialized
courses should be designed to service an academic need outside one's
own department. Courses which draw colleagues' students out of
one's own major are an obvious 'no-no'. But if a course can draw
75 percent or better enrollment of students who otherwise would
never take anything in that department, it is almost certain of being
welcome.

And so, to faire bonne mine a mauvais jeu, offering specialized
foreign language training is not everyone's cup of tea. It demands
extra effort, brings few rewards other than personal gratification
and student gratitude, and will probably remain a rather esoteric
sort of pedagogic activity.

STUDY PROGRAMS ABROAD

Reported by the Chairman: Robert Lager, Georgetown University

Invited discussants
Paul Lacroix, Am. Inst. of Julia M. Burks, USIA
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Any discussion of study programs abroad requires that such pro-
grams be divided into geographical groups which have similar prob-
lems and which follow similar trends. Programs in the countries of
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Western Europe, Eastern Europe, and Japan have established them-
selves and have enjoyed a great growth during the decade of the 1960s.
Programs in these areas now face problems very much unlike those
which face study programs which are beginning to be established in
Africa, Asia, and other developing areas of the world.

The number of types of programs now in progress or in the various
stages of planning in the various language and cultural areas of the
world is great. Now available to the American student are language
study programs of short duration (mostly conducted during the summer
vacation period); language programs of semester or academic year
length which include, in addition to language study, instruction in the
culture, literature, and history of the target language; programs of
study in foreign universities for the student already fluent in the target
language in which any academic study may be pursued; and programs
which make it possible for the American student to work and live in
the foreign environment while studying there. There exist also a
great number of programs which encourage exchange of citizens be-
tween countries along professional or cultural lines. These are be-
yond the scope of this paper as they are not formal study programs.

Study programs are of two general types. They either bring the
student to the country of instruction in a group with other American
students, providing him a program which is similar for all partici-
pants in the group, or provide him the opportunity to study in a
foreign educational institution much the same as the students of the
local country. The individual program is more widespread in the
countries of Western Europe which accept students from the United
States without direct intervention of their governments. The major-
ity of the programs in the countries of Eastern Europe are conducted
as a result of formal educational and cultural treaties between govern-
ments .

Nongovernmental study programs in Eastern Europe are generally
of the group study type such as those sponsored by the Council on
International Educational Exchange in the Soviet Union and by various
American universities in Poland and Yugoslavia. Although oppor-
tunities for individual study exist in some countries of Eastern Eur-
ope, most such programs are the result of governmental exchange
programs and are generally restricted to graduate students conduct-
ing dissertation research or to faculty also engaged in research.

Much more variety in type and scope of study programs is found
in Western Europe, where almost every type of conceivable program
can be found for the American student interested in the broad range
of academic endeavor. Programs in this area are also the oldest
and best established. The last ten to fifteen years have seen a phe-
nomenal growth in the number of students from the United States who
spend a part of their academic career in a Western European university.
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The problems which face study programs in Western Europe dur-
ing the coming decade are primarily due to overcrowding. The uni-
versities of Europe have seen a dramatic increase in numbers of stu-
dents during the recent years, causing the large influx of foreign
students to be less attractive to them. The general feeling now is one
of a responsibility to the citizens of the country. The result has been
a reduction in the special considerations afforded to Americans by
European universities. As a result, American students in Western
Europe can expect higher tuition and fees for students who are not
citizens of the country in which they wish to study. This is not a
result of an 'anti-foreign student' movement, rather merely a re-
action to the need to provide for ever-growing numbers of students
in European universities. Increased difficulty in finding low-cost
student housing can also be expected.

Any list of the programs available in Western Europe and the
American colleges and universities which support them would require
more space than permitted here. However, in general these programs
are well known and of high quality. Such a list would, of course, in-
clude programs in Japan.

The problems facing study programs in Africa, the Middle East,
and Asia are of a somewhat different nature. In these areas the
American student or an institution interested in sponsoring programs
sometimes are confronted with difficulties in availability of sufficient
classroom and housing facilities. Often faculties are not sufficiently
large to accommodate an influx of foreign students.

In many respects, the coming period will be one of establishment
and growth in these areas. Solid programs already exist in Egypt,
Indonesia, and some of the African republics, to name only a few.
Increased interest among American students in the language and cul-
ture of these nations will surely lead to larger programs and programs
of a more varied nature.

A perennial problem facing both students and sponsoring institutions
is the best manner in which to relate the experience gained by students
abroad to the programs on the home campus. Many students find
that, after studying abroad, the courses available to them on the home
campus are not sufficient either in number or in content. As a result
they are often left with the feeling that their work is not challenging.
This great influx of students with foreign study experience has also
had a very positive effect on the curricula of many American insti-
tutions, bringing about the establishment of new courses and various
types of interdisciplinary programs which encourage the student to
relate his overseas experience to his overall college experience.
Needless to say, the experience which these students bring back to
the home campus has a salubrious effect on the development of a
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higher level of achievement within the programs of any given depart-
ment in the university.

Probably one of the most serious problems facing us in the 1970s
is the matter of finances. The rapid growth of programs abroad dur-
ing the past ten to twelve years was in no small part a result of
generous funding on the part of the United States government which,
through such programs as Fulbright-Hays and others, provided rather
large sums of money to encourage American students to study abroad.
The past two or three years have seen the virtual disappearance of
funds provided under the National Defense Educational Act and other
governmental funding programs. It is indeed unfortunate that, in a
time of inflation, devaluation, and increased costs abroad, the stu-
dent will not be able to turn to such governmental sources for finan-
cial support.

The recent fluctuations in the value of the dollar have added an
element of uncertainty in the planning of programs. One can no
longer be certain that prices quoted in advance will still be in effect
at the actual time of the program. In recent years this has caused
an increase in the price to the student, often at the last moment
after plans have been made.

A universal problem facing sponsoring institutions is that of
assigning a grade or granting credit for work done abroad. In the
past, various methods have been used ranging from the stationing of
an American 'faculty person in residence' on foreign campuses to the
requirement that examinations be taken and passed after return and
prior to the granting of credit. Fortunately, the current trend seems
to be toward the granting of credit for work done on foreign campuses.
This seems reasonable and fair particularly due to the fact that we
have control over the place and type of study that our students will
perform abroad. It is the responsibility of the profession to know
the programs and institutions which it allows the students to attend.
The student should be able to take it for granted that once his program
is approved and successfully completed, no further requirements
will be asked of him.

The question of 'group' programs versus 'individual' programs
has been the subject of some controversy lately. It would seem that
the purpose of the program would dictate this. The student who is
going abroad with minimal or no fluency in the language of instruction,
and whose purpose is primarily to increase fluency in that language,
is probably better served by a group program. In countries where
such possibilities exist, the 'Junior Year Abroad' student or the
graduate student will generally profit more from the 'individual' type
of study which is afforded to all the regular students of a given uni-
versity. Problems of living and studying as an American in a foreign
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environment in such cases are better met by the individual student as
a part of the overall learning experience.

Such possibilities for individual study do not as yet exist in some
of the countries of Eastern Europe and, therefore, the group programs
remain the sole possibility of study in these environments. One may
surmise that the first Americans to study in the Republic of China will
also travel there as a group and be provided a particular program of
study especially prepared for them as a group.

It is interesting to note that none of the participants at the recent
Round Table introduced the question of the value of study programs
abroad. The controversy which raged some years ago concerning
the relative value of foreign and domestic study programs seems, in
the main, to have been resolved. The general consensus is that the
aims and goals of both are diverse; that domestic programs should
concentrate on what we do best at home and the student be sent abroad
for that instruction which can be most efficiently carried on there.
Discussion now centers around improving the value of the foreign
experience for the American student and providing him with the best
possible program.

I have attempted here to point out some of the problems facing us
and some of the directions being taken. It is, I believe, safe to say
that the foreign study experience is a permanent fixture in American
higher education and that ever more and more American students
will make this experience a part of their college experience.

LINGUISTIC MODELS AND LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

Reported by the Chairman: Winfred P. Lehmann, University
of Texas

Invited discussants
Michael Zarechnak, GU
Leopold K. Engels, U. of

Leuven
Pierre Maubrey, GU

Participants
Ingeborg E. Schleier,

Howard U.
Paul S. Larudee, GU
Peter Gerhards, German S.
John Arbuckle, Millersville

St. C.

James C. King, George Wash. U.
Francis P. Dinneen, S. J., GU
James R. Frith, FSI
Wilfried Ver Eecke, GU

Marcia L. Sanders, ACTION
Randall L. Jones, CIA Lang. S.
Lawrence L. Hall, Howard U.
Patrick W. Conner, U. of Maryland
Pierre F. Cintas, U. of Virginia
Maria Wilhelm, DLI
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Introduction

In drawing on linguistics, most teachers of second languages have
not concerned themselves with models of language. The lack of con-
cern with formal models may be ascribed to an assumption that lan-
guages are alike in their general structure. In the western world,
language teachers have used Latin, or a more generalized late Indo-
European, as a picture of languages. Rather than specify the relation-
ship of phonology to syntax and semantics, not to speak of labeling
these as components in a grammar, they have assumed that in teach-
ing language they must treat the lexicon, the syntactic and morpho-
logical patterns, and the sound system.

The basic problems in learning a foreign language then are not
revealed in a theorist's conception of language. Rather, they are
assumed to arise from differences in characteristic patterns and
details of any specific language. Everyone masters such character-
istic patterns and details when he learns his native language. And he
must learn his second language in terms of these. This point of view
is implicit in many statements on foreign language study; a recent
presentation may be found on pp. 10-15 of A Handbook of Bilingual
Education by Muriel R. Saville and Rudolph C. Troike (Washington,
D.C., TESOL, 1971).

As a result of this point of view, it is further assumed that the
learner of a second language faces some of his main problems in
coming to perceive the differences between his native language and
the language to be learned, as well as in overcoming them and
mastering the new patterns. Achievement of these aims has been
sought through findings of disciplines other than linguistics such as
psychology, especially in its concern with perception and learning
theory. While the methods applied by teachers to provide their stu-
dents with a realization of their own patterns and the different pat-
terns in the second language are accordingly based on pedagogical
principles, they have been interpreted by some linguists as based
on the foreign language teacher's model of language. A notable
example is Noam Chomsky's estimate of current practices in lan-
guage teaching, as presented in two frequently cited statements;
these are conveniently available in Readings in Applied Transfor-
mational Grammar, 1970, ed. by Mark Lester (New York, Holt,
Rinehart and Winston), though in the second edition of 1973 the
statement appearing originally in The Listener, 79.686-91 (1968)
has been dropped.
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The approaches in these papers have been dealt with by various
adherents of transformational grammar. There have also been
occasional critiques, as in the recently published 'editorial' by
W. Freeman Twaddell, 'Straw Men and Pied Pipers', Foreign Lan-
guage Annals, 1973.

The formulation of models for language is relatively recent. Lin-
guists like August Schleicher, Leonard Bloomfield, and Bernard
Bloch used formal procedures in their study of language, yet models
were not proposed by linguists until a decade or two ago. The most
prominent models of language were formulated by transformational
generative linguists. Chomsky has advocated transformational gram-
mar as having 'potential impact on the teaching of language' through
four of its tenets: 'the "creative" aspect of language use; the ab-
stractness of linguistic representation; the universality of underlying
linguistic structure; the role of intrinsic organization in cognitive
processes' (Lester 1973:40). As a specific example of an application
of transformational grammar, Helmut Esau has proposed that de-
pendent word order (SOV) is basic in German and should be taught
before normal word order (SVO) (Unterrichtspraxis 1972:127-39).

Case grammar has been proposed in another recent paper (Heidi
Platt ITL 15.31-45) as providing a 'generative system of foreign lan-
guage acquisition on a semantic basis.'

In examining language models for their value in second language
teaching instructors may hope to draw primarily from generative
syntax and generative semantics.

Summary of the discussion

The invited discussants examined these views and others proposed
in the course of the discussion, largely from the point of view of lan-
guage teachers rather than theoretical linguists. The first discussant,
Francis P. Dinneen, raised the question of determining the criteria
which might be used in selecting a useful linguistic model, or even
the best model. For this end, a 'super-linguistics' would be neces-
sary by which any of the currently discussed models or any models
proposed in the future might be evaluated. The skepticism implicit
in this statement regarding the benefits of any specific linguistic
model was also evident in the comments of many further discussants.

For Leopold K. Engels, models are important to the teacher in
contributing to his understanding of his subject. Teaching is essen-
tially a matter of finding strategies for effectively presenting a sub-
ject. Besides gaining insights into language from any carefully
developed model the teacher can also make use of it when he devises
pedagogical techniques. Structural linguistics, for example, illus-
trated to language teachers the advantages of substitution drills.
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Transformational grammar in turn suggests structures which may be
presented in relation to each other. In deference to the proponents
of transformational grammar, however, the resulting drill may well
be called 'meaningful practice'.

For Engels one of the basic problems in language teaching is getting
the student to speak. Most second language teaching is directed at
adults. Adults do not like imitative activities. Whatever devices
can be adopted from any approach to overcome this problem are im-
portant; much of Engels own theoretical effort has been directed at
developing such devices.

Pierre Maubrej' also concentrated on the pedagogical assistance
which teachers hope to derive from theoretical linguistics. For him
it is essential that the differences in patterns between one language
and another be determined, particularly the patterns of meaning. Ex-
amples may be taken from expressions for time, for quantity, for
dimensions in French versus English. Maubrey considers it essential
that elementary units of meaning be determined in terms of the struc-
tures in which they belong, not in terms of rules. Recognizing the
meaning structures of a given language involves knowing not merely
the language itself but also the cultural background of the speakers.

Wilfried Ver Eecke sees a particularly close relationship between
language and culture, as portrayed in the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis.
For mastery of a foreign language, students must understand cul-
tural differences such as those reflected in the uses of the second
person pronouns in French, as opposed to English, or the differences
in Latin and Greek in the use of such terms as Greek plstis 'faith'
which has both the subjective meaning of Latin fides and the objective
meaning of Latin argumentum. For Ver Eecke, this example illus-
trates an important distinction between the two languages and the two
cultures, a distinction which the language teacher must know if he
is to present languages effectively. Accordingly language teaching
involves knowledge of the cultural context in which a language is used
as well as a linguistic model.

The cultural context of the student taking languages seemed parti-
cularly important to James C. King, who illustrated his concern by
citing a shift in the interests of his own students taking Sanskrit.
Formerly they elected the subject because of an interest in linguistics
and literature, whereas their interest at present is to learn Sanskrit
as a tool for undertaking philosophical and religious stud}'. Thus, the
student of Sanskrit today may have little interest in linguistic models,
and it may even be difficult for the language teacher to present a lan-
guage like Sanskrit effectively to such students.

Concern with the aims of the students in the classroom is also the
prime objective of Michael Zarechnak, who used the term 'model'
for this relationship in giving another focus to the topic of the group.
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Though Zarechnak stressed the importance of having a linguistic
model, as in other applications of linguistics such as computational
linguistics, of far greater importance to him is the relationship be-
tween the teacher and the student. For James R. Frith this relation-
ship is also a primary matter of concern in language study; the very
term 'teacher' or 'instructor' reflects an arrogance which may inter-
fere with the learning of languages.

Concern with linguistic models accordingly opened a broad dis-
cussion. Some of the participants as opposed to the invited discussants
even expressed surprise at the 'many definitions given to a clear
title', in the words of Pierre F. Cintas. Cintas applies views of
transformational grammar in his language teaching, such as those
on relative clause reduction. But his students scarcely need the re-
sults derived from a transformational approach to language in order
to comprehend this situation in language. Others too, Randall L.
Jones and Jean Longmire, look to models for providing insights into
language, but find that a language teaching model is the essential
for the language teacher, rather than a linguistic model. Indeed,
L. K. Engels pointed out that too close adherence to a current ver-
sion of a linguistic model may be unproductive, as illustrated by a
paper of Helmut Esau's, which also received comment from Ingeborg
E. Schleier. Following an early conception of transformational
grammar regarding German as an OV language, Esau proposed that
students should be taught subordinate sentences first. This point of
view did not seem useful, partly because of the difficulties resulting
from the presentation of complex sentences at the beginning of a stu-
dent's concern with the language. Moreover, subsequent views of
transformational grammarians led to modification of the earlier
identification of German as OV, and to the position that German is
basically VO in structure.

Probably the sharpest statement in favor of eclecticism on the
part of the language teacher was Walter Cook's, who expressed his
point of view by saying that no linguistic model is divinely inspired.
This point of view was shared by most participants in the group.

For William J. Alatis, transformational models are useful in
getting the interest of students. For Ver Eecke any model provides
heuristic value, and is useful as long as it buoys up teacher and stu-
dent. For many of the participants linguistic models, though useful,
are only the beginning of a language teacher's concerns. Mary R.
Miller advocated drawing on studies of first language acquisition.
The current work of philosophers like Searle and of sociolinguists
seemed to Paul S. Larudee to demand a broader conception of lan-
guage than is afforded by the standard linguistic models, one that
views language as a system of behavior.
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The discussion of the Group proceeded from concern with linguistic
models proper to broader models attempting to comprehend language
and its use. A language teaching model, taking into account the world
view of the students and that of the speakers of the target language,
learning theory, and linguistic models, seemed to many discussants
the proper goal for language instruction.

LANGUAGE LEARNING TECHNOLOGY AND TEACHING SKILLS

Reported by the Chairman: Joseph H. Sheehan, Georgetown Uni-
versity

Invited discussants
Robert Willis, NYU
Alfred S. Hayes, Federal City C.
Reinhold Freudenstein, Marburg

U.

James W. Dodge, Middlebury C.
Hugo Mueller, American U.
Joseph C. Hutchinson, DLI

Participants
Marian M. Walter, Millers-

ville State Coll.
Liliane Granieri, French S.
Robert Ruskin, GU
Lloyd S. McBeth, Oakland C.C.
Maria Teresa Font, George

Mason U.
Grace J. Joseph, Montgomery

Co. Adult Ed.
Heinz G. Engler, DLI
Michael Biondi, GU

Barbara S. Izzo, GU
Pedro F. Vazquez, GU
Marilyn J. Conwell, Rosemont C.
Thomas T. Blattler, GU
Dean H. Obrecht, U. of Rochester
Stephen A. Vann, GU
Gustavo A. Fierro, GU
Margie A. Martinac, Fairfax

Co. H.S.
Daniel Dato, GU
Dorothy A. Pedtke, CAL

The chairman opened the interest group on Language Learning
Technology and Teaching Skills with a position paper defining the
concept of Language Learning Technology. The paper stated that a
language student has as his proximate objective 'to learn the lan-
guage'. This can be interpreted to mean his acquisition of language
skills, a process which can be mediated by a teacher who is not only
proficient in the language, but also conversant with the process of
acquiring language skills. In sum, the student sets a goal; the teacher
helps him attain the goal by acting as a qualified mediator.

The paper posed the following questions: (1) what are those lan-
guage skills to be acquired? (2) how can a teacher be trained to help
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a student acquire those skills ? (3) what technology is presently
available for the language learning situation?

The third question above became the subject for discussion. The
chairman defined instructional technology as a systematic application
of scientifically based knowledge to learning-teaching requirements.
Such a technology might be categorized as 'relative' in that it borrows
what human or nonhuman means are already available and applies
them to problems of instruction. This would include audio tape and
cassettes to bring the voices of native speakers to the student, or
television to provide a cultural setting, gestures, or immediate feed-
back. On the other hand it might emphasize principles and rationales
such as a taxonomy of educational objectives, Foreign Language Inter-
action Analysis (FLINT), close procedures, and Personalized System
of Instruction (PSI). These would be considered 'constructive'.

The discussion led to a consideration of how educational technology
could be applied to language learning-teaching, and what nonhuman
resources could be employed in the process by the learner and the
teacher.

The chairman then referred to some of the statements of the
speakers in the general session. He noted that Harris claimed that
theoretical linguistics would not support a technology of language
teaching, the real expert being the teacher. He mentioned Engels'
comment that behavioristic theory-based materials have been re-
jected by students, a fact which provides an insight into why the lan-
guage laboratory is not as well attended as it was formerly. He
cited Birkmaier's remarks on the importance of the audio-visual com-
ponent in language teaching, especially where the culture is not readily
available to the student.

The following discussion centered on the theme mentioned above,
i. e. what technology is presently available for the language learning
situation. Four areas of interest were mentioned: (1) cassettes,
(2) programmed learning, (3) videotape, and (4) the future of Language
Learning Technology.

Hutchinson told of an experiment at the Defense Language Institute
(DLI) School in El Paso, where 500 cassette recorders were used in
the teaching of Vietnamese in addition to the regular language labora-
tory. The students were enthusiastic because the cassettes were
handy and made the language material more accessible. Nonetheless,
there was no noticeable difference. Hutchinson noted that the cost for
upkeep was insignificant, if one avoided using batteries. The fact
that students did not record provoked a discussion wherein some
stated that recording was not useful as homework anyway. Hutchin-
son indicated that DLI did not have an instrument to measure the
proficiency of students using cassettes as opposed to those using the
regular laboratory. Further, there was no noticeable increase in
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language proficiency as a result of using cassettes in addition to
tapes.

The students' recording of Voice of America (VOA) broadcast onto
cassettes was encouraged as a means of individualizing instruction.
This is done at the Foreign Service Institute (FSI) as well as the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) Language School.

It was reported that in Europe there is a trend to install cassette
language laboratories which allow students to take tapes home for
individualized instruction.

From individualized instruction the discussion moved to programmed
learning. This technology had been encouraged and forecast by Hayes
in 1962 at the Northeast Conference on the Teaching of Foreign Lan-
guages in his paper 'Current Issues in Language Teaching.' It was
noted that it had taken ten years to apply the theory of language pro-
gramming to the classroom. The School of Languages and Linguistics
at Georgetown now has a new course entitled 'Language Programming'.

The statement was made that programmed instruction enabled a
student to evaluate himself. This led to a discussion on whether this
skill was a desirable activity for a student or whether it should be
limited to those students who want to be teachers. Ruskin then in-
formed the group of the Personalized System of Instruction (PSI),
which uses self-pacing unitized materials in a classroom setting
and a student proctor who is an interactor. About 2000 professors
around the country are involved in PSI, and of these over 100 are in
languages and linguistics at such institutions as LSU, Texas, and
Georgia State.

Mueller then shared with the group his insight as a textbook writer
and language teacher. In his elementary text for German he uses
partial programming in each lesson. The first phase of a lesson
allows the traditional interaction in the classroom between the stu-
dent and teacher; in the second phase, the student uses the programmed
section when he goes home or to the language laboratory to study and
is therefore on his own to review, drill, and learn.

Mueller carried the discussion from programming to videotape by
informing the group of his enthusiasm for a set of materials for
teaching Spanish being developed by Hubermann at the American Uni-
versity in Washington, D. C. The dialogues in these materials have
been acted out and put on videotape. The videotape can be stopped,
replayed, played without sound, and re-recorded in class. Twenty-
nine positions in the language laboratory are being equipped with tele-
vision monitors so that students can use the videotapes on their own
as drill or review.

At this point Willis warned that our cultural orientation towards
film and videotape is to consider these as entertainment media. How
does one reconcile a story line which provides entertainment (e.g.
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Does boy get girl?) and the 'instructional tension' which causes
learning to occur ? No solution to the problem was forthcoming.

Ruskin then told of Postlewaite of Purdue University, who uses
the Auto-tutorial Approach, a multimedia technique stressing the
notion that the more sense modalities one can affect, the more pro-
ductive the learning process will be. The approach also emphasizes
self-pacing and immediate feedback.

To conclude the discussion the question was asked 'What does the
future hold for the foreign language teacher and Language Learning
Technology?'

Freudenstein, Director of the Center for Information on Language
Teaching Materials and Methods, in Germany, reported on a con-
ference on language laboratories which was held in London last year
with delegates from fifteen East and West European countries. He
summarized the history of the language laboratory in Europe, noting
that in the past, too, much emphasis was placed on the system and
on skills, while one important factor was lost in the process—the
learner. Freudenstein stated that in the multimedia approach today
the teacher is no longer called 'teacher' but rather 'mediator'. The
'mediator' uses 'media' which he deems appropriate for his student
population and for the teaching situation. We should have, in his
opinion, as many technological aids available as is possible so that
the teacher and student may select the best media for a particular
task.

Regarding the future of educational technology in the United States
Dodge indicated that the technology is already here. However, he
added that education lags in the utilization of space-age technology.
He predicted that money would continue to be a problem in this area
and that the use of technology by the teacher is not going to increase
or decrease greatly. Technological aids should be used by teachers
who are properly trained to use a variety of media and it is not the
responsibility of technology but rather of the teacher trainers to pre-
pare the classroom teacher to use the latest technology.

Dodge foresees a resurgence of interest in video programming
when American industry finally brings video cassette recorders to
the 'affordable' and families have a video cassette player in their own
homes as they now have color television.
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Language planning as traditionally discussed in the literature for
the most part focuses on the kinds of problems facing the developing
countries, including the selection or modification of a national lan-
guage, the development or revision of writing systems, and planned
language change.

Bjorn H. Jernudd, in taking exception to this state of affairs, sug-
gests that research on language planning should not continue to be
limited to the developing nations where a language choice has recently
been made, nor to countries in which language is a burning political
issue. He correctly states that many questions of language planning
may as well concern the developed nations.

It is the purpose of this session to expand Jernudd's suggestion and
to jointly explore the language planning needs of a developed country
like the United States with a highly sophisticated and complex network
of international relations; a country which has interlocking treaties
with almost every nation in the world, both military and political,
and with all of the responsibilities and obligations this entails; with
an economy deeply linked with the balance of world trade; and with a
restless pluralistic society facing an identity crisis from within—to
melt or not to melt.

Joan Rubin has suggested there are three proposals for typologies
of language problems which have been put forward thus far.

(1) An early typology (Haugen 1966) which establishes a matrix of
linguistic form and linguistic function viewed in terms of initiation
and implementation.

(2) A second typology (Rabin 1971) categorized language planning
aims in accordance with the disciplinary expertise required to deal
with the problem.

(3) The third typology (Neustupnf 1970) suggests two basically
different approaches to the resolution of language problems: the
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policy approach (standardization, literacy, etc.) and the cultivation
approach (style, correctness, etc.). The nature of the problems of
national language planning that face the United States suggests a
fourth but complementary typology. A resources-oriented typology
may provide a more suitable approach.

The barest outline of such a typology includes on the one hand both
human and physical resources, and on the other planning and data
collection and implementation.

Physical resources

Human resources

Initiation
1.

1.

Survey supply
and demand.

Survey supply
and demand.

Implementation
2.

2.

Initiate research and
development pro-
grams.

Initiate training
programs.

(1) The physical resources include the full range of hardware—the
specialized classrooms, language laboraties, audio-visual and com-
puterized instructional facilities; and the software—the film strips,
slides, tapes, and textbooks, dictionaries, grammars, and readers.
A full survey of all available resources would constitute one important
data base upon which to project demand in accordance with established
national foreign language goals.

(2) Based upon the supply and demand data, research and develop-
ment programs would be implemented.

(3) The human resources are far more complicated, but would
include the full range of needs for Americans knowledgeable in modern
foreign languages in education at all levels, business, industry, com-
merce, government, and the arts and humanities. A full survey of
demand remains to be carried out. The supply of persons would not
only include the graduates of programs in the schools, colleges, and
universities, but the proprietary schools as well. The ethnic minori-
ties constitute an important but neglected resource of supply for many
languages. Census data is useful for part of the data base.

(4) After a careful analysis of the supply and demand information,
training programs to fill the remaining gaps and needs should then be
developed.

The above typology has limitations in application and should only
be used as an ancillary tool. A full resolution of the bilingual edu-
cation problem in this country, for example, requires approaches as
outlined in other typologies. This typology on the other hand views
the minority language communities as part of the available supply of
human resources—a supply which needs to be cultivated and main-
tained in new and imaginative ways.
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A resources-oriented typology for national language planning, such
as described above, may provide an approach more suitable to the
language planning needs in the United States. It is hoped that this
session will encourage discussion along these lines while concen-
trating on the primary need for the development of adequate data bases
upon which a national foreign language policy may be built. Each of
the invited discussants represents a unique contribution to the estab-
lishment of the data bases.

Richard D. Lambert. Dr. Lambert is the author and principal
investigator of the SSRC Language and Areas Studies Program Review,
an exhaustive resources-oriented survey of language and area studies
in higher education today with a special concentration of the non-
Western world. Dr. Lambert asks how we arrive at a national lan-
guage policy. There are two questions: what are the different
clienteles and how to plan for them, and how do we estimate the
supply and demand? First there is the general liberal arts or de-
parochialization function. We trot blocs of college and high school
students through years of language study in the hope it will do them
some good. The available data are largely enrollment data. Yet, in
order to serve the individual needs we must put whole students to-
gether, and look at complete profiles of a foreign language training
program. What students take what languages and why ? We know too
little about why students take language at all. Next we should collect
data on the language use patterns for these liberal arts students. How
many will use their language at all and for what purposes ? Have they
acquired cultural empathy or just the pluperfect? We must plan for
the expanded needs of a broader clientele.

The second type of student is the language and literature major.
These remain the best served and the best understood. The third
category of clientele is the tool language learner. This category is
the most poorly served, largely because language use in the curricu-
lum is greatly limited.

Other categories of clienteles include the advanced level graduate
students with specialized and limited language needs, faculty members
who need refresher courses, as well as the nonacademics who are
not served at all or only by the proprietary schools. Dr. Lambert
concludes his presentation with a discussion of problems in develop-
ing appropriate supply and demand data.

Richard I. Brod. Mr. Brod discusses the preliminary results of
some of the recent surveys carried out under his direction at the
Modern Language Association including the degree requirements and
enrollment studies, noting a correlation between lowering of require-
ments and enrollments.

In discussing a recent survey in progress of the relevance of lan-
guage to business and industry, Mr. Brod reports an apparently
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positive response on the planned use of foreign language skills. Mr.
Brod stresses the need to build the case for a practically oriented
language curriculum, the need to convince the foreign language pro-
fession that this real need exists, and to begin to gear up for it. Dr.
Lambert makes a similar point in his discussion of the needs of the
broader clientele.

A. Hood Roberts. Dr. Roberts examines the range of needs for
different kinds of data bases:

(1) Languages known by persons in this country, including human
and material resources and information about these languages.

(2) Course offerings.
(3) Computerized research findings.
(4) Foreign language settlements in the United States.
(5) Comparative studies of the status of foreign language education

in the United Staters and other countries.
(6) Language and linguistic research in progress.
(7) Inventory of specialists in language and area studies.
(8) Manpower needs in linguistics and uncommonly taught lan-

guages.

Rudolph C. Troike. Dr. Troike speaks to the issue of ethnic
diversity as a national resource, with an emphasis on bilingual edu-
cation. Dr. Troike notes that we have treated bilingual education on
the one hand and foreign language study on the other in a piecemeal
fashion. National programs in the past have tended to encourage the
study of foreign languages in the schools while at the same time dis-
couraging continued study of the languages represented by those
ethnic minorities.

The Bilingual Education Act encouraged the study of the native lan-
guages of the participants but tended to use the native language merely
as a bridge to English and gradually phased down the native language.
Thus bilingual schools are viewed as an instrument of assimilation
rather than as an instrument of language maintenance. There is a
need to develop an adequate data base on what language the child brings
to the bilingual school. Is it a dialectical variant and how well does
he speak it, if at all ? A great amount of such basic socio-linguistic
research needs to be carried out in many parts of the United States.
Dr. Troike points to the need to articulate the variety of language
programs that exist in the country ranging from the bilingual edu-
cation schools, to the normal foreign language classroom in the
schools, colleges, and universities.

A final need exists for adequately trained teachers in the bilingual
education schools. Dr. Troike notes the severe lack of teachers
qualified to teach in the Navajo bilingual education schools. He
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suggests that a greater utilization of the unemployed Navajo would
result if these programs were expanded to serve all eligible schools.

Joan Rubin. Dr. Rubin asks why we do planning. There exists a
dilemma in the United States. Industry and business are quite success-
ful at planning, while planning is not well understood in education.
Much information is being gathered, but it is not clear how it all will
be used in a systematic and closely coordinated way. Information
should be gathered to provide data for student goals. If we are clear
on goals then we can specify alternative strategies to reach these
goals and begin to efficiently plan foreign language learning.

Roger Shuy. Dr. Shuy remarks on several aspects of the presen-
tations of the other discussants. He suggests the use of home stays
for our foreign language students in communities where the language
under study is spoken in the home.

The general discussion which followed notes the need for special-
ized training programs and materials for students who come from
homes where the language is spoken natively (Troike, Irene Thomp-
son) and underscores the need for the development of specialized
materials which build upon their competence.

In conclusion, the most pressing obligation that lies before us is
the cooperative development of a comprehensive and clearly enunci-
ated national foreign language policy. It can be estimated that this
nation allocates from three-fourths to one billion dollars annually
for language training, and the evidence suggests we do not get full
measure for this costly investment. A resources-oriented typology
for national language planning should significantly enhance our capa-
bility for the development of a comprehensive plan for the best utili-
zation of our scarce national resources.
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The interest group chairman opened the session presenting a brief
'position paper' dealing with problems of articulation and possible
avenues toward resolution of the problems. Each of the invited dis-
cussants then made a short presentation. Following the invited dis-
cussants' presentations, the session was opened to general discussion.

Following is a summary of the various presentations.
Protase E. Woodford. Mr. Woodford considers one of the major

obstacles encountered in providing smooth transition from level to
level to be the lack of commonality among schools and programs with
regard to materials and approaches. He states that articulation of
objectives is not exclusively a problem between secondary school and
college, but rather between any two levels of foreign language instruc-
tion. He does not feel that the current trend towards development of
behavioral objectives will result in more effective articulation because
the required specificity necessary to make a set of objectives useful
as guides to teachers will make the same objectives less likely to be
similar to objectives developed elsewhere.

He suggests that objectives be considered within two categories.
The first would contain detailed, specific objectives to be useful pri-
marily to the teacher for more effective instruction and the second,
more general performance objectives that could be used to define
levels of competence. As an example of the second (general perfor-
mance objectives) category the Foreign Service Institute Scale for
Levels of Speaking Proficiency was cited. For such a scale or set
of performance criteria to have maximum value and applicability all
potential users would need to be thoroughly familiar with the perfor-
mance represented by each step on the scale.

Woodford emphasized that in order to effect smooth articulation,
what is needed is a widely recognized and accepted 'yardstick' by
which to measure performance in a foreign language.

John E. Kieffer. Colonel Kieffer disagrees with the way in which
foreign languages are being taught in high school and many colleges,
he disagrees with most textbooks and most objectives. He considers
the 'acid test' to be whether a student can communicate in the foreign
language even if he communicates imperfectly. The first priority is
to destroy the fear that the average student has of foreign language
and some of the misconceptions held by high school students regarding
the relative difficulty of different foreign languages. He described
the foreign language program at Harker. Students there do not begin
foreign language instruction until grade 11 and are then given 540
hours of instruction. The student-to-teacher ratio in foreign lan-
guage classes is 6 to 1. Kieffer feels that it would be more valuable
to have students come to foreign language classes with a thorough
knowledge of English grammar than to begin foreign language study
earlier.
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Kieffer feels that a coordinated effort between high schools and
colleges cannot be produced until 'we get some intermediate points
adjusted and straightened out, so that we can all agree on methodology
and what we are going to require of kids before they take a foreign lan-
guage either on the high school or college level.'

John Marr. Mr. Marr considers it important to recognize that
there are different groups of students who take foreign languages and
that the roles for the various groups may be different. There are
three kinds of students who take foreign languages in high school. In
Category 1 are those students who take two or three years of foreign
language in high school in order to fulfill the minimum requirement
for college. In Category 2 are those students who develop some inter-
est in and enthusiasm for foreign language and take a fourth year in
high school or, if in college, go beyond the second-year course.
Hopefully, many Category 2 students will pass into Category 3, stu-
dents who become, in a sense, specialists in foreign languages.
These students are found in courses beyond the 'Introduction to
Literature' courses, third-year college courses and Advanced Place-
ment courses in the fourth year of high school. For Marr, the major
objective in the first three years of high school or two years of col-
lege is to entice the Category 1 students who have the requisite abili-
ties and skills to continue language study in the fourth year of high
school or third year of college.

The second objective for Category 1 should be to teach students to
speak the foreign language. Marr defines basic speaking ability as
the ability of a student 'to go to a foreign country, to exist in a com-
munity where people do not speak English, to function on a day-to-day
basis in a reasonably comfortable way.' The student, at the end of three
years of high school or two years of college, should be able to under-
stand the spoken foreign language quite well. He should not be ex-
pected to understand a sophisticated lecture on philosophy or on
literature. He should be able to understand a radio program dealing
with the news of the day, a conversation taking place between two
native speakers, or a conversation in which he is involved with an-
other person his own age. He should be able to understand the
spoken language to a greater degree than he is able to speak it.

Category 1 students should have a passive vocabulary extensive
enough to enable them to read with ease works of intermediate diffi-
culty.

Marr considers the writing skill to be relatively unimportant for
Category 1; it should serve primarily as a reinforcement to speaking.

Among the objectives for Category 2 are:
(1) Speaking ability such that the student makes fewer errors and

feels comfortable conversing with a native speaker.
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(2) The ability to understand spoken language to a degree that he
can understand a lecture on a literary or cultural topic.

(3) The ability to write short paragraphs and short essays in the
foreign language and to write about stories he has read.

Marr emphasizes the importance of the development of passive
vocabulary at this level (Category 2).

At the fourth year of high school or third year college (Category 3),
the course must appeal to the intellectual interest of the student.
These students hope to become specialists and are fairly good judges
of what kinds of special training they need.

The primary goal of Category 1 is to make the course attractive
enough and interesting enough to attract students to Category 2.

James T. Guines. Mr. Guines looks at the question of foreign
language articulation from the perspective of a big-city school ad-
ministrator faced with the problem of allocation of resources. In
large city systems where many students do not go on to college, how
is a foreign language program justified? An articulation problem
mentioned by Guines was that of transition for youngsters who study
French in one system in grades three through six and then go on to
junior high school.

Guines questions whether the same objectives in foreign language
instruction obtain for both college-bound youngsters and for those not
going on to college. According to him, the curricula in Physics and
Biology at the junior and senior high school levels have undergone
radical change because scholars in those fields were disturbed by the
preparation given youngsters in those disciplines. The scholars, in
collaboration with teachers and administrators have developed new
curricula accompanied by competence oriented, behaviorally stated
goals. Guines states that he and other school administrators are
being asked why long sequences of foreign language instruction are
being offered in their school systems when colleges and universities
are dropping language requirements. He made a plea for colleges
and secondary schools to set up and maintain standards for foreign
languages, since there are many who look at foreign languages and
other humanities as educational 'frills'.

Guines noted that a number of French teachers in the Washington,
D. C. schools where the student population is predominantly black,
demonstrate little awareness of black influences in French letters.

Robert Lado. Dean Lado expresses great concern over the problem
of articulation not only between high school and college but between
college and college, course and course.

Lado gave specific examples of the problem as it applies to
Georgetown University. Incoming students, whether freshmen or
transfer students, are given a department-prepared placement test
and, on the basis of results on that test, are placed into a course.
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In one case, a student with six years of secondary school study in a
language plus a year of university study in the country where the
language is spoken was placed, on the results of the test, in the basic
course. Although Lado uses Georgetown as an illustration, he con-
siders Georgetown's placement policies neither better nor worse than
most, merely typical. According to him there seems to be a 'general
law of behavior' attributable to language teachers whereby no one else
ever 'does the job right'. If students had language in elementary
school, when they get to high school we claim that 'they didn't do it
right and it is their fault'. The same holds at each step along the
way, each teacher claims the job was poorly done at the previous
level. Some object that the students did not have enough grammar,
others that the students had too much grammar and nothing else.
'They didn't do it right, they are not up to my standards.'

Lado described some of the standardized tests available to colleges
and universities, such as the Advanced Placement Examination and
the Achievement Tests of the College Entrance Examination Board.
For many years Georgetown's language departments would not use
the Achievement Tests because there was no provision in the tests
for measuring listening comprehension, a major objective at George-
town. For the last few years, the Achievement Tests in modern lan-
guages have included a listening section yet, according to a recent
survey, none of the language departments was aware of the fact.

He feels that if we cannot reliably and validly evaluate the language
achievement of students we should have that responsibility taken away
from us. He has seen department-developed examinations and states
that most have not been subjected to the 'most elementary criteria of
standardization. There is absolutely no effort to determine whether
there is empirical validity or even face validity in these instruments
and nothing about reliability.'

Lado again condemns the 'false pride' that makes us unable to
recognize the efforts of others in the preparation of our students.
'Competence and/or performance in a foreign language must be some-
thing that we can measure.' Lado considers one flaw in the College
Board tests to be not the tests themselves but the norms which they
provide. Percentile ranks and scaled scores (200-800) are not par-
ticularly meaningful for purposes of placement. Many professors
simply have no idea what a 700 may mean.

He suggests that institutions agree upon their own break-off or
cut-off scores for placement in various courses. Ideally, he feels,
the profession at large might, working through the professional
organizations, agree upon such scores.

Lado commented on the Foreign Service Institute scale. He con-
siders it difficult to discriminate well at the lower levels since many
different degrees of performance are represented within a single
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rating. A major impediment to establishment of a national FSI type
testing program is the scarcity of people trained to do that type of
testing.

The profession need not agree on a test but it should agree on the
definition of standards. It is time to stop denigrating the work of
others and time to set down standards, define levels, and then find
the means by which we can measure them.

Lado attributes the lack of success of the MLA cooperative foreign
language test program (although he calls it 'a magnificent effort') to
two reasons: (1) it did not define its norms in meaningful levels that
we might subscribe to, and (2) just one set of tests was produced,
and 'you cannot go on for a lifetime with just one set of tests'.

Charles Hancock. Professor Hancock reacted to the prior dis-
cussions by stating that he had heard terms such as competence,
coordination, measurement, performance standards, and testing
continuously mentioned but that there had not been any discussion, to
his satisfaction, of 'objectives'. He then asked the participants to
jot down one objective for foreign language instruction. A number of
people responded. Some of the 'objectives' were: communication;
better understanding of the people of the world; that a college student
with two to three semesters of Spanish be able to read El Mundo with
comprehension. Hancock indicated that the development of valid ob-
jectives is a difficult task. He then questioned whether, indeed, a
list of objectives for all foreign language teachers could be defined
and if it could, whether it should be done. He does not think such a
list can be developed. He feels that we are in an age where 'there are
many learners, many goals, and many ways'. Were people to try to
apply such a, list to their own situations, they might find themselves
in a situation no better than at present, 'swimming, and not knowing
in what direction they are swimming.'

He suggests that at present we may begin to identify some general
areas in which students seem to be interested. We must find out
what the student wants from his experience. We have to find out how
satisfied he is with the kinds of experiences he is getting. Hancock
does not feel that any set of objectives can be devised that will be
useful or valid for all three of these categories. He considers the
categories to some extent discrete. We should be looking at learning
in general. It should be recognized that there are two or three differ-
ent kinds of goals under discussion. There are long-range objectives
—appreciation of the language of the people, communication, the de-
sire to learn more about people. Then there are more specific ob-
jectives that have to be dealt with in terms of specific languages. A
third category is that of performance objectives. We should be striv-
ing for 'quality control in foreign language learning so that we can
find out what we are trying to teach people and what is the least
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expensive way. The two things that we ought to be considering are:
what do we want them to learn in foreign language study; and what is
most worth learning?' Students today aspire for much more than
parrotry. They are in a search for identity. Hancock presents
Wilga Rivers' statement on objectives, the statement he considers
to be the clearest. She suggests that all four aims will be pursued in
a contemporary foreign language class:

(1) to teach (more) about the nature and functioning of language;
(2) to teach students to communicate in a foreign language;
(3) to develop understanding of the people with whom one wishes

to communicate; and
(4) to teach students to read all kinds of material fluently in

the foreign language.

Hancock suggests that the needs are similar in both high school
and college and that perhaps we should 'be working at learning how
to learn as a prime objective in learning a foreign language.'

He discusses two current taxonomies (Hancock used transparencies
in his descriptions of the taxonomies) of second language education;
Smith's and that of Valette and Disich. Smith's cubic structure de-
scribes four dimensions (school level, type of individual involvement,
depth of language mostly, and chronological time), four stages of
language acquisition (beginning, intermediate, advanced, and con-
tinuing), and the 'building blocks' of the second language learning
process—the individuals concerned (learner, teacher, administrator,
psychologist, linguist, and researcher).

Valette and Disich's subject matter taxonomy describes five stages
of development: mechanical skills, knowledge, transfer, communi-
cation, and criticism.

Hancock insists that teachers at each level must be informed of
the emphases at the 'other' level. He adds that the information
should occur on a process-oriented level and not on an ad hoc one;
we should structure 'information' on 'briefing' sessions for each
other. Such sessions, he feels, might 'enhance the proliferation of
solely needed dialogues between coordinators at both levels—second-
ary and college.'

Discussion

The open discussion focused on three distinct areas: (1) the ad-
visability of determining 'standard' language attainment objectives
for the profession; (2) means for improving placement procedures
used with incoming college students; and (3) uses and abuses of cur-
rently available measurement instruments.
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A number of people expressed concern with a narrow approach
towards determination of objectives manifested by the task-oriented
objectives cited as examples. They feel that major objectives of an
affective nature may be neglected because they are neither readily
defined nor necessarily 'measurable'. Fear was expressed that
widely accepted lists of 'objectives' might serve to stifle innovation
and creativity in the foreign language classroom. It was stated that
there are enormous differences among programs even at the same
level of instruction and that the differences may indeed serve a useful
purpose. Imposed objectives would tend to 'homogenize' instruction.
Current tests, it is felt by some, serve in themselves as 'de facto'
sets of objectives. Teachers adapt their programs to meet what they
consider to be the objectives of the test with little regard for the real
needs of their students.

It was pointed out that an accepted set of objectives might suffer
from early obsolescence particularly in a period of rapid change.
The profession might find itself preparing students to meet objectives
that might no longer be valid.

There was some discussion concerning instruments available for
placement and their relative worth. Department-made or individually
developed tests were criticized by a number of people. It was sug-
gested that institutions conduct their own validity studies to determine
the effectiveness of their instruments in determining appropriate
placement of incoming foreign language students. An approach was
suggested for the use of 'modular' tests consisting of discrete modules
dealing with different aspects of language learning (e. g. listening
comprehension, literary sensitivity). Institutions would administer
those modules that they consider most appropriate to their students.
In this way institutions could take advantage of instruments already
developed since the modules would be made up of materials taken
from existing tests.

Another approach suggested was for institutions to administer
existing tests together with department-made tests and to study re-
sults over a number of years. At the end of that time a determination
could be made as to effectiveness of the instruments for purposes of
student placement.

Many participants feel that undue emphasis is placed on instru-
ments such as the College Board tests by secondary school teachers.
It was pointed out that there exist serious misconceptions among high
school teachers with regard to the purposes of the tests and their
content. Many teachers, it appears, are unaware of the current
format of the tests and the skills measured by them. It was stressed
that test descriptions should be made more readily available to class-
room teachers.
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